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Soviets Buy Another
700,000 Tons Of Beans
WASHINGTON (AP) The Soviet Union has bought another 700,000
metric tons of soybeaneivorth an estimated $175 million from this year's
U.S. crop, the Agriculture Department says.
The sale was announced Tuesday, four days after a previous Russian
purchase of 800,000 tons of soybeans for an estimated $200 million for
delivery in 1976-77.
In a related development, the Agriculture Department said Tuesday the
Soviet Union's grain prospects appear greatly improved over last year's
drought-shriveled harvest of 139.9 million metric tons, the smallest in a
decade.
Russia's grain harvest this year should be close to the 190 million metric
•tins that the USDA tentatively forecast June 22, a USDA official said.
A metric ton is 2,205 pounds.
Three U.S. crop experts- have just returned from an 18-day tour of seven
Soviet grain-prodacing districts, and the USDA plans to issue a new analysis
on Soviet grain Friday.;
The Soyiet grain crop planted last fall suffered majordamage during the
winter, but there are indication's theilariving acreage has recovered well-in
some key areas. The balance of Soviet gralicomes from crops planted in the
spring.
Last year's short crop forced the Soviet Union to buy foreign grain, in-
cluding 16.5 RI ylion tons of wheat and corn from last year's U.S. harvest.
The SovietA also lave purchased about 2.2 million tons of American wheat
and corn for delivery after Oct. 1. They are expected to order more later in
the season.
Soybean prices have jumped in recent months because of rising domestic
and export demands. Processed soybeans provide edible oil and high-protein
meal for livestock feed.
151 Per Copy Three SectsoQs 26 Pages
MR CHISEL — The Tau Phi Lambda, orority, Woodmen of the World,
presented the Murray Fire Departmen4 with a rescue, air chisel, to be used
in coniunction with the department's laws of Life." The chisel was pur-
chased at a cost of $215. Making the presentation to Chief Jackie Cooper
are Loretta jobs and Phyllis Whitney.
Ford's Veto Of-Tobs Measure Expected
To Draw Much Criticism From Congress
WASHINGTON • kAP) - President
Ford's veto of a job-creating public
works bill is expected to draw heavy
opposition from congressional
Democrats and at least one key
Republican, the Senate GOP whip.
Democratic leaders predicted the
veto wW be overridden.
Senate GOP Whip Robert Griffin, a
leader last winter in the successful
campaign to sustain Ford's veto of a
bigger public works bill, cited a 9.7 per
cent jobless rate in his home state of
Michigan and 13.4 per cent in Detroit in
declaring his support for the bill.
• House and Senate leaders say they
believe Congress will override Ford's
veto Tuesday of the $3.95-billion bill,
designed to create or preserve 400,000
jobs.
Rejecting bipartisan pleas to sign it,
Ford said: "This bill will not create
lasting jobs but instead will create
more inflation."
The veto and rising- unemployment
have set up the jobs situation as a
campaign issue. Ford and several
Democrats traded salvos Tuesday.
Ford said Congress "clearly
estainished the direction . they would
have our nation go - toward more
federal spending, higher taxes, *larger
Park Pool Reopens
Following Vandalism
The swimming pool at the Murray-
Calloway County Park aza.a-scheclulcd__
to reopen today after being closed
yesterday morning for cleaning.
Park director Gary Hohman said that
an unknown substance had been tossed
into the pool sometime Sunday night or
early Monday morning causing con-
siderable water discoloration and
boosting the chlorine content well
, above the safe range factor Jar swings
ming.
deficits, more people on the federal
payroll and higher inflation."
Sen. Hubert Humphrey, D-Minn.,
predicted Congress will override "this
shameless veto." He said Ford's move
was "bad economic policy, callous
social policy and an apparent attempt
to woo conservative delegates to the
Republican National Convention."
The bill is a scaled-down version of a
$6.2-billion program Ford vetoed in
.County School
'Board To Meet
On Thursday
The Calloway County School Board
will meet Thursday at 7:30 p. rn. at the
board office, according to Dr. Jack
Rose, superintendent.
Included en the agenda will babicts on
gasoline, pump installation, bus tires,
Hojnan said, 
Chemical analysis of the substance,
.revealed milk, bread and insurance; declarationthat it was
of surplus property; constitution andeither blae OFEfiiellieletrIlror-sern metk_beemor,s_ciab
form y-of dye, Some proPerties in the the superintendent's report.substance had apparently reacted with
the chlorine in the pool, Hofunan said.
Park crews were forced to drain the
pool, clean it and then refill the pool
prior to the reopening today. The crew
warked on the cleaning and refilling of
the pool until the early morning hours
today.
NEW WADESBORO BRIDGE -- Residents of the Liexter and Waciesburo
communities will soon be able to pass over a new road and bridge. The
recently constructed bridge and road which crosses Muckbranch Creek.
wal conned Dextec with Wadesboro. The placement of the new bridge
will also re.dIred1e flrieglierinfiloWlv.ifeir Con siatieiffy, Stftfra
acres which borders the creek Are now tendabtei The concrete
'and steel structure is 42 feet song and 28 feet wide, supported by 8 feet
PTe;s7The coitstruaion Of the isrldge requited Frireobic yards 0; care-
crete and 9000 pounds of steel reinforcements. Charles Miller of the
Partly Cloudy
Partly cloudy through Friday. Lows
tonight. in the low tb mid 60s. Highs
Thursday in the mid to upper 80s. Winds
variable to 10 mph tonight.. Chance of
rain 10 per cent tonight and Thursday.
February. The House voted to Oerride
that veto but the Senate vote fell three
short of the required two-thirds.
House Democratic Whip John McFall.
of California said tie is confident the
House will again vote to oyerride.
(See Veto, Page 13)
Council To
Get Report
On Budget
A report on the Murray city budget
for the first six months of the current
year and a discussion of rules and
regulations governing access to public
records of the city will be the made-
topics 01 discussion at the regular
meeting , Of the Murray Common-
Council this Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in
City Hall. 4
The budget analysis will be presented
by councilman Melvin Henley,
chairman of the council's budget
committee.
Other items on the agenda include
approval of the bills payable from the
general fund, gas and water systems
and the second reading of ordinance
number 627 setting the tax rate for the,'
city for 1976.
Calloway Cc.anaty Road Department is foreman of the proieckand the labor
is etclusively provided by the CITA work crew. Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. Miller stated that because of the labor provided by the County
(ETA workers, taxpayers were saved a substantial amount of tax dollars.
114lireMil1arVa1d,_ wasTiTtruletlrave- fewarieitei. the abridge through.a 7 (1-)10,„.„
state matchir% program, but WO our CITA employees doing the work, we
have managed to save local tax dollar by holding The cost to about one-
' Otarifiat what itiaawldiravearest 04 " „ .„
Photo by Dan D. Pattercon
Queen Contest
Friday To Kick
Off County Fair
The Murray-Calloway County Fair
/411 open Friday-:--iiight at Lovett
Auditorium as the new 1976 County Fair
Queen will be selected from among 28
young hopefuls.
Each night next week will feature a
different attractior at the grandstand,
according to a Jayeeespoiteamen.
- • Monday will feature the 41•11, rabbit
show at ttve p. m.: with -the official
opening of the fair at seven p. rrt. 'The
four-wheel drive pull will be held at 7:30
p. m.
an Tuesday, the Jersey Cattle Show
will be held at ten a. m., with the
motorcycle rodeo to be held at 7:30 p.
m. Wednesday will feature the holstein-
Freisian cattle show at ten A,. M.. With
the open rabbit show at five p. m. and
bluegrass music at 7:30 p. m.
Thursday will be Kiddies Day,
beginning at one p. m., with the 4-H and
FFA dairy show to be at six p. m. The
Nationwide DeanolitiOn Derby will be at
7:30 p. m. On Friday, the beef cattle
shows will be ,at ten a. m., with family
night begimiing at five p. m., and the
Facts 0' Life Music Show at 7:30.
Saturday night will conclude the 1976.
Faiiith a horse and mule pull at ten
a. m. arid Farm Bureau bay at ten if
m. The tractor pull, as usual, 'Will be
Saturday night at seven p. m.
The big feature of the week will be the
gigantic $3,000 give-a-way, with a
drawing each night of $500. Only one
ticket will be drawn each night. If there
is no winner, that amount will be added
to the next night's drawings. A solid
state portable color television will be
given away Wednesday night at the
Bluegrass coneert..
Contestants for the beauty contest to
be held Friday are Karen Allbritten,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Allbritten, 1516 Canterbury Drive;
Sandy Bibb, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Bibb, Route Two;
Rebecca Sue Blackford, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Blackford, Route Six;
Pam Boodeit, daug,,,hter .of Mr., and
'Mrs: Milt Booden, 1105 Olive;
,.,Kathigiitraegh, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Breach, Route One; •
Benton Girl
Wins P .geant
A ayfield
Miss Tammy Phillips, 15-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe H.
Phillips of Benton._ was ,crowned
Purchase District Fair Queen last night
as the Purchase District Fair got un-
derway in Mayfield. -
First raumerup in the beauty pageant
was Andrea Milner, age 17 of Carlisle
County and second runnerup was Edar
Turk, age 18, also of Carlisle County.
Debbie Cunningham, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Mark Cunningham, 1613
Sunset Blvd.;
Vicki Cunningham, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Cunningham, 1624
Magnolia;
Theresa Ann Dover, daughter of Dr.
and,Mrs. J. B. Dover, Hazel;
Sheila Jo Foster, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe roster, Route Eight ; '-'----
Peggy Rogers,daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Rogers, Route One, Far-
mington;
Cindy Gould, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Gould, 1603 Hermitage;
Joni Guthrie, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Guthrie, 1510 Belmonte ;
Sherry Haley, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Haley, Route One, Almo; •
Kathy Sue Jackson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bennie Jackson, Route Sevin;
(See Queen Contest, Page fi
Murray. School.:
Board Plans
Thuriday Meettfl
The Murray City School board WM
meet Thursday at 7:30 p. m, at the
board office building, according to Fred
Schultz, superintendent.
included on the agenda will be con-
sideration of the general budget for the
coming year, bids on musical Of-
struments, gasoline and cafeteria
supplies, staff recommendations,
approval of grievance procedure
relating to Title IX,- and the superin-
tendent's report.
Application Filed
For Radio Station
Four local individuals have made
application to the Federal Com-
munications Commission fora con-
struction perofor a dew standard41'•
broadco,ia tion.
application pf Pleittaie Efroa -
in g Co., Inc. for a new radio station
in Murray was filed with the FIC.C.
Jane 30. The application request a
construction permit for a new station to
operate on a frequency of 1000 kHz with
a power of 250 watts.
The proposed transmitter site is
located on Poor Farm Road, one-half
mile west of Highway 641, and the, ,
proposed main studio will be located at
507 North 13.
Officers, directors and stockholders
of the Heritage Broadcasting Co. in-
clude Thomas Walker, Kenneth C.
Imes, Bethel Richardson and Harold
Keith Moore.
Imes said it will be several months
before approval is given to the ap-
plication for permit, if it is granted by
the F.C.C.
Many Issues Discussed
At Red Cross Board Meet
A lar e group was in attendance at
the Ca oway County Red Cross Board
quarterly meeting Tuesday afternoon
in the Jury Room of the Court House.
Many issues were discussed by the
Board members including additional
means of fund raising as well as
disaster relief. The National Red Cross
suggested the Calloway County Red
Cross chapter raise $783 for disaster aid
for Guam, the western states and
Idaho. $52 has been raised to date.
Holmes Ellis, chairman, asked for
the secretary's report end the
treasurer's report. Sid Easley,
treasurer, said the. local Red Cross
chapter has a balance of $3766.07 in the
treasury.
Walt Apperson, 1975 fund drive
chairman said the fund drive totaled
$6966.25 plus $185 in pledges.
The nominating committee with
Lester Nanny, chairman, named
Holmes Ellis, Sid Easley, Dr. Ruth Cole
TODAY'S INDEX
Three Sections_ Today
Local Scene 2,3
Horoscope .1. • 8
Dear Abby 
Opinion Page 1e4
let's Stay Well.  
Sporta  ,76,1
Comics
,Classifieds  14, 15
Deaths & Funerals 16
Long JohnSilvers Seetaoi 2-Pages
and Karl Hussung to continue their
terms on the board for three more
years and Dr. Harry Sparks to fill the
term of Robert Moyer. The Board voted
to accept the slate as read.
The Board also voted to elect the
following officers for the eh-suing year:
Chairman, Holmes Ellis; Vice-
Chairman, Dave Dickson; Secretary.
Mrs. Ruth Cole; Treasurer, Sid Easley.
All service chairmen were voted to be
retained: 15ablicity, Mrs. Carole Hahn;
service. to military, Mrs. Susie
McDevrtt; office of, volunteers, Mrs.
Kathryn Glover; water safety, Dr.
Chad Stewart; nursing service, Dr.
Ruth Cole. The position of First Aid
Service Chairman is to be filled.
Mrs. Jean Blankenship reported on
Red Cross activities. With five swim-
ming instructors there are 376 children,
36 adult beginners, 52 parent and tot
swimmers and 40 in current
lifesaving programs. The -bTeiScr drive
on the MSU campus gleaned 358 pints of
blood; and first aid classes have been
held for employes of both Jim Adams'
IGA's, Roses, Kroger, Mental Health,
Senior Citizens, and others.
Board members and service c'hair-
men in attendance at the Tuesday
board meeting of the Calloway County
Red Cross were: Holmes Euis Dave
Dicludn, Lester Nanny, Sid F.:talky, Or.
Heir Alenander; ---Henry-Heltarn tr4-
Husswig, Harvey Ellis, Leonard
Vaughn, Fleetwood Crouch, ttuart
PostoriAalter Apperson, Mrs. Carole . _
Hahn, Miss Nancy Garrison.
S
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.I.SS Susan Moody Is Honored,
At Shower At Community Roon,
Miss Susan Moody, August
7th bride-elect of Rick
.„.Bowerman, was honored with
a delightful household shower
. on Tuesday, June 22, at 7:30
p.m. at the Murray Federal
Savings and Loan Community
Room.
The gracious hostesses for
the event were Mrs. Rex
Alexander, Mrs. Ronnie Boyd,
Mrs. O'Neal Burgess, Mrs.
Ora Lee Lyons, Mrs. Bendel
Sykes and Miss Bonnie Lyons.
The honoree chose to wear a
yellow knit pantsuit. She was
presented a corsage of white
carnations by the hostesses.
Mrs. Reuben Moody, mother
of the bride-elect, and Mi s.
Katherine Bowerman, mother
of the groom-elect, were both
presented corsages of red,
white and blue carnations.
Miss Sandra Moody, sister
of the bride-elect, and Miss
Ginger Bowerman, sister of
the groom-elect, presided at
the guest register. The guest
register table was overlaid
with a white linen tablecloth
covered with blue net and
centered with a vase of pink
carnations, baby's breath and
greenery. -
A game was played with
Mrs, Robert Moody being the
winner. The door prize was
won by Mrs. June Whitford.
Both ladies presented their
prizes to the bride-elect.
Mrs. Leonard Clark, sister
of the groom-elect, assisted
Miss Moody in opening her
. many lovely gifts.
Refreshments of cake, lids,
mints and punch were served
from a table - overlaid vifth'
white linen tablecloth covered
with blue net, and centered
with -a bouquet of white, pink
and blue summer flowers
flanked by two single can-
delabra.
Approximately eighty
persons were present or sent
gifts.
Hospital Report
July 2, 1976
Adults 93
Nursery 1
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Judy A. Wilson, Rt.
Mayfield, Mrs. Dorothy
Merritt, 613 S. 3rd., Murray,
(Xis V. Brooks, Rt. 8, Box 64,
Murray, Hal Brandon, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. -Louise V.
Edwards, Rt. 1, Gilbextsville,
Mrs. Lillian F. Robertson, 211
S. 13th., Murray, Mrs. Shirley
B. Turner, Rt. 9, Beaton, Mrs.
Shirley A. Burkeen, 206 S.
12th., Murray, Mrs. Nadine
Bruce, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs.
Anna J. Usrey, Rt. 1, Murray,
Ekr_ian Travis, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Miss Tammy L Colson, New
Concord, Mrs. Brenda
Hargrove, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Kay 0. Beasley, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Betty Williams
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Wingo,
Mrs. Barbara 3. Blanchard,
Rt. 9, Benton, Mrs. Elizabeth
Dowdy, 104 No. 9th., Murray,
Charles W. Rose, Ftt. 2, Hazel,
Clayton Dickerson, - 1633
Catalina Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Ruby W. Tripp, RL 3, Murray,
Mrs. Lennie A. May, 615 E.
South, Mayfield, Mrs. Rosa E.
Arnn, Fern Terrace Lclg.,
Murea-Y, Job E. Stockston
(expired), 1806 Greenbrier
Rd., Murray.
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Of hawse To
Senior
Citizens
Special Tripr,---
Planned For
olden Agers
The Golden Age group from
Murray will go to Brandon
Springs in Land Betemen the
Lakes on July 19,20, and 21.
Reservations will be ac-
cepted by Birdie Parker,
telephone 753-2402 or Mabel
Tolley, 75371146.
The group will leave the
First _United. Methodist
Church grounds at 9:15 a.m.
on Monday, July 19 and return
to Murray. before noon
we4geSdaz, July 21. •
An enjoyable outing is
planned bythe committee and
members are urged to make
their reservations as soon a.s
possible.
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Miss Virginia Lynne Walker Is
Married At Brentwood Church
To Claude Franklin Jennings
Burkett 8 Faulkner
Wedding Vows Read
in Church Ceremony
Salem United Methodist.
Church was the setting for the
double ring ceremony uniting
Beth Ann Burkett and Hal
Cannon Faulkner in marriage
on Friday, June 4, at sofFn p.
m.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Greyer H.
Miss Virginia Lynne Walker Witherspoon, organist, and blue blouse, designed by her Binitett, and the groom is the
of Brentwood, Tenn.: and David Fryer, soloist. mother. Her flowers were son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Claude Franklin Jennings - For the occasion, the altar white Orchids. _Faulkner, all of Clinton.
was flanked by arrangements The bride is the grand- Nuptial music was
of white blossoms, carnations daughter of Mr. and Mrs. presented by the bride's aunt,
and stock, with greenery and Ronald W. Churchill of Mrs. Dennis Burkett,
decorated with - spiral can Murray. - organist, and Gary Harper,
delabra entwined with _ Prenuptial Events soloist. Miss Gaye Upton kept
greenery. Single white tapers Miss Walker was honored the guest register.
with magnolia leaves graced with several prenuptial Rev. Max Cannon, uncle of
the windows and the aisles parties. Including a gift tea, the groom, solemnized the
were marked with white bows miscellaneous shower, marriage. The tapers for the
and g termer y lingerie shower and two teas. candlelight service were lit by
Bride's Dress Mr. aiLd Mrs. Jennings the ushers, Stevie Jewell and
Mr. Walker gatier- hIántertatned with a dinner Greg Pruitt:
daughter in marriage. She party at the Brentwood The wedding ceremony was
wore a Mendicino original Country Club following the performed before a heart
designed by Bill Schad, of rehearsal Of the wedding, for shaped candelabrilm and on
ivory organza and peau members of the wedding both sides were cath6dral
d'ange lace and pearls. The party, out-of-town relatives candelabra all entwined with
empire bodice appliqued with and guests. greenery and white satin
the chosen lace was fashioned The bridesmaids luncheon bows. On the altar were two
with a scoop neckline and cap was given by Mrs. Alf Kinney sets of eight candles set in
greenery and two hurricane
lamps marked the center.
Hurricane lamps also with
greenery and white satin bows
lit the aisle.
Bride's Dress
ite bride was escorted to
the altar bY her father and
given in marriage by her
parents. She was attired in a
white formal gown of bridal
satin overlaid in Chantilly
.lac3he dress had an empire
waist complimented with a V-
neckline and sheperdess
sleeves. The circular skirt was
enhanced' with a ruffled
hemline that swept into a
cathedral train. She wore a
finger-tip veil and carried a
. HOSPITAL PATIENT bouquet of white roses with
Kimberly Dawn Hopkins of baby breath and streamers of
Murray Route Two was blue and white tied in love
dismissed June 26 from the knots.
Community Hospital, The 'pride chose her sister,
'Mayfield. Shelia Jewell, to serve as her
_ matron of honor. Miss
N R LaDonna Lawson and MissKITCHE "BICK" Libby Bugg served _ as
bridesmaids and Miss Lori
Faulkner, niece of the groom,
as flower girl.
They wore identical formal
length gowns of -blue crepe
knit and were accented at belt
-and neck line with off-white
lace with -ha-irk- anfr -pear•—
flOwers. The matron of honor
and bridesmaids wore off-
white hats trimmed in lace to
match the dress and carried
French Colonials of white and
blue palms with streamers.
The flower girl wore a wreath
of palms in her hair with blue
and white streamers and
carried a basket of rose
pedals.
The groom chose as his best
man, his brother, Michael
Faulkner. David Glidwell and
were married on June26at the
Brentwood United Methodist
Church. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Owen
Walker of Brentwood, Tenn.,
and he is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Claude Bennett Jennings
of Lebanon, Tenn. —
Rev. Jeff W. Fryer, assisted
by Dr. Ray Wiggins, officiated
at the 7;3Q. o'..c19c15 nt114.1411
following a musical program
presented by . Charlek
'1Decut. -A66
More On How Mother's
Day Began
By Abigail Van Buren.
;E,151lit.tiOtalo Tioun.ft tioW.thwit 3.11. • --
DEAR ABBY: In a recent column, you stated that Anne
Jarvis, the originator of Mother's Day, was from
Philadelphia. Please retract your statement. She-was from
Grafton, W. Va
PROUD WEST VIRGINIAN
DEAR PROUD: I've had an avalanche of protest from
proud and irate West Virginians since the column appeared.
and I offer the following:
Miss Anna M. Jarvis established Mother's Day to honor
the memory of her mother, Mrs. Anna Reeves Jarvis, of
Grafton, W. Va.
Over the years, Miss Anna M. Jarvis sent more than
10,000 carnations from Philadelphia, where she lived, to be
placed on her mother's grave.
On May 10, 1908, the first Mother's Day service was held
in Grafton at a little Methodist church, which has since
become a shrine.
Although Mother's Day was established to honor Mrs.
Anna Reeves Jarvis, her daughter, who conceived the idea,
/was in fact from Philadelphia.
You may need a Philadelphia lawyer to determine
whether Miss Jarvis's legal residence was Grafton or 6
Philadelphia. but I'm betting on Philadelphia-.
DEAR ABBY: Where did the absurd practice of tipping
waiters begin? It is ridiculous to be expected to add between
15 and 20 per cent to the bill just to have the food brought
from the kitchen to the table.
If the food is exceptionally good, the COOK should be
given something extra, not the waiter. And then there's alsothe captain and the maitre d', who do nothing and expect atip.
Employers should pay their help a living wage instead of
relying on the generosity of their customers
Tipping is a ripoff! Furthermore, it's demeaning for aperson to have to put his hand out for an "offering."
SICK OF TIPPING
DEAR SICK: Since the word "tip" means: "To insureprompt service," it would make more sense to tip BEFOREthe meal then after.
I agree, tipping has gotten out of hand—if you'll forgivethe pun—but if most restaurants paid their waiters' andwaitresses what they needed to make ends meet, they
couldn't stay in business.
DEAR ABBY: I have an alcoholic sister who lives in thesame city with my elderly mother. My mother lives alone,and she hasn't been well for the last few years, but she is-very proud and will not allow anyone to live with her.
My sister very often gets drunk and phones rne at 2-or 3or even 4 o'clock in the mcifning. This is upsetting, ofcourse, but I don't dare get an unlisted number because I'mafraid my,inother may need me, or my sister might,want tocall me elan me that my mother is sick or possibly dead.Telling my sisterNOT to call me when she's loaded doesno good. I've told her a dozen times, but she forgets.
Is there a solution? -
ANXIOUS SON
DEAR SON: If there is, I'm not able to mini up with it.Readers? -
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personalreply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700. 1.1.A., Calif. 90069Enclose stamped, seltaddressed envelope, please.
HURLEY
WATER PURIFIER
MAKE YOUR WATER FIT TO DRINK,
• No installation chore
• No •lectrical hook-up
• No Plumbing
• No r•f II I s
A del iciou• new drinkl Your own
top wator triple cleaneell
Chlorin• and pollutants out . . .
Bottled water without the bottle.
PHONE-
OR WRITE
FOR FREE
-BROCHURE
Michael Colyott
110 tircaVama
Murray, Ky.
753-7264
sleeves and the skirt and
watteau chapel-length train
was also _traced with lace
appliques-
Her chapel-length veil of
ivory illusion edged in the
chosen lace was caught to a
Camelot headpiece of peau
dange lace and pearls. She
carried a bouquet of pink and
white roses with baby!s breath
and a white Biblesarried by
the groom's mother and aunt
on the occasions of their
weddings. The bride wore
antique bracelets of rubies
and pearls worn by her
mother at her wedding and a
strand of pearls, the gift of the
groom.
Miss Martha Anne Walker
washer sister's maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Miss Judy
Jennings of Cookeville, Tenn.,
sister of the groom; Pam
Churchill of Middleburg
Heights, Ohio, cousin of the
bride; Miss Karen Kinney,
Brownsville, Tenn., cousin of
the bride; and Miss Cammy
Lovelace of Nashville, Tenn.
They wore dusty rose Quiana
gowns. The maid of honor
carried two long-stemmed
pink roses and the
bridesmaids each carried a
single pink rose.
Traci Elizabeth Walker,
Murray, niece of the bride,
was the flower girl in an ivory
batiste model with lace in-
sertion, designed by -the
bride's mother. She carried a
basket filled with multi-
colored flowers.
Mr. Jennings was his son's
best man. Groomsmen were
Tommy Walker of Murray,
brother of the bride; Sherlie
Lee Bates of Lebanon, Tenn.,
cousin of the groom; Ronnie
Walker of Brentwood, Tenn.,
brother of the bride; and Ken
Jennings of Lebanon, brother-
of the groom. Jamie 'Walker,
nephew of the bride, of
Murray, was the ringbearer.
Fgrier,claugfiter's wedding,
Mrs. Walker selected a
sleeveless blue Quiana formal
gown with chiffon capelet.
Mrs. Jennings chose a pale
green gown with chiffon
sleeves. Their powers were
white cymbidium orchids.
Reception
After the ceremony a
reception was held in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
The bride's table was laid
with a white lace cloth posed
over pink and centered with a
five-branched candelabrum
with pink tapers and pink
roses, pink carnations, and
baby's breath. The three-
tiered wedding cake was
decorated in delicate pink
with darker pink -roses and
topped with a nosegay of pink
roses, pink carnations and
baby's breath.
The groom's cake was
chocolate and was decorated
with green grapes.
Assisting in the serving
were Miss Debra Denson,
Miss Sue Edmondson, Miss
Betsy Bingham, Miss Susie
Imes, Almo, cousin of the
bride, Mrs. Marvin Woolen,
Mrs. Shannon Kaprive, and
Mrs: Kathy Hesson.
Mrs. Tonuny Walker, sister-
in-law of the bride, of Murray,
kept the guest register and the
table was overlaid with a
syttlite:14114t41.ttroidel:0 c!P.th
used at the \wedding recep--
tion.s. of the_ bride's parents
and brother'.
th-;the the-'
couple left on a wedding trip to
New Orleans, La. For
traveling the bride wore a
white suit with red, white, and
and her daughter, Karen, aunt
and cousin of the bride, at
Carter's Court in Franklin,
Tenn., on Friday, June 25. The
guest list included, Mrs.
Ronald Churchill, Murray,
grandmother of the bride,
Mrs. Tommy Walker, sister-
in-law of the bride, Murray,
and Traci Elizabeth Walker,
niece _or the bride. Other
guests were the mothers of the
bride and groom, the
'bridesmaids and out-of-town
guests and relatives.
7)eizefordziA
The splash panel, direct-
ly abovc the kitchen count-
er,-is an ideal spot for the
"brick look." Roxite man-
made masonry poets add a
syarm backdrop,, to kitchen
appliances and a illgasing
contrast to Tlare--Yv-allf,-
Pfay Safe with Ground Beef
Even though gronii,d beef
is plentiful and economical,
homemakers should exercise
care in handling the meat as
soon as it arrives from the
market. Because ground meat
is perishable, it should be
stored immediately in the
coldest part of the refrig-
erator or meat compartment
and ahould be tied within
twenty-four tioyra After pur--
chase.
Ricky Harrison were the.
groomsmen.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Burkett selected a for-
mal diingth dress of green
overlaid in pale green with
yellow and white daisies. Mrs.
Faulkner, mother of the
groom,. chose a peach knit
formal gown and both thothers
wore orchids with ribbons to
match their gowns.
- Reception
Following the ceremony, a
reception was held in the
church fellowship hall.
Serving were Mrs. Michael
Faulkner, sister-in-law of the
groom, Mrs. Randall Mullins
and Mrs. Dorrill Berry,
cousins of the bride. Mrs. Bill
House served as hostess.
Passing out rice bags was
Miss Amy Faulkner, niece of
the groan.
After their honeymoon in
Gatlinburg, Tennessee, the
couple is at home in Murray.
Pre-nuptial events in-
cluded; a miscellaneous
shower given by Miss
LaDonna Lawson; a gift tea
given at Salem Methodist
Church by Mrs. Bill House,
Mrs. Stevie Jewell, Mrs. Phil
Tarver, Mrs. Wesley Muffins;
a gift tea given at First
Baptist Church of Clinton by
Mrs. Donald Pruitt, Moe Gary
Harper, Mrs. Bob Brown,
Mrs. Bob Samples, Mrs,
Marshall Larkins, Mrs. Ralph
Bugg; a pre-wedding dance
given by Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Burkett and Dr. and Mrs.
Brent Buriteft; a luncheon
given by Mrs. June Bugg and
Libby; a party given by Salem
Baptist Youth; a coffee given
by Mrs. Earl Warren; a
reception given by Salem
Baptist Church; a luncheon
given by Mrs. Guy Upton and
Gaye; and a rehearsal dinner
given by the groom's parents. 
Thomas
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ate
Bicentennial Party Held For ,
Miss Lilly In Williamsport •
The lovely new country
home of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Brooks Gardner in
Williamsport, Tenn., was the
scene of an informal bicen-
tennial party honoring Miss
__Trudy . Lilly. ,luly 24th bride-
elect of Nelson IT. Gardner, on
Saturday, June 26. .
Hostesses for the prenuptial
occasion were Mrs. Gardner
and Mrs. John Ed Hooten.
For the occ)ision, the
honoree chose to wear a navy
and white gingham check long
dress accented by a white
pique and eyelet collar. Mrs.
G. T. Lilly of Murray, mother
of the bride-elect, wore a floor
length red, white, and blue
bicentennial costume, and
Mrs. 'I). C. Gardner of
Williamsport, stepmother of
the groom-elect, was attired in
a long gown of red, white, and
black. They were presented
corsages of daisies trimmed
with red checked ribbon.
•
Thrtlurran.
I Antler,Tlwi
Guests signed the bridal
register which was placed on a
table on the redwood deck.
They were greeted'at the door
by Miss Carolyn Gardner,
sister of the groom-elect.
-- The bicentennial theme-18ga
carried out throughout the
rustic home. An informal
arrangement of daisies and -
Queen Anne's lace graced the
refrestunent table which was
cqwered with a red and white
checked cloth. A variety Of
delicious canapes and cookies
were served along with apple
cider ladled from an witique
crockery churn.
Miss Lilly was assisted in
opening her many gifts by her
sister, Mrs. Thomas A.
McKenzie, III of Nashville,
Tenn.
Approximately si.fty-five
guests in informal or bicen-
tennial costume enjoyed this
delightful event.
Boatwright Reunion fs /-leld At
'Home-Of Mr. and Mrs. Garland
The 'annual Boatwright-
family reunion was held
Sunday, July 4, at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Garland,
316 South Ninth Street,
Murray.
Descendants of John
Boatwright came from three
states and nine cities to at-
tend. A bountiful potluck
Hospital Report
July 1, 1976
Adults 98
Nursery 2
190 NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
• DISMISSALS .
E. 0. Ray, Rex 6, Sedalia,
Mrs: lielvie r. Garland, Rt. 3,
Box lilt, Murray, Mrs. Shirley
S. Spuill, Rt. 1, Jones Bend,
;Paris, Tn., Mrs. Faye B.
Murphy, 905 Olive St.,
Murray, Miss Jeanette
Burkeen, No. 61, Riveria Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Katherine
Latimer, 512-R S. 12th.,
Murray, Miss Patricia L
Potts, 300 Hilltop Dr., So.
Fulton, 'hi., Mrs. Mamie
Page, 1312 Sycamore,
r.-Murray, Mrs. Louisa Cun-
ningharn,-Rt.-1,Rox 1mB, Alm,
Solen C. Morgan, A-15 Fox
Meadows, Murray, Roy
Scarbrough, Rt. 6,• Murray,
Ota T. Stalls, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Norma S. West, Rt. 1,'
Mayfield, William McKinney,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Opal
Bailey (expired), Rt. 3, Box
116, Murray.
luncheon Was served at one -
p.m. to the thirty-five persons
present.
Those attending were: Mrs.
Ronda Fitts, Mr. and Mrs. 0.
J. Grogan, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas D. Lovett and
daughter, Amy, Mr. and Mrs.
Guthrie Roberts, Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. Roberts arut, daaghter,
Vickie, Mr. and. $41%;•-Etirie
Garland, Rhonda, Johnny',
Ronnie, and' Pam Garland,
Murray 'and Calloway County;
Mr. 'and Mrs. John Brandon,
Herndon; Mr. and Mrs. Ross
Williams, Symsonia; Mr. and
Mrs. Clan Boatwright, Walnut
Grove, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Boatwright,- Bob and
Tim Boatwright, Excelsior
Springs, Mo.; Fannie' Cun-
ningham, Sandoval, Ill.; Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Cunningham,
Centralia, Ill.; Merle Szoke,
Beverton, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Guzzy, Metropolis, Ill.;
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Bohler,
Louisville.
An afternoon of reminiscing
and fellowship was held.
The next reunion will he
held the first Sunday in July in
49
ZIPPY SCRAMBLE
Put some zip into scrambled
eggs by adding one-fourth cup
shredded Cheddar cheese per
egg. Add the cheese to
eggs just before pouring into
skillet or as soon as eggs begin
to cook.
Mrs. Lydia Overby, seated, holds her great grand-
daughter, Carla Butler, at the Senior Citizens luncheon.
With her standing left is her daughter, Joyce Thome, and
her granddaughter, Geneva Butler, right.
• '
Special cakes made for the bicentennial lunclAwn
the Dexter, Almo d Faion Senior,Citizens were an
eagle cake, lefl,chade by Geneva Butler, and a flag cake
finstberger.iude by
Of Interest to
Senior Citizens:::
Dexter, Alma, Faxon
Group Has Luneheon
Tie Dexter, Almo, and
Faxon Senior Citizens held a
,bicentennial potluck luncheon
at the Dexter Community
Center with the room being
decorated in red, white, and
blue with the American Eagle
and Liberty bells.
Stephen Shapard led the
ceremony for the brief flag
raising ,ceremony prior to the
luncheon and also gave grace
before the meal. A cake in the
shape of an eagle was made by
Geneva Butler, and a cake in
-the shape of a -flag- was-raada
by Cathy Ernstberger.
Recognized at the meeting
was Mrs. Geneva Butler who
had her daughter, grand-
daughter, and great grand-
daughter with her that day. Dumas, Raymond F. Ralph,
Those in attendance were- _Mrs. Denny May, and Faxton
Mary Wallace, Shannon Redden.
Douglas Wilma Green
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A Startling Announcement
We made huge pirrtases months age front the Mairiond
• Centers of the world, prior to sharp price incroeses. This
fact. coupled with our traditional, price reductions for
our Annual Diamond Sale make then t savings possible.
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Discounted For This Gigantic
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Charge It
elvek/4 0,...L.,...,.,
-) Bel-Air Shopping (wisiiiies--
Centor...:________ Aal) idn -—. .-
Tokilfirigliudt Xi 58evt-filwisii; big Par". ._
Shandon Renoe, Geneva
Butler, Carla Waynette, Nicki
Overby, Justin Martin, Joyce
Thorne, Lydia Overby, Mr.
Overby, Grace Curd, Stafford
Curd, Orbie Culver, Rubye
Culver, Helen Clark, Luna
Ernstberger, Maude Woodall,
Tennessee Outland, Lois
Nanny, Inell Furgerson,
Mabel Billington, Florence
Barnett, Stephen Shapard,
Margaret A. Ralph, Annette
Bevinham, area director, Bob
Bevinham Alan Blaustein,
imetutive . dirteWG___1.9.41
Rushing, Tommy Bogard,
Judge Rogert 0. Miller, Ruth
Roberts, Hal Mathis, Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Parriih, Mr. and
Mrs. Hays. Pritchett, Larry
Lessons Given
Al Wadesboro
Club Meets
"Time Saving Sewing" was
the subject of the lesson
presented by Betty Palmer
and Paula Palmer at the
meeting of the Wadesboro
Homemakers Club held June
16 at 1:30 p.m. at the Murray
City Park.
Also __present stsatere
Mesdames Mavis Hurt,
Burma Fulton, Dixie Palmer,
Gladys Young, Ruby Bur-
chett, Wayne Hardie, and
Gusta Conner with the latter
serving refreshments.
Mrs. Dixie Palmer was
nostess for the May iiievtiiag at
her home with lesson on
"Medicare and Medic Aid"
being given- by the hostess.
Mrs. Ruth Feulnor is a new
member.
The club voted to make
donations to the Calloway
County Rescue Squad and the
fund for sending un-
derprivileged children to
camp. Officers and chairmen
were elected for the coining
year with Mrs. Dixie Palmer
to be president and Mrs.
ltubye Barchett to be
secretary.
The-next meeting will be
held Wednesday, September
at 1:30 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Betty Palmer.
Fir Informatiee
pollardkoll
Electrolysis
(Perwreetext
Reamed o4 Ma)
Call 7534858
St
Rosezella Outland Presents _
Travelogue At Women's Meet
The June meeting of the
UnOtsi Methodist Women of
Russell's Chapel Church was
held at the church. Plans were
made to have a potluck supper
on August 9.
Following the devbfion
given by Edith McKinzina
Lavine Carter reviewed the
first four chapters of Matthews,
.with a question and answer
resume. She assigned the
members the study of
Chapters Five through Seven
for a similar discussion at the
July meeting.
Lois Sparks, program
Mr.8121-441.
VANCE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Vance, Murray Route Six, are
the parents of a baby boy,
Robert Thoias, weighing
seven pounds irteen ounces,7
born on Sat y, June 36.--tit
4:06 a.m. at' StirraY-
Calloway County nal..
- They a •
Melissa,eigh, age two. The
fatter IS employed with U & M
.Motors.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Vance of Murray
lioute Four and Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Channey of Murray
Route Six. A . great grand-
mother is Mrs. Robert Gilbert
Sanders of Buchanan, Term.
FULTON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. James V.
Fulton, Jr., of Sento'''. Route
*Three are the., parents of 's
baby boy, James. Victor HI,
weighing eight pounds, born
on Thursday, June 17, at 1:09
p. m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. —
They have _tyre daughters, ,
Amy, age four, and Anne, age
2L2. The father is employed as
a carpenter.
Maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Hall of
Benton Route Three and
paternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford
Underwood of Reidland and
Mrs. Mary Fulton of St. Cloud,
Fla Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Gentry Swift of
Benton Route Three.
Australia, Hawaii, the New Young Women, and Artemis of
Britain Islands, New Guinea, cherry corner Baptist church,
Guadacanal, the Fiji Islands, will meet at 7 :30 p.m.
Taster Islands, Peru, Chile,
Tahiti, Bora Bora, apd nearby
islands, and the island of
Samoa. -
Mrs. Outlarid., highlighted
her remarks by showing,
numerous beautiful pictures
and informative pamphlets.
She gave a most interesting
travelogue, a spokeaman sae
The meeting waa,--dosed
with a piano selts20.*I, by LueY
Alderdice.
RefreaWiCents were served
by MK. Elvie Carson and Mrs.
Sa6an Adams to Mesdames
Lora Wilkinson, Ruby Harris,
Toni Hopion, Carrie Hicks,
Lucy Alderdice, Klara
zite,Arene Donnan, Lavine
Carter, Dolly Lorenz, Lois
Sparks., Doroths Sobieski..
Ginny Crihfield, Cecilia
Noonan, Edith McKinzie,
Rosezella Outland, and Helen
Hodges, members, and Lyn
Crysler. .Lorene Hicks, and
Amble Willoughby, guests.
The next meeting is
scheduled for Monday, July
12, at -the Hopson residence
-with Toni Hopson and
Rosezella Outland as
hostesses and -Ginn' Critheld
giving the program.
7)ivzoforatt
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. 0. T. Davis of Murray
Route One has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Murray Open Duplic
Bridge Club Will meet a en
pin' at Gleason H90,
,74r#71-
New sesgion for youth arts
an tifts will meet from 1:30
3:30 p.m. at Murray-
Calloway Parke Fee is $2.50
for two days per week,
Monday and Wednesday.
Thursday, July8
Rehearsal for the Murray-
Calloway Fair Queen contest
will be at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University, at
seven p.m.
Blood /Oyer Baptist Young
Women will hold its
associations,- meeting at
Cherry Comer Baptist Church
at seven p.m.
Thursday, July 8
Continental breakfast for
summer ladies bowling league
will be held at Corvette Lanes
at ter? a.m., sponsored by King
Trophy of Mayfield and Dixie
Creme Donuts.
COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Rosezella Outland as the Wednesday, July 7
afternoon 8peaker. Mrs. Mission organizations ofOutland's topic was "Her Flint Baptist Church will meetImpressions and Experiences at 7,30 p.m.
While Traveling and Visiting
New. Zealand, Tasmania, Ba ustWomen Baotist
Thursday, July 8
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons and
Murray Chapter No. 50 Royer
and Select Masters will in
at the Masonic Hall yen
p.m.
Grove Woodmen of the -
Wor ill meet at the Murray
n's Clut House 'at six
p.m.
Nite-Owl Mixed Doubles
Tennis Tournament will start
at 5:45 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club. For information
call Charles Walston 753-4097.
Friday, July 9
Nite-Owl Mixed Doubles
Tennis Tournament will
continue at Murray Country
Club starting at 5:45 p.m.
Twilight golf will be at
Murray Country Club at 6'.45
p.m. with Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Muehleman as chairmen.
Murray-Calloway., Fair
-Queen contest, sponsored by
Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club and
Jaycees, will be held at Lovett
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Admission is one dollar.
Saturday, July 10
Suburban Homemakers
Chit) will have a family picnic
at the home of Mrs. Jack
Wilson.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Edward Chadwick of
Murray has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
PATIENTAi' PADUCAH
George Faughn of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
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Editorials and openionated ankles on thee pxge are presented.forgir
opinionated articles are encouraged
The editors of this newspaper stronols henrys, that to OPINION PAGE
.. purpose of providing a forum for the free earhange of dif fermi,
opinions letters to the editor in response to editorials ahd
opinionated snacks to enh those which parrollet the ectitvr.i..,
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sith their feelings on the particular issue being discolored
Sensing The News
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice President
United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC Right-To-work Threatened
If the union bosses have their way,
compulsory unionism will be imposed
on millions of unorganized workers
next year.
Lee - Bandy, Washington._
correspondent for The Nashville
Banner, recently summed up Big
La tpr's goals: "Repeal of right-to-work
Lois in 19- states and legalization of
secoadary boycotts at construction
sites."
- The union chieftains prefer not to
discuss these goals, however. They are
-intent upon electing a President and
Congress that will be responsive' 16-•
their demands. The union bosses don't
want to scare off the voters.
Section 14( b) of the Taft-Hartley Act
gives states authority to adopt right-to-
work laws. This is,the section of the law
that the union bosses hope to repeal if
they get a friend in the White House and
tighter control of Congress. They also
are, bent on obtaining cqngressional
sanction of common site picketing, now
forbidden by the National Labor
Relations Act," •
The American people need to study
these questions prior to the presidential
and congressional elections and require
the candidates to declare themselves.
The battle against compulsory
unionism is of enormous importance.
All citizenashould enjoy the basic. right
• not to join a labor union.
This right in, cherished among free
people everywhere. In Great Britain,
for example, the newly formed
National Association For Freedom has
taken up the cudgels on behalf of those
British subjects who are prepared to
risk losing their jobs rather than join a
union against their will.
The Free Nation, press voice of the
National Association For Freedom,
recently reported on efforts in the
British House of Commons to repeal
closed shop legislation. It said that
efforts by -pro-freedom parliamen-
tarians "will help dramatize the very.
real plight of many people in Britain
who are faced with the union press gang
Letter To The Editor
a
dangerous treatise accidents
so often inv automobile --
with the tp&cycle and its rider
-t- elsrtgakonsit nesse.-- •
res-oottud conducted in several
states showeit that 93 per cent of
the accidents involving motorey-
resulted in death Cr injury.
in cobtrast fri 8 per cent in all
oft
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HARRIGeN
- the human face of the closed shop."
The NAFF also is going to take the
case of individual victims of the closed
shop to the European Court in
- StrasbRurg. In the vie* of leading
British lawyers,- the.Brilish govern-
ment's closed shop legislation violates
Articles 9 and 11 of the European
-Convention on Human Rights.
If 'there is no legal redress available
in Britain for a man who has lost his job
because he has been deprived of his
right not to belong tea trade union, the-
opportunity is open to him to appeal to
the Europearrcourt..
The Free Nation commented that if
such efforts succeeded, that will be "a
major step toward destroying the
mythology of feat that has grown up
around abusive trade union power in
this country - the defeatist attitude
that there is nothing we can do to fight
back."
These actions in Britain should be.
heartening to Americans who are
concened about-threats to the right to
work. The principle of individual
freedom is deep in the hearts of the
American people. It is necessary to
awaken the people to the threat posed
by ambitious union leaders who, in
coneert with- ambitious politicians,
would destroy a precious freedom.
The right to work is something every
Cittlan. can understand. Indeed, it is
intolerable that an individual should
need a union card - a license, in effect
- in order to hold down a job in a
particular industry. Unions don't own
jobs. Certainly, union bosses aren't
entitled to say who will work and who
will go without work.
Unfortunately, repeal of section 14( b )
of the Taft-Hartley Act and ejection of a
President eV/Ming to veto a -common
situs" picketing bill would result in a
massive erosion of individual freedom
in this country. The only way to prevent
such an erosion of constitutional rights
if for the electorate to be alert to the
threae- and insist *that office-seekers
support the right-to-work principle.
Complaint- _On Fireworks
Dear Editor:
For all of you people who live in the
country and traveled up to 20 miles to
observe the fireworks at 9:30 in
Murray, I'm sorry that. you missed
them, but I am among you. Even so, I
am more fortunate than most, since I
don't have to explain to any young
children why there were no fireworks
for them to watch after they had so
expectantly looked forward to them. I
- have only small sorrow for missing the
Isn't It The Truth
This is the season of the Open Mouth,
when political candidates brush their
teeth before every speech and we
cannot distinguish the gurgle of their
gargle from the growl of their context.
special gift of the 4th myself. It is the
youngsters who are most saddened by
the loss, and it Is for them that I write,
in hopes of improvement.
I later found that instead of the
display starting at 9:30, they had begun
over a half an hour earlier, and were
over before the pre-arranged Rartiog
time.
In complete disgust, I contacted the
head of the fireworks committee, the
Mayor of Murray. He seemed to show
no concern whatsoever that people had
missed the display on account of the
organized disorganization of the entire '
committee (i. e. They blew it ) The
discussion was abruptly hung-up' when
I did not disclose my fullnain.e.
Signed,
Kevin •.1 Bowen
IlEARTIIN
HEARTLINE Is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose Is to
answer questions and solve problems -
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in this column,
write HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will
receive prompt replies, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
"Heartline: My husband and I have
been working under Social Security for
the last '20 year; Ifty litisband was-# -recently injured and has applied for
Socialpecurity disability. I am going to
continue working. Will my working
affect my husband's Social Security
disability benefits? - Mrs. S. B.
Answer: The fact that you are
working will in no way affect your
husband's chances to get Social
Security disability, nor will it affect his
benefits if he receives Social Security
disability. The same rule would apply if
your husband were receiving regular
Social Security retirement benefits. A
spouse or children working in no way
hinders a wage earner from receiving
Social Security retirement or Social
Security disability benefits.
Heartline: I am 64 and have been
retired from the railroad for more than
20 years. When I turn 65 in November, I
will get my Medicare through railroad
'retirement. Can yoietell me who the
Medicare carrier will be? Also, where I
may obtain and file Medicare claim
form? - K. C.
Answer: The Medicare carrier for
retired railroaders and their spouses is
the Travelers Insurance Company. You
may optain Medicare claim forms,
-Request for Medicare Payment," at
any Railroad Retirement Board or
Travelers Insurance Company office.
These claintforms can be filed with any
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10 Years Ago
Tom Herndon of -Murray has been
named as the national delegate from
the First District of the-Kentucky Rural
Letter Carriers Association at the
convention at Owensboro.
Army Pfc. Jimmy D. Ragsdale 111
completed a light Vehicle driver courser =---aroundbare,"
at Fort heonard Wood, Mo.
Dr. Charles W. Mercer, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Mercer of Murray,
has joined the staff of the Houston-
McDevitt Clinic, Inc.
Deaths reported include Elbert
Houston, Mrs. Pauline McCinston, and
Mrs. Veva Turner.
Miss Paulette Thompson and Ricky
Woodall were married July I.
Births reported Include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. George Holland on June 26.
Travelers Insurance Company office.
Even though a retired railroad
worker's Medicare carrier is different
from those people under Social
Security, the benefits and coverage are
the same.
Heartline's new "Guide to Social
Security" answers your questions
about the Social Security program in
easy-to-understand _question- and-
answer form. For your copy, send $2
and your name and address to Hear-
We's "Guide to Social Security," Box
4994,-Des-Moines5 Iowa 54306.
Heartline: What is meant by
• 'aggravation" as related to my ser-
vice-connected disability? -.1. S. T.
Answer: This means the condition
existed prier to entry into military
service and the degree of disability
increased as a result of military duties,
rather than the natural progress of the
disability.
Funny
Funor World
Busiuess & Finance
The Diamond Lane, a controversial
experiment in Los Angeles which
reserve a. freeway lane for car pools
has created a new business-7"rent-a-
rider."
To ..get the _Minimum of "three oc-
cupants that qualify a car for the fast
lane on the Santa Monica
Freeway-shortening commuting time
by from 30 minutes to an hour - some
motorists are hiring riders for $1
apiece.
2fFYears Ago-
Ralph McCuiston of Murray has been
appointed as Commissioner of High-
ways from the First District by Gov. A.
B. Chandler.
Darrell Shoemaker, local popcorn
dealer and member of the Murray City
Council, has been named to the
Democratic Committee from the First
District of Kentucky.
Deaths reported include Paul Lit-
tleton, age fourteen months, and Mrs,
Martha Ann Tabers, age 93.
J. H. Shackelford, local accountant,
was the speaker at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club.
Thekni uz,),e pool be. aphall team
will play host to the Western Division of
the Babe Ruth State Tournament here
on July 23,24, and 25.
Let's Stay Well
Motorcycling: A Hazardous Ride
Motorcyclitig-ts furi, but hazar-
dous. for Millions- of people
o 
.
Motoreycle registrations have
skyrocketed during the last 15,
't years. particularly in the most
recent decade, totaling now
about 4.5 million vehicles.
The purchase and operation
expense of a motorcycle is
cheaper than that of an automo-
bile, especially since the rise in
fuel prices. Also, the mgtorcycle
is more maneuverable in traffic
than is a car
Safety engineers have found
no satisfactory means of protect-
ing the human body when it is so „lefeen head injury, a common
By F.J.L. Blasingame. MI'
types of motor vehicles. Motor-
cycle deaths in the United States
have increased annually in re-
cent years, now totaling over
'4.000 per year
Inexperienced riders (those
'riding less than six months) have
more accidents Ore authority
feels that a new cyclist should
have a least 500 hours of riding. •
time before trying to oomptilf
in traffic.
Heavy clothiog.  et4ects the
rider duru.J51ls or skidding
along ..ctrincrete. Helmets, of
proper design and - well-fitted,
completely exposed on a motopyr. site of 9 erious 'damage to the
motorcycle. It i.s m 'more 'rider during an accident
Riders -should wear colorful
.clothing that males them more
vble during the day or night.
BaLwe4r.,019-aaitio. zePl xar t'on.•accidents involving an automo- Keksds'1eflo spec oft teer
bile and a motorcycle are due to
car drivers, Who say they did not
see the motorcyelitt Keep
headlights and Out lights on at
aiLtimia-
Wear goggles to protect the
eyes. and shield the face. They
help to prevent momentary
blindness from wind. fain and
glaring light_
If you decide to ride a motor-
cycle,r4gularly, don't take
(toffees Make safety a habit -- a
i'ay of life It may Is-event your
death
Q. Mrs. T. F. asks for Informa-
tion about keksds, Particularly if
they have a tendency to become
c-sncerous
A A kelead is an overgrowth of
kcar tissue following an injury or
surgery While they are more
common in black people, keloids
May occur in any person who
has a predisposition to eiccessive
dency to become malignant.
Removal ismsually for cosmetic
reasons and should not be taken
lightly because of the tendency
.01
se.' Biasing ame
,
Pr an excessive scar to recut
after removal. A skin specialist
or a plastic surgeon should be
consulted and his ads-ice
followed.
- -
Q Mrs. D. S worries about et
posing her 5-year-old daughtei
to diseases when she sits for ex
tended periods in her physiciae.,
waiting room She asks for (vim
ment
A If physicians made house
calls, such exposure would be
avoided. Shortening the waiting
period at the doctor's office
wouldk be helpful (i1 C(14/7.0,
many patients are no more dan
gerous than fellow students at
school or crowds in a movietheater or on a bus because
many patients see their physt,
mos, fee coolitsier.- is :Ix* -not contagious Talk your worry
over with your physician. who
may be able to help you and to
lawn this espceure, and your
"arociety
Selling them is Mark Jones, 30, a
student and freelance photographer
and writer.
Orc the first day of the enterprise
yesterday, "we had 20 riders available
and used them all," Jones said. He
hoped to have more today, recruited
from the ranks of "students and the
unemployed."
FFW subscriber Harmon Levi says
his boss is the toughest taskmaster of
all. The other day he said, "Look, here
it is Monday, tomorrow is Tuesday and
the next day is Wednesday. The week's
half gone and nothing's been done
VAN cugoti
Agree Or Not
Coal Producprs
And Collections
By S. C. 'Van Curon• • r
By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT-Eighteen coal
producers out of some 1100 accounted
fgr almost harOWithitly's record 140
million-tons in 1906, the Kentucky Coal
Journal-reported-in its July issue.
The top 63 producers acceented, for
just over 65 per cent of the total
production. These are mines that
produce 300,600 or more tons of-coal for
the year. .
The figures were complied 'from
-records in the Department of Mines and
Minerals and who filed severance tax
'returns with the Department of
Revenue.
The largest production comes from
Western Kentucky where Peabody Coal
Co. of St. Louis operates 12 un-
derground and six surface mines which
accounted for 24.9 million tons in 1975.
Most of this coal goes to the Tennessee
Valley Authority's electric generating
plants in Kentucky and Tennessee.
The company operates mines in
Henderson, Muhlenberg, Union and
Ohio Counties.
The top 18 producers account for just
more than half of the production and
operate 102 mines, 84 deep and 18
surface.
Island Creek, based in Lexington,
operates miness in both Eastern and
Western Kentucky fields and came in
second with 6.5 million tons from five
counties, Hopkins, Muhlenberg and
Union in the west and Pike and Martin
in the east.
The third top producer also operates
in Western Kentucky with mines in
Muhlenberg County. Amax Coal Co.
(and Gibraltar), produced 5.3 million
tons from three mines.
The fourth top producer in the state is
Falcon Coal Co., the largest surface
mine producer in Eastm Kentucky
with 4.2 million tons frorn 20 operations
in Breathitt County..
The top 63 'Producers mined 91.7
malign ton from 382 different mines,
the coal Journal reported. There were
174 underground and 208 surface
operations in this category.
The anal tonnage reports for all
coal mines will be published this month
by the Department of Mines and
Minerals. The copy already has gone to
the printers. After the top 63, the report
will show the so-called small operators
produced coal from 3,078 mines, 1,437
deep mitiel- and 1- 461 ' 'surface
operations.
Coal tonnage this year is down from.
the record 1975 year, but not nearly as
much as severance tax collections
because the price of coal has dropped.
Kentucky itiniZ-73 produced- between
125 and 130 million tons in 1974 in
comparison to 140 million for 1975. - ---,-
Ironic as it may seem, the Revenue '
Department Collected of $10,516,905 in
March of this year was by far the best
month to date. This was above the
March 1975 collections by almost $3
million.
But in January of, this year collec-
tions were down more than $4 million in
comparison to 1975. Collections weee
only $7,605,741 this year as opposed to
$11,636,993 in 1975.
Collections really took a nose dive in
February when only $2,565,952 was
collected as compared to $8,040,350 for
1975. March and April this year were
better than April of 1975 with $8,441,457-
compared to $7,519,224 for April 1975. -
Collections took another big drop in
May of this year with only $4,,7681115
reported as opposed to $8,1*,553 for
1975.
Total collections for the first five
months of this year are $33,888,170 as
compared to $43,153,221 in 1975 and
$26,667,15 for 1974.
.1aSt a little more than a third in tax
'its 
came in the first five months
compared to the total collections of
$96,858,704 for the full year in t975.
Bible Thought
What shall we then say to these
things? If God be for us, who can
be against us? Romans 8:31.
Sometimes people -,who disagree
with Us make us feel thaç they are
against us. Who cares? As long as
God makes us feel like He is for us.
ire-Up And Take
Vacation No
Hot Weather Buy
4 Ply 780 Poly. KiS
St1,95 off- For Ajpg-
Whitewan
C78-14
Steel Belied Radial
BR78-13 - 39.72 HR78-15 - 52.78
ER78-14 - 45.67 JR78-15 - 55.82
FR78-14 - 47.70 LR78-15 - 59.89
GR78-14 - 49.73
HR78-14 52.78
GR78-15 - 49.73
All Tire Prices
Plus FET 2.04 - 3 47
Per Tire
For Your FARM TIRE SERVICE Needs Call
Ewing Tiro, Service
- Car,' Truck And Farm Tires.
4 ------- Phone 153.4164
4
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Register each time you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week
•Nothing to Buy •No Cards To Punch •All You
Do Is Register Each Time You Are In The Store
Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. New contest
Starts Thursday Morning, ,
• Emiployee, of Parkers xd their Earidlies not stigible to
vim •Adults only (nay register •You elo not have t.-tie
present to win
Fancy Yellovi-Ripe
Bananas
Red Cardinal
Grapes
New
Stir and
Frost
Cake Mix
694
WIVE
BARBECUED
ME PRICE OF
Armour Test Tender
U.S.D.A. Choice
Bologna_xi!). pkg.
Field
Worthmore
Sliced
Bacon
12 oz. Pkg.
We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps
12 Ears 994
./ lbs. 35'
12 6z. pkg.
Your Choice
10 oz - 6 Bottle
Carton
Campfire
'Scott Leader
Flour Plain or Self Rising25 lb. dog
-Pillsbury Buttermilk io
Biscuits 4, tizt
Air Fresitner
s4lx
Wekh
Sunshake
49'
Lean Meaty
Pork Chops
(Center Cuts • 51.39 lb.)
First Cut
Family
Pack
* "If You Mat Sur ua
COUPON
Of !spires 7.14-74
Prices Good Thrus., July 8 thru
Wed., July 14
4 Saltine
Crackers
1 lb. 594
Heins
57
Sauce
5 oz.
49'
Dial
1 Soap
Bath Size
Lynn Grove
Grade H.11 lane
Eggs
COUPON
0E1er Expires 14-76
Good Oudy et Porkers PV IV Geed Olily tai Porters
ou nt : 'ur rice * *
Downtown Shopping Center - Open 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 6 Day A Week
WITH
Pat Ritz - Cherry or Apple
Everfresh Glazed
Donuts
Hyde Park
Pie Shells
Cool Whip Desert
Topping
20 on.
12 in pkg. 794
V' 2 39t
40%
Bran Flakes '
16 oz.
His 5
Oft. 1 aPireik7.14-76
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners'
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DOWN THE SHOOT - Kim Bostick of the Cubs fires one down the middle as Niciqqantogado of
'the Yanks looks on from second base. Bostick fired a four-hitter as the Cubs look a 7-3 little
League win and hand the Yanks their first loss of the season.
(Sterif Photos by Mike Brandon)
k Cubs Clip Yanks 7-3
In Little League Play
DITOR'S NOTE--Because of the un-
rtance of thg game-and because the'
rk department failed to report the
tomes in. Little League action Tuesdivi
gM the coaches of the reapectwe
lhms supplied the infonnapee. for the
lowing dory. No other information
available on the -Other game. Any
'a game is .tieffitted from the local
ball results, please feel free to call
Murray Ledger & Times sports
t from 84 m. until fit-30 a. m.
day thru Friday and we will be glad
et in the information.
't-...}Sim Bostick turned in a
stellar pitching performance
Tuesday night as, the Cubs got
some revenge by defeating the
Yanks 7-3 in the "game of the
year" in the Little Leagalla
,The Yanks came into the4 
contest with a perfect 9-0
mark while the Cubs were9-1,
with the only loss being an
her setback to the Yanks.
1n, the top of the first inning,_ _
appeared the Yanks weee111-_
for a big night as they scored
ipajor League
Leaders
V BY The Associated Press
'American League
BATTING (175 a t bats)—
.Bret', KC, .35.4; McRae, KC,
-M9; LeF fore, Dei, .334; Bos The Cubs gave Bostick the
Xk, Min, .328; Munson, NY, rest of the runs he needed
three titles to go in front.
Nicky Santagado opened the
thYank half of e first - by
reaching on an error and after
Dan Key flew out deep toright
and another man fanned for
the second out, pitcher Don
Hargrove reached on an error
to put Yank runners on at the
two corners.
Todd Rutherford doubled to
drive in the first runs of the
contest and then Rutherford
0_scored to make it 3- when
Mike Boggess singled for an
RBI.
The Cubs bounced right
' back in their half of the first as
the Yanks too suffered little
from the ?jitters. Brad Mitler
and Darren Hooper started off
the Cub rally by reaching on
errors.
_T-Miller. was forced, out, at
third one fielder'sphoice and
then with one swing of the bat,
the Cubs bad two runs on the
board as Darrell Overby came
through with a clutch double. 
Bostick fanned the side in
the second inning for the Cubs
and he also had three whifs in
the fourth frame.
2. when four men crossed the.; HUNS—Otis, ItC., 55; Rivers,
Qv, 52; R.While, NY, 51; Her- plate in the bottom of the
?trove, Tex, 51; NOrlh, Oak, so. _second to give the Cubs a 6-3
•• RUNS BATTED IN--charrib- lead.Itss, NY, 56; Burroughs, Tex,
1; Mayberry, KC, 55; Otis, _ Jerry Spann started off theC, Se, Munson, NY, 49.HtTS—G.Bre,i, KC, 112; Cll.. b. rally _ with a walk and
Rae, K C, 98; LeFtore, Del, mars incLuiston followed with
; Rivers, NY, 97; Chamt4iss, a single. After one man wasY, 96, Carew, min, 96. out, Miller doubled for an RBI.
i1' TRIPLES—G.Breii, KC, 8; Darren Hooper got into the3Barnet. Oak, 8; LeFloce, Der,.
6 Tied Wilt 5 • act with a double to send home
HOME RUNS-Band°, Oak,
• Hendrick, Cle, 15; Yasir-
mski, Bsn, 14; L.May, Bel,
R ice, lisn, 13.
STOLEN BASES—Paiek, KC,
North, Oak, 37; Baylor,
ale, 35; Carew,. Min, 32; LeF-
e, Del, 26; Campanerfs, Oak,
•-•.. PITCHING (7 Decisions)—
:4Sarland, Bel,- 9-1, .900, 2.04
Fidrych, Del, 9-1, .900, 1.85
.; wird, y,C 0-1, - .900. 2.136-t
Campbell, Min, 9-2, 11% 3.18
, ern, Cle, 6-2, .750, 2.22 Vuck-
ich, Chi, 6-2„750, 3.92 Leon,.
' rd, KC, 8-3, .727, 3.07 J.Brown,
e, 7-3, .700, 2.97.
THIKEOUTS—Ryan, Cal,
44; Tanana, Cal, 126; Blyle-
, Tex, 115; Jenkins, Ban,
; Hunter, NY, 89
National League
.. BATTING (175 ai bats)-
-A.Oliver, Pgh, .370;
f338; Griffey, Cin„336.
Crawford, SiL, -.347;
cBride, S•L, .342; Rose, Cm,
1,:.. RUNS—Rose, Cin, 72; Grit-
Tfey, CM, 64; Schnsidi, Phi, 62;
S.Morgan, Cm, .60; Monday, Chi,
Z167
C RUNS BATTED IN—
..,;b.Fos•er, Cin, 69; Kingman,
-4 i
LIY, 65; Morgan, Cin, 60; schmid,, Phi, 59; T.PereZ, Cin,
i- HITS—Rose, Cirl,'111; Monie-
s, Al. 104; A.Oliver, Pgh,
02; Buckner, LA, 102; Garvey,
A, 101.
TRIPLES—D.cash, Phi, 8,
.Parker, Pgh, 7; Tyson, 5(1_,
; Geronimci, Cm, 7; W Davis,
0, 6
• HOME RUNS—Kingman, NY,
;'Schmidt, Phi, 22; G.Fosier,
in, 17; Monday, Chi, 14; Mor
an: Cin, 1.4; Ceder)°, Hin, 14.
STOLEN BASES--Cedeno,
in, 27:- Brock, SL. 25; Mor
çgan, CM, 23, Griffey, on, 22,
.topes, LA, 22.
.PITCHING (7 Decisions)—
hoden,. Lfir 80. 1.000, 2.76
.Jones, SD, 153, .633, 2.51
la, n, 7-2, .7 , 5.6 Reed,
liCk
Ci
, NY, .1 33.
0
2.15.A1.-___ then the ...vghhe. would play_ •
i, 6 2, .750, 2 84 
t 
ormen, Cin, that team in a one-game series
, :756,-4 59-f.grfiefs, Pfs01-110,1.- ityrtheleague.AempiOno,hip...._27, 3 410 Kash Phi, 8-3, .727,
Tonight, a key game will be
played at 6 p.m. as the Cards
collide with the Yanks. The
, Cards are 2-0 in the second
half of the race.
In the 7:30 p.m. contest, the
0-2 Astros will play the Pirates
who are 1-2 for the second half.
Mets Rip Astros 7-1
In Pony League Game
The Mets scored six runs in
the top of the seventh inning to
snap a tie.and went on to post a
7-1 win over the Astros in an
unreported Poity League
contest from Monday night.
Kim Wilson hurled the final
four innings in relief of Donnie
Thompson aud got the victory
for tig Mets. Wirson's own
-seaSor-mark is now 5-1.
The Mets snapped .the
Bowling
Standings
-
Thursday Moaning
Ladies Summer League
Team W L
Don's Auto Repair - 21 7
Owen Food Mkt -M 10
Corvette Lanes • it, 11
Joe Smith's Discount carpet  1 .- .12
Smith's Peultey... , . --. --1S- .•---114
Allen-ThOMpaati Chrysler. 13 15
Tearn No.3  12 16
Key Used Call . 10 18
Dixie CreamDonut Shapi 9 19
Paradise Kennels f 19
High Team Game (SC)
..cocectje. 14911:9„....12..-...._•_•.• r_.- .• • • 585Team No .1 577
Don's Auto Repair "• ... 573
Joe Srnith's Disco unt Carpet 573
, ---kii&TearaGaznati1C4.- ,
Owen Food Mkt. • 771
Joe Smith's Discoialt Carpet 771
Owen Food Mkt. • 766
, Nigh Team Series ISC)
Corvette Lanes • 1675.Owen Food MM. — , . 1662
Team tio.3 ' 1645
High Team Series (HC i
Owen Food Mkt. 2286
Corvette Lanes  1209
Team No. 3 - 2197
High lnd. Game (SC I
LOIS Sauth - ....  212
Mary Smith 197
Brenda Baker 193
High Ind. Gerne(HC)
Brenda Baker 241
Lois Smith 236
Jean Bland . 231
High, lnd. Series 1SC)
Ethelene McCalion 506
Mary Smith 501
Judy Hale 1". 489
•- - Nigh Ind. Series (NC)
Nan BOW - - - -- -613
Ethelene McCallon 1306
Judy Hale . i -  . ' - 1103
High &erases
Mary Smith _-.176.Lau  16C
EthelenSittCalloef. - 154
Pei Seon , ,044  151
Nancy Todd ,  150
Joan Herndon   148
Judy Hale 148
Jeanette Williams 145
Vicki Kinguts  145
Marie Gipson, .......  145
scoreless tie with a single tally
in the top -of the sixth as
Thompson singled; stole
second, went to third on a
fielder's choice and scored on
a wild pitch. '1
The Astros bounced back
with a single tally in the home
half of the sixth -as Craig
Rogers walked, stole two
bases and scored on a single
by Grady Bostick.
The Mets wrapped up the
victory with six tallies in the
seventh. •
Charlie Wells and Kira
Wilson opened the frame with
singles and Bradley Wells
reached on an error to fill the
sacks. Tim McAlister 'then
blasted a three-run double and
that made it 4-1 in favor of the
Mets.
Paul Denton followed with a
single to put runners on at first
and third and then Darwin
Bumphis and Kenny Bogard
each singled to pick-up RBL'a
and post the final score of 7-1
on the board.
The Mets are now 8-3 overall
and 3-0 in the second half of
the league race.
For the losing Astros,
Bostick .and Eddie Requarth
each hid a hit. Bradley Wells
paced the 13-hit Met attack
with three base raps while
Thompson. Denton and
Bogard each had two.
_Also hitting safely for the
Mets were Bumphis, Charlie
Wells, Wilson and McAlister.
TENNIS
GSTAAD. Switzerland —
Top seeded Adriano Panatta
:f Italy sailed through the
second round of the Swiss
International Tennis
Championship beating J.tirgen
Fassbender of West Germany,
6-2, 6:-.4,c
(MURRAY LEDGER I? TIMES)
-PORT
Jim Palmer Outraged
At All-Star Choices
BALTIMORE (AP) - Jim
Palmer of the Baltimore
Orioles, passed over for this
year's American League All-
Star pitching" staff, says
Boston Bei.: Sox Manager
Darrell Johnson made "some
ridiculous appointments" to
the team.. -
"It's a little upsetting that
this is the way the All-Star
pitchers are 'Chosen. I think
this may be the reason the
National League wins every
year," said the two-time Cy
Young Award winner. •
Palmer went on to call
Johnson "an idiot" for
selecting three relief pitchers
among the nine-man bullpen.
Johnson, when asked about
Palmer's statement Tuesday
night, said, "rho cares. I
certainly don't."
Johnson said American
League President- Lee Mae-
Phail, and the managers who
will work the All-Star game -
Cleveland Manager Frank
Robinson and Minnesota
Manager Gene Mauch,
discussed the selections prior
to the announcement.
Palmer, 10-7, with an earned
run average of 3.10 this
season, has an identical won-
lost record as Yankee pitcher
Catfish Hunter', who was
selected for the All-Star team.
Beth pitchers have five 20-
game seasons to their credit.
Joining Hunter on the
American„ League pitching
staff will' be Detroit's rookie
sensation Mark Fidrych,-
Frank :Tanana of California,
Bill TraVers of Mifwaukee,
Dave LaRoche of Cleveland,
Luis Tient of Boston, Rollie
Fingers of Oakland, Rich
Gossage of the Chicago White
Sox and the New York
Yankees' Sparky. Lyle.
"The major error he
(Johnson) made was naming
Hunter," Palmer said. '
"If he names Hunter, why
didn't he name Palmer? I
don't really think I deserve to
go because there are a lot of
other guys who are having
better years," Palmer said.
"I think he named Hunter
from his past records. If he
checks lifetimes and who won
Cy Young Awards, he'll find
I've won more and had a
better year last year. I sup-
pose if he deserves to go, then
so,do I," he said.
Hunter agreed that he didn't
deserve the All-Star
assignineitt.
"I was picked for the team
so I'll be there," Hunter said.
"I don't know why I was
picked, I don't have that good
a record."
Johnson said under league
rules every team must be
represented on ̀the All-Stars.
That's the reason he picked
Gossage and -chose to pass
over at Dobson cif Cleveland*
Dennis Leanard and Doug
Bird of Kansas City as well as
Gaylord Perry of Texas.
Tient, he said, was chosen by
McPhail.
Sign Contracts ,
ST. LOUIS YAP) — The top
_three choices of the St. Louis
• B!,..les n the National Hockey
League draft have signed
multi7year contracts with the
team, it was announced
Tuesday.
Center Bernie Federko and
wingers Brian Sutter and John
Sinrice will report to the Blues'
training camp here Sept. 15,
General Kanager Emile
Francis announced. - —
Federko was a first-round
choice and Sutter and Smrke
were both second-round picks.
Miller and then after two were
out, Overby again came
through in the clutch with an
RBI single.
The final run of the contest
was scored in the third as
Hooper singled to score
McCuiston who had reached
on a fielder's choice and the
final score of 7-3 Waii en the
board.
Bostick chalked up 13
strikeouts in the contest in
going the sixt-inning,stint. He
had only two walks and both
the runs were unearned.
Don Hargrove took the loss
for the Yanks and fanned five
men while giving up one free
pass.
Todd Rutherford and
Charlie Santagado each had a
hit for the Yanks while Mike
Boggess had twof
For the Cubs, Miller,
Hooper, Kevin Calvin, Overby
'and Spann all had two hits
apiece while Bostick and
McCuiston each ,liad one.
Overby had three RBI's while
Hooper had a pair.
The Little League is using a
new format this year in
determining a league
champion. The first half of the
season, the Yanks posted a 7-41
mark for the crown.
If the Yanks win the second
half, they would be the
champs. But if another team
wins the second half crown.
.2.97 The Cubs now sport a 4-0
SIR ix eistirs --Seaver , NY, second half mark and lead the
1,ti'ichaMrcissr, tisrninl,"1100' ,APNieklinro, league while the Yanks drop to
• Art, 91; Land+, NY, el 2-1 in the second half.
0.
BLUE ENAMEL
.COLD PACK —CANNER
IDLarge, heavy duty, 21,7,__quart blue enamel c,anner
comes with rack and holds'
seven quart -size jars. REG. 6.44
QT. MASON
CANNING
JARS
FOR HOME CANNING
4R2 EEZ
PRESTO' 12 QUART
COOK ER CANNER . . . .. 46-.88
21 QT. CAST ALUMINUM 
. 
.
-•.___
• REG. 59.88
V Holds 9 pint or 7 quart jars. Includesrack and free 76-page recipe and instrqc-
CASE ',,t ion book.
REG. 2.77 0F12
REGULAR PINT SIZE
JARS , 1,97 REG. 2.37
all sizes for your canned veg-
fruits. Re-use each year.
FREEZER
BAGS
'Si 0 
Choose 26-4 pt. size, 20 1 q•
size, 12 1/2 gal. size, 8 roast
size or 6 turkey size.
33'
PER PACK
FREEZER
CONTAINERS
Your choice of 2-
'h gal. size, 8-1
Pt. size, 6-11/2 pt.
size' Or 4-1 qt.97
• - - • .. --4-“st•app•ertmee
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Limit Mghts Reserved
Acres of free Parking
.1 7
master charge
a
FOLEY —
HOUSEHOLD
MILL
00
REG. 4.77
Mashes, strains, rices, purees
and grates. Retains all the
fresh flavor.
PRESTO' 4 QUART
PRESSURE
COOKER
PRESTO 60T,
PRESSURE COOKER . 20.00 •
REG. 21.88
Cook almost anything with one-
third to one-tenth the energy
in less time!
HOT SUMMER SAVINGS
BANKANESICAPO
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Politics Threatens Fulare Of Olympic Games
By GEOFFREY MILLER
AP Sports Writer.
MONTREAL (AP) - While
one member of the
International Olympic
Committee (IOC ) calls for the
cancelation or transfer of the
Montreal Games, Lord
Killanin sits tight and weighs
his alternatives.
Killanin, the unflappable
Irishman who heads the IOC,
said Tuesday he will make no
move on the explosive Taiwan
situation before Saturday,
when a meeting of the I,OC's
rune-member executive board
is scheduled to convene. He
also said he would have no
further statements on the
affair before Saturday.
Allan MacEachem external
affairs minister, said Tuesday
that Taiwan's 52-member
contingent would not get past
the Montreal airport without
assurances that Taiwan will
not compete as the Republic-of
China.
Canada, which recognizes
the People's Republic of China
(Mainland China), could
refuse to issue passports to the
Taiwanese, who are to leave
for Montreal on Thursday.
Shen Chai-ming, president
of the Republic of China
Olympic Committee, said the
delegation would travel under
its official name - the
Republic of China.
That places the two sides at
loggerheads, and if Canada
doesn't budge, then Conte
Jean de Beaumont says the
Gaines should be moved or
canceled.
De Beaumont, a past vice
president of the IOC and
former president of France's
0Iyopic committee, said in a
telegram to the IOC here that
he was "greatly disturbed.
''l must .tell you that if
Canada does-not abide by its
undertakings and if, in spite of
this, the Games nonetheless
take place in Montreal, our
principles would be
repudiated, our rules violated
and our movement brought to
an end."
The IOC says, as a matter of
principle, that sportsmen
from all over the world must
be admitted to the Olympics,
regardless of political labels.
Killanin has told the
Canadian government it gave
a pledge to this effect when
Montreal w,4 awarded the
Gaines.
"China is • not really the
issne here," Killanin said "It
is the principles of the
Olympic Games that are at
stake.
"We do not deal with
governments, only with
athletes and bodies
representing athletes."
{thy significant action on the
Taiwan situation would have
to be taken up by the IOC's 77-
member council,- which is
scheduled to go into session
next Tuesday.
The council could vote that
Taiwan must compete as the
Republic of China. It could
vote the ouster* the Republic
of China, a condition that
Mainland China says must be
met before it would join the
IOC. Or the council could
order the Republic of China to
compete as Taiwan. a conk_
promise that was reached for
the,1960 Rome Olympics.
keep a low
public profile, while probably
attempting to quietly reach
some compromise with
Canada.
"I feel sorry for the
athletes," Killanin said.
"They are the people whose
interests•sve look after."
SAFE AT HOME - tad Miller of the tittle league Cubs is safe at the plate as he slides in un-
der Tante* catcher DR key. The Cubs went to 4-0 in the second holf of the league race by Yaw —
cling 7-3 over the Tanks.
Vida Blue Beginning To Look
Like Million Bucks, For A's
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Vida Blue looked like a
million-dollar pitcher Tuesday
night but the Oakland A's still.
have Blue and the New York
Yankees still have their $1.5
million.
Making his second start
after three weeks of Charlie
Finley enforced idleness
following his voided con-
tiliTterstal sale from the A's„to
the Yankees, Blue hurled the
A's to a six-hit 2-0 victory over
the Baltimore Orioles. It was
Major League
Standings
ay The Associated Press
All Times EOT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
New York 17 79 618 —
Boston 38 37 507 81/2
Cleveland 38 37 507 81/2
Detroit 36 39 480 • 101/2
Baltimore $6 41 468 11/2
Milwkee 79 4,3 .403 16
' West
Kart City 48 30 .615 —
Texas 4.4 32 .579 3
Oakland 40 40 .500 9
Minnesota 36 42 .462 12
Chicago 35 42 .455 121/
California 34 49 .410 161/2
Tuesday's Results
Kansas City 3-4, New York 1-7
ew York 1.
7
Boston 4, Chicago 0
Milwaukee 6, Minnesota 2
Texas 3, Detroit 2
Cleveland 7, California 3
Oakland 2. Baltimore 0
Wednesday's Games
Chicago (Johnson 6-7) at Bos
on (Pole 44)
Kansas City (Hassler 0-6) Jar
New York (Hunter 10-71, tril
Minnesota (Singer 7.3181 Mil-
waukee (Alfgustine VS), (n)
Detroit (Bare 3-5) at Texas
(Blyieven 6-9), (n)
Cleveland (Walt 7-3) at Cali-
fornia, {Kirkwood 2-7), (n)
Baltimore (Cuellar 4-9) at
Oakland (Mitchell 3-5), (ii)
Thursday's Games
Minnesota at Boston, (n)
Chicago at New York, (n)
Baltimore at Oakland, (n)
Only games scheduled
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W I. PO. GB
Phiia 52 24
Pitts 43 33 .566 I
New York 43 40 ..5111 12I/2
St. Louis 34 44 -436 20
Chicago • 42-'116 :411 21/2
Montreal 47 .347d5
West
Cinci 50 31 .617 —
Los Ang /5 37 .549 51/2
San Diego 42 39 .519
Atlanta 38 42 .475 11/2
Houston 38 43 .469 12
San Fran 33 50 398 18
Tuesday's Results.
Chicago 4, San Diego 0'
Los Angeles 5, Philadelphia 1
Atlanta 4, Pittsburgh 2
Cincinnati 10, Montreal 7
Houston 1, New York 0, 10 in-
nings •
St. Louis 13, San Francisco 7
Wednesday's Games
San Diego (Freisleben 611 at
Chicago (R Reuschel 7-6)
Pittsburgh (Reuss 7-5) at At-
lanta (Ruthven 9.7), (n)
Los Angles (Sutton 7.11) at
Philadelphia (Uneler.vood .e1),
(n)
Cincinnati (Norman 62 or
2achry 7-3) at Montreal (Ro-
gers 2-6), (n)
San Francisco (ferYltefus(o 7-
Eat Sr. Louis (McGiothert 7.7).
(e() -
New York (goaostnen S-6) at
Houston (Anduier 4-47. in>
day's Games
---gaitiReit-rlflrirgor- —
New York at Atlanta, (n)
Montreal at Houston, (n)
Only games scheduled
his first victory since June 6
and his 23rd career shutout.
"It was myheal-gamearthe
season" sal Blue, who
,gyened. his record at 7-7.
In other American League
games, the Kansas City
Royals split with the Yankees,
winning 3-1, then losing 7-4;
the Texas Rangers edged the
Detroit Tigers 3-2, the Boston
Red Sox blanked the Chicago
White Sox 4-0, the Cleveland
Indians trimmed the
California Angels 7-3 and the
Milwaukee Brewers wned
the Minnesota Twins 6-2.
Blue had to be gid in
outclueling Baltimore ae Jim
Palmer, who also allowed six
hits. The A's scored in the
fourth inning on Don Baylor's
single, a stolen base and a
single by Gene Tenace. They
got their other run in the
eighth on a walk, a double by
Baylor, an intentional walk to
Joe Rudi and a bases-loaded
walk to Tenace.
Blue's best was a 2-2 pitch
on which Reggie Jackson
became Ms ninth strikeout
victim.
Royalli34,Nankees 1-7
'Roy White delivered a tie-
breaking two-run single and
Chris Chambliss added a
decisive three-run homerstS
the Yankees erupted for five
runs in the eighth inning of the
nightcap. In the opener,
Kansas City's Doug Bird and
Steve Mingori combined to
pith a three-hitter and the
Royals came from behind on
run-scoring singles by John
Mayberry and Hal McRae in
the sixth inning.
Rangers 3, Tigers
Joe Lahoud, a .168 hitter,
doubled home Toby Harrah
with the winning run in the
eighth inning while Steve
Barr, whose only other victory
came way back on April 13
and-who had a 6.27 earned run
average, scattered six hits.
Red Sox 4, White Sox 0
Ferguson Jenkins pitched a
four-hit masterpiece for his
198th career triumph and 39th
shutout while Rick Burleson
delivered a two-run single.
Chicago Manager Paul
Richards ignored the
designated hitter option and
Brett became the first pitcher
to bat regularly in a
meaningful game since the
American League adopted the
DH rule four years ago. Brett
went 0-for-3, although he lined
to short, grounded sharply to
first and lined to first.
Indians 7, Angels 3
Playing Manager Frank
Robinson slugged his third
home nit' and added a run-
scoring single to help his
Indians break a four-game
losing Streik The 40-year-old
Robinson, in one of his in-
frequent starts, hit his 586th
career homer in the first in-
ning and singled home a run in
the second. Ron Pruitt tripled
and singled twice while
Larvell Blanks collected three
singles to pace Cleveland's 13-
hit attack.
Brewers 6, Twins!
Robin Yount touched a
three-run thi;celpg 'th a
single and a two-run
homer in the- ixth, enabling
Jim Staten to post his ninth
vi . Yount's second home
tih of the season put the
Brewers on top 5-2.
Sign Top Choice
PONTIAC, Mich. ( AP) -
The Detroit Lions Tuesday
signed their top draft pick,
James Hunter, the speedy
defensive back from Gram-
Wing.
Hunter, 22, was Detroit's top
pick last February and the
filth player chosen in the
National Football League
college draft.
The newest Lion is 6-foot-3
and 195 pounds, and can play
either cornerback or safety or
as kick returner, the Lions
said.
Last season, Hunter in-
tercepted nine passes. He
averaged 13.6 yards on punt
returns.
M. C. Garrott Scores
Hole-In-One Sunday
M. C. Garrott has accomplished a _feat that very few
golfers have ever done.
He scored a hole-in-one Sunday at the Murray ,Country
Club.
But the most unusual thing is that the hole-in-one was
the fourth of Garrott's golfing career.
Garrott used a "soft four-wood" and hit the bail straight
to the pin on the 160-yard, seventh hole. The ball gently
rolled right in the cup.
.The feat was witnessed by Dr. Doug Wallace, Dr. Rex
Alexander, Dr. Woodfin Hutson, Jack Belote and James
"Tiger" Barkett of Cairo, Ill.
Garrott scored his first hole-in-one in 1940 on what is
now the third hole at the Mayfield Country Club. Hole-in-
one number two came-ix 1953at the 148-yard, 14th hole at
the Boca Raton Hotel Country Club in Boca Raton, Fla.
-The thicd...boleviregne-fsz_GartQl came Alleifi7.3. -on..the
same seventh hole where he scored his fourth career hole-
in-one Sunday.
(MASCO
HOME OF SETTER VALUES
FOR OVER 58 TEARS
CAR CARE
SAVERS
YOUR CHOICE
vir LIMIT
2 SETS
41111111.-
201.11
sosass
•
• 4nr-
CHAMPION
OR AC _
Sale Price
7 C:
For better performance and im-
proved gas mileage. 3-210-1416
3-239 t 256 7
AC or Champion Resistor Type
Plugs. 321$ 2195.3 251 1 251 8934 eat.
4-Pi. Flexible Head Spark,
Ptug Wrench Set. 47 317 9 4.99)
YOUR CHOICE
Hpfirti IME
QUAKER
STATE
LIMIT
5 MOTOR'
QUART OIL
HAVOL1NE or
QUAKER STATE
OIL
Sale
Price
In 20 and 30 weights. 19 3
19-171-1. -3
*Plus state inspection fee in Alobomo
HI INTENSITY
DRIVING LIGHTS
90,000
CANDLE
POWER
8 Driving andfog light.
Clear or Am-
ber-1*os, Styled for
4itiur4er bump-
er _mount. 2 tio -1
100,000
CANDLE
POWER
• .9_i_wa-m_____Wrs-"%m:-A-
MUM MINIM
IMO
11111
4f1-1- 111
Louvered
driv.igg and
fog light.
Clear or amber
lens. ine1=3
I
, Mel
--1116
Mo0or
OEM
C•11,1111.10 POODUCTI
!sr 
• gnaws lawn i
• 01.0..•
nition Tune-Up Kit .
ORIGINAL
EQUIPMENT
#11%
‘10
Delco
Motorcratt --
alopar
TUNE-VP KITS
AS LOW AS
399
G.M., Ford or Chrysler cars. I'1pdy duty.,
pre-assembled Points, Ito and ton-
clensiar. For most cars. 60 ,-too-2 161
SAVE 484
115n
OIL F ILTER
•
AP •
16-
OIL
FILTER
Reg
1.77
Screw on type far most Ford, Chev-
rolet or Chrysler cars. 3111,4141
Oil Filters Available For Most Cars
Oil Filter WrencS. 43e, 574
LIFETIME WARRANTY
bfleifit
MUFFLER
INSTALLED
21"
(-Nom ragmen'\
(.0.11,Te
/41/**St ma.
KM1.1114100, b101•0•11
atiporateet tor Sim • re.
mei 44146
199199991/49,69 dant •
lent,e64.4 16011a1M PIN
car ass 11 64 • •416661
69-1-a 4444,61 tossaww
Available For Most Cars.
Safety engineered to prevent dangero••
leaks. 14 140. 157 6
LAWN-BOY  - CHARGE IT AT OTASCO
21—INCH MOWER
Se. P•hel 0666 OA 09,9 600 sow., m.....„00.• ta.
Prices Goad Through Saturday
1101-Air ShopLiet_Cauter 
31/2 K.P.
SAVE 2O°°
Reg. $169.95
7s34311
Coleman
Fuel
1 GaRon
sl"
"We Service What
We Sell" •
01. • •
4
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Your Indidal
Horoscope
franciailkfilt,
FOR THURSDAY, JULY B. 1976
• -Cook in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the-stars.
ARLES
(Mar. 21 to-Apr. 20) "IA
Stellar aspects indicate new
activities, some reconstruction
in your life, but you cotild lose
out on good oppoxtuni.tils if you
are lethargic or onfifferent — a
tendency nor0
TAURU
A to May 21) dittlif
rong indication of gain
through past effort. A good
period,. too, foe. launching aew
enterprises. Slik all sug-
gestions carefully, however.
• "
(May 22 to June 21]
Inspiration at a peak. A
uniqlie idea 'you have can be
carried off with just the right'
touch of ingenuity to make it
work.
CANCER
i June 22 to July 23) 00
Keep your head and maintain
the pace that's best for you.
Don't let others distract you
with ideas of doubtful worth —
especially if they clash with
your innate conservatism.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) ..1244;Z
You may be tempted to take
an unexpected fling in money
matters and, if your judgment
is as good as it usually Is, it
-snoukl pay off. .
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WPt411.
Do MR - be, irnpulsiv. e, but-
neither hold off action -because
of uncertainty over your
abilities. Curb doubts and fears.
You DO have ability: Back it
with self-confidence::
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct., Zli AZ1
Don't go off on the tangents
that so often upset a well-
running routine. Aim for ac-
complishments in which you
can justifiably take pride.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. n) rnteltP
Stellar influences somewhat
restrictive where finances are
concerned, so watch the budget.
Avoid a tendency to overspend
on luxuries. -
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A good day for tackling im-
portant and controversial-- ---
issues. In this connection, some
information you receive in- an--
unusual way should be careti,illy
noted.
22 to Jan. 20) 1061
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 
A golden opportunity to put
'your unusual ideas across.
;: - They'll get a satisfactory
hearing if presented logically.
.AQUARWS
7 (Jan. !I to Feb. 19i
Expgct some complications
due to a conflict of per-
sonalities. You can handle,
. however, with tact and a
determination to preserve good
will.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Miir. 20)
: If ilndectded or • uncertain
about accepting a financial
proposition, it would be better to
reject it. Your truly ex-
traordinary intuition won't play
you false.
)efice0
YOU BORN TODAY are
essentially a quiet and reserved
individual but, nevertheless,
make friends easily and, in
general, get along well with
' business associates. Only if you
fail to curb your innate ten-*
- dency to be dictatorial with-
those under your supervision
and overpossessive with-loved-
• ones will you alienate those with
_whom you come in contact.
-So a word the 1,3-...! ---
Though extremely con-
servative, you will take a
chance where you see - the
likelihood of a sound profit —
for you're a born money-maker.
The world of finance is your
natural arena, but you could
also succeed in railroadin,/,:.
manufacturing or science
(especially. medicine, geology
and architectUre). You have an
aptitude for such arts as music
and poetry but, in either, the
technique of composing will be
more evident than any
*potions' expression. Birth-
date of: John D. Rockefeller,
Amer. industrialist; Nelson A.
I Rockefeller, Vice-Pres., U.S.A.;
Fitz Green Hilleck, poet.
r ,
Lrrrix PIANIST
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. ( AP
— Suzanne Waters, an 11-year.
old blind pianist, has won a
4L90 musical scholarship from
the National Federation of Mu-
sic Clubs.
Miss Waters learns music by
playing a tape recording of the
',selected pioofe over and over
_again. She originally used mu-
Air books in braille, bbt she
quit when she found them "too
She la also a composer. Her
soMposition, "Highland lass,"
--received .4 suparke rattail in
:the NFMC state- and national
competition in 1975.
Rudolph I founded the Hap-
sburg dynasty, which ruled
Austria tram 1273 until 191$.
•
Save to 1197
4
•
Central Shopping Cntr.
Hours: 9-9 Mon.-Sat 1-6 Sunday
Prices Good Wed.-Sot.
1 Group af
LADIES TOPS
Save
1.96
REG.
3.96
200
1 Group of
LADIES' SHORTS
'Values To
2.97
TX)
1 Group
Of
BABY
DRESSES
REG.
3.96
so
SAVE 30% TO 40%
N NICE THINGS T
WEAR FOR TH
ENTIRE FAMILY
ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY
'we.10•1, • 1•06 • • • ••
••••• rhl• IN Ow* N • ems ••
**Wel* *Yee the •••••••• leerseee
d e • MO We*. ••••• el* *eve e
leon ..4•6 nbeeeeI em OM Se reed
le *Kee. 4,. 4,•••44,e• IN the Ow
pow •• leenedeereefte • emielMe.
et *defer** eleneeleibee mell be
••••• el a aftweereley NO.* OM e
▪ eke %meal Mebeeno S Is..,; WNW,
• wet OM* et •••••••• •••••••1•1
•••••,. most $106ES, MC.
• 
1 Group .
of -
LADIES'
DRESSES
REDUCED
TO
1 Group
of
BOY'S
JEANS
Values
To
3.97
REDWOOD LAWN FURNITURE
ROCKERS LOUNGE CHAIRS
REG.
12.99
REG.
21:99
REG.
12.99
.1
LIMIT
6
QUARTS.;
t\
Air Filter
America's best selling.,.,,
motor oil . . .
QUAKER STATE
.—tpw3o
MOTOR-on:,
REG.
76e
2 Cr;)
Quaker State 10W30
lubricates fast to protect your
vital' engine parts. 32-fl. oz.,
quart size.
Really Cleans your oil. . .
STP
SINGLE
OIL FiLTERS
REG.
2.48 20RF $3
Change-I-Our filter when you
change your o;I. Choose from
STP SO-1 or 8-025 to fit your
car.
Keeps your car
running clean . . .
ANDY GRANATELLI'S
STP AIR
ALTERS
327
Keep your carburetor clean
with STP Air Filters. Change
with every tune-up to improve
performance.
OTHER GREAT BARGAINS
Accent your outfits with beautiful brand n-ame . . .
JEWELRY -
Accent each of yor fashion outfits with jewelry by
famous brand names Choose from liquid gold or
silver. VALUES TO $10.00
For your complete comfort with stacks
KNEE HI'S
Knee-hi's designed in sheer stretch nylon. They're
cool and comfortable under fashion slacks One size
fits aft. SAVE llt
For durability and long wear . . .
MEN'S ALL PRO SOCKS
Men's All Pro Socks for sports or casual wear. Made
durably for extra long wear. Sizes S-15
Reinforced heel and toe for extra long wear.
BOYS' ALL PRO SOCKS
Boys' All Pro Socks are reinforced at the heel and
toe for extra long wear. Variety of colors to choose
from. Sizes6-1I
Boys', Youths', or Men's canvas . . .
BASKETBALL 'OXFORDS
Men's, Boys' or Youths' tennis shoes feature inside
.eyestray and back webbing Available in white or
navy Men's sizes 6'/1 to 12, boys' sizes 21/2 to 6 and
youths' sizes 10% to 2.
SMUCKER'S GRAPE JELLY
STYROFOAM CUPS
MASON JARS
A variety of delicious flavors to choose from . . .
-KITCHEN-FRESH COOKIES-. -
ail 50
I EACH
57R
1 PAIR00
88:R
200PAIR
64'
38"
118 176
Choose from Chocolate Chip, Oatmeal, Duplex
e,-OZ Met 
$
Creme, Peanut Butter Creme, or many other flavors
.1
an
ge
ye
CH
PR
AIR'
PAIR
64'
38'
176
character: He's -satisfied"
with his r13,500 salary. He
doesn't have a telephone.
It's the stuff legends are
made of, and 21-year-old
Detroit Tiger . _
phenomenon Mark "The
Bird" Fidrych added another
chapter to his phenomenal
story Tuesday when he was
named to the American
4.eague's.- All-Star pitching
staff.
It doesn't_ surprise Dtrnit
sports fans one bit.
"It's quite extraordinary for
a young man to rise to the mound.
honor - so quickly and I'm "And when he points the
delighted," Tiger owner John ball, he's not pointing it at the
Fetzer said of his 21-year-old batter. Lie's trying to set up a
sensation. "But I'm not groove fn his own mind. Those
exactly surprised. _,,'-antics show he's really
"Mark's record (9-1) speaks- concentrating."
for itself, We felt even in ,the The native of Northboro,
minors that he had terrific Tat -about atrigle-
potential. The fans are just handedly pulled more than
finding out." 51,000 fans to the Tigers' home
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HOLE IN THE BAT? - Todd Rutherford of the Yanks takes o cvf at 'pitch from Kim Bostid of
the Cubs and Bostitk got the best of it as the ball blurs by at waist Isigh-plist Rutherford. Ruther-
ford did hove one of the four Yankee hits though.
(SION Plboturs by MA 5w0444)
`The Bird' Becoming
One-Of Super Hero
By The Associated Press Fidrych, whose long-legged
He talks to baseballs. He stalk around the mound bears
looks like a...TV...kids' show a striking a resemblence to a
character on television's
"Sesame Street," has
delighted Tiger.fans as have
few other players in history.
His pre-pitch ritual -
kneeling to smooth the dirt,
muttering instructions to LAO
ball - captivated watchers
even , before his winning
reputation began.
"When he pats the mound,
he's trying to get the dirt down
and get on his own solid
.footing," Fetzer said. "That
makes it tougher for the other
pitcher to mold his own
_
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer /
For years Pedro Borbarhas
been following Don Gullett to
the mound and usually serving
as a nightcap for Cincinnati
Reds' victories.
But Manager Sparky
Anderson is shaking up his
pitching staff these days.
Gullett is the chaser now.
One of the most successful
relief pitchers in baseball,
Borbon made his first start in
four years Tuesday night.
,puliett relegated to bullpen
duty of late Zarne on to
finish the 'Montreal Expos 10-
7.
The star l was only the
fourth of _ I3orbon's major
league career,.
During Tuesday night's
game, the burly right-hander
gave up eight hits and four
earned runs in.31-31nnings.
Ken Griffey's two-run
double sparked a (ive-run
seventh inning that carried
Cincinnati over Montreal. The
Reds led 5-4 when they loaded
the h.see in the seventh
against Don Carithers, the
game ,against Baltimore
Saturday night. Fidrych
showed the audience what
they came for - and got his
first shutout, 4-0. The All-Star
berth comes as he leads AL
pitchers with a 1.85 earned run
average.
"I didn't bring all these
people ,here," Fidrych said
after one game. But he keeps a
chart on his locker listing
attendance at each home
game he's pitched.
this area on the west coast of
-tngland jirst north of
-11Verpool -Is -66 degrees:- -Itt
recent weeks the ther-
mometer has been hitting the
high 80s or low 90s with
unrelenting regularity.
Sarazen says, "The course
is absolutely adapted for
American players." The- long
hitters will be the favorites,
Fidrych makes the major,-
league minimum of $16,500.
His supporters figure he's --
worth more. A Michigan
legislator even introduced a
resolution asking the Tigers to
up the Bird' &salary.
Fidrych says he doesn't
want More m6ney.
Fetzer wouldn't discuss a
possible raise Tuesday.
"Don't worry," he said.
"We're going to look after his
welfare, come hell or high
water. That's our business."
Reds Use 'Unusual Pitching
Combination To Ed &e Expos
•
second Montreal pitcher, on a
single, a walk, a sacrifice and
an intentional walk.
After Griffey drove in two
runs, Joe Morgan was walked
intentionally and George
Foster reached on an error by
second baseman Pete
MacKanin. Foster got an RBI
on the play and a second run
Dodgers 5, Phillies 1
Triples by Reggie Smith and
Steve Yeager highlighted a
five-run third inning for Los
Angeles and the Dodgers went
on to beat Philadelphia behind
Doug Rau's six-hitter. It was
the third straight loss and
fourth in six games for the
National League East leaders,
but -tailed to dishearten
Philadelphia Manager Danny
Ozark.
"I'm not pushing the panic
button," said Ozark, whose
team remained nine games in
front of Pittsburgh 'in the
National League East.
Jones, Matlack Head
NI All-Star Choices_
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -
Southpaws Randy Jones of the
San Diego Padres and Jon
Matlack of the New York
Mets, who have a combined
record of 25-5 this season, will
-head the National League's
eight-man pitching staff at
next Tuesday's All-Star
baseball game.
The other pitchers, chosen
Tuesday by Cincinnati
Manager Sparky Anderson.
include Tom Seaver of the
Mets, Andy Messersmith of
Atlanta, Woodie Fryman of
Montreal, Ken Forsch of
Houston, John Montefusco of.
San Francisco, and Rick
Rhoden of the Los Angeles
Dodgers.
Jones, who will be making
his second __.811_.:§tar.. ap-
pearance, is the winningest
Atches_in the ma or leagues
this year Wilh"
and a 2.51 earned run average
in 165 inficrigs.
sq,
. Brives 4, Pirates!
Right-hander Andy
Messersmith 'and reliever
Mike Marshall combined on a
sevenhitter, leading Atlanta
over Pittsburgh. The victory
was the seventh in the last
eight games for Messersmith,
9-6, who went the distance in
his previous eight starts.
scared on the error. Dan ardinals 13, Giants 7
Driessen capped the inning's,- :Louis scored seven runs
scoring with It saEriric-e 1Tfto - in e first inning and coasted
center. over San Francisco as Jerry
btumphrey blasted four hits
and Willie Crawford a home
run and two doubles. The pair
led an 18-hit attack which
helped send San Francisco
right-hander Ed Halicki, 7-11,
from the mound with none out.
Astroo 1, Men; 0
Jerry DaVancin's single
over a drawn-in infield scored
Wilbur Howard from third L2base with-the winning  risn_io-__. . 
the 10th inning as Houston 4-ii =az
beat New York. Despite '-
control problems, J. R.
Richard, 8-9, went all the way
for Houston, scattering eight
hits in winning a pitcher's duel
with New York left-hander
Jon Matlack.
Richard's 10 walks tied the
major league record for bases
on balls in an extra-inning
shutout game and the '15
tanners left on base by New
York set a major league
record for most runners
stranded in a 10-game inning
shutout defeat.
Cabs 4, San Diego 0
Bill Madlock drove in" two
runs with a single and a double
to help Chicago beat San
Diego. Steve Stone, who came
off the disabled list last Friday
after recovering from a sore
shoulder, gained his first
triumph since last September.
He blanked the Padres on
three hits the six innings he
worked. ----'
Matlock, who has put
together a 10-2 mark and ERA
of 2.61, will be making his
third all-star appearance,
Right-hander Tom Seaver,
6-5 with a 2.92 ERA, was
named to the all-star team for
the ninth time. Messersmith, a
right-hander with an 8-6
record and 2.37 ERA, will
make his fourth appearance.
Lefty Woodie Fryman, also 8-6
with a 3.71 ERA, will be
playing in his second all-star
game.
Three right-handers --
Rhoden, Forsch and Mon-
tefusco - will be playing in
the midseason classic for the
first time. Rhoden is 8-0 with a
2.7'7 ERA while Forsch, a
reliever With a 1-2, rocord and
LO4 ERA, hat. 14 saves this
year
M,?.9-
tefusco, last season's rookie ot
the year, is 7-6 with a 3.25
ERA. Paducah. -
Murray Swimmers
Have Meet Friday
The Murray-Calloway swim
team will have its last home
meet of the-season Friday.
The local swimmers will
host CalVert City to a 4 p. rh.
meet.
11111-1-11? 10/71-1511 air year. -
having split. two meets with
ELSEVV ERE 69C
Sarazen Returns For
British Open Tourney---
By HARVEY HUDSON
- • Associated Press Writer
SOUTHPORT, England
API - Gene Saraxep relaxed
in the clubhouse of the Royal
Birlidale Club on the eve of the
105th British Open Golf
Teurnament and offered a
prediction that "I don't see
anything but an American
victory."
The semi-retired squire of -
the world golfing scene, ad-
mitting to being 71 but looking
44, was back to play again in
the tournament hewon in 1932.
It's been 53 years since he first
played in the British Open. He
played in knickers then and he
plays in knickers now.
Constant watering has
rescued the 7,001-yard, par 72
course from concrete hard-
ness, but a prolonged and
continutneheat wave is bound
to bean important rector.
pampered by the sun.
"Torn Weiskopf, Jack
Nicklaus, Hubie Green," were
the first names mentioned by -
Sarazen as the Americans
most likely to take advantage
of the playing conditions.
"Jerry Pate, Johnny Miller',
Tom Kite and 14Floyd"
were in the second group.
In a final practice round
Tuesday, Weiskopf shot a 65,
and Nicklaus a 67. As a
winning team they were 11
under par in a four-ball match
against Pate, of Pensacola,
Fla., the U.S. Open champion,
and Curtis Strange of Virginia
Beach, Va.
McBride Okay
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Tests
conducted on ailing St. Lotus
outfielder Bake McBride have
disclosed no serious injuries,
the Cardinals announced
average tenvetatue 411 Tuesday_night .
But Dr. Stan London, the
club physician, found a severe
• irritation - Of a joint - in
McBride's left . knee and
recommended treatment
consisting of medication and
therapy.
McBride, hobbled since he
was first sidelined May 9 by a,
shoulder injury, has missed-26i
games but is still batting .342.
Local Baseball Results
NOON MITI - a. Many lrodph I T. Is
.0 was the Yowls. show she rows a Ms 
am.,braid Assecories.Th. -.dim by merlin
• 0.laverhy Crime, Chesty Pak Thesswer
yam -.owle•sal
maw miry hi 0.waym IArm sped: dupers
-.5Winos a. a. 6W 109 6 or. Lbw* ,b. 
egaress imp lomoro. ItorokbiL4,8119
a.s.
PARK LEAGUE
The Cubs jumped to an 11-0
lead after two innings and
stove off an Astro rally to win
13-12 Monday.
Scott Meade lead the Cubs
with a hornerun and a double-
while teammates Herndon
and Greer each hit a triple.
Underwood and Mikulick
added a double each for ..the
Winners.
For the Astros, Allen Hargis
smacked a 'triple while
teaMmate Jeff Clendon added
a double.
KENTUCKY LEAGE
The Pirates got four runs in
the last inning to win over the
Twins 10-8 Monday.
Dennis Thurmond was the
winning pitcher striking out Tr..
batters and walking four.
Thurmond also got two hits
for the winners while team-
mate Billy Cullins added a
triple.
For the Twins, Harry
Weatherly took the loss,
striking out nine batters.
David Whitten had two
singles and a triple to pace the
Twin hitting attack while Kal
Smith hit two singles.
PARK LEAGUE
Jon Hall, Eric Whited, Scott
Adams, and Scott Nix -all
ripped homer= to pace the
Mets over the Cards 31-8
Tuesday.
Nix also had a triple and a
double for the winners and
teammate Tommy Stalls had
a double.
For the Cards, Muehleman,
Bybee, Baker, and Stone had
doubles.
In the second game, the
Yanks scored 12 runs in the
second, third, and fifth innings
to beat the Reds by a whop-
ping 64-8 margin.
Robert Hopkins ripped a
homerun and a double for the
winners. Atkins, Watson, and
Garland each hit a triple while
Forbes, Robinson, Kelly and
Ross had doubles. Thompson,
Austin, and-41(night had a hit
apiece for the Yanks.
FOrthe Reds; Reicroat and
Curd had doubles.
.. KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Jimmy Parrish struck out 11
batters while walking only
three to lead the Athletics to a
4-3 victory over. the Cards
Tuesday.
Mike Davis hit a double for
the winners while Mark
Boggess added a double and a
N•T
BUYING YOUR
•4 PRESCRIPTIONS
AT BEGLEY'S
YOU'RE PAYING
TOO MUCH
• s discords its prescrylptims rocas ashes
ay, • woos 52 *sirs • yew This mains bowlegs
to yaw isy-rsi -001 regenliees Of ekes yes
trigs them oft Try sos srotts yew it prowopOw
Litato os pa pow le toil It e•
pull hod per it 111.1 '0 is rt to419•.41140,
*re
Thrill his sr• tvisondly ponwri siorete• tail
rat,sc
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PERSONNA
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RAZOR
L99
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DOUBLE II
BLADES
93C
@COMM _ 
gs-
.:„
* ELSEWHERE 2 49L_ 33
 YIIIImmijoAILSZo"
•
DRISTAN
--sorrtt-er 24
ELSEWHERE 179 ;- 
717C15LIN6 SPECIAL
SALE ciopo THRU JULY 12th
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
PRICES GOOD WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
SIAEWHERE 2 93
BEGLEY'S
DRUG STORES
AB. 2/plua
STRIPED TERRY
KETCHEN 4449
TOWELS DISH CLOTHS
HEAVY DUTY
CARTRIDGE▪ O- F 5
ELSEWHERE 1.39
ELSEWHERE C
j ELSEWHERE 1.19
874 78
1 09
  111Www1.1111•111116111111Wr ows
motIsE TunAUSE ZipkgI .
'CONTRA F77--
SEPTOR
*
DRISTAN
TABLETS
LUIVIP ALUM 1-
4 oz SIZE
d141. I I
Cr*
VISINE EYE
DROPS
PLASTIC
DR OPtER BOITtE
1.12 ELSEWHERE 1.75
°CPS 
ABSORBINE JR.
KE
HAMMOCK
LOUNGE
Rig. 19"
MR
MATTRESS
99'
27".72-
ELSEWHERE 1.99
.4
- tr.
W, INFLATABLE RING
ELSEWHERE 13.95
6-.16
• FLEXWALL
CHILDRENS
POOL
11.44
WOOOGRAIN
LOOK
FOLDING
10.85
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EESEWHIRI 12 99
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TENNIS
SET
10.88
ELSEWHERE 14.55
4 oz APPLICATOR BOTTLE
- 1.36
.NEW fI7 ,,
' Listermint •-r.i
MOUTHWASH
12 or SIZE
81c ELSEWHERE
151
OCEIMP
MITCHUM *
mimo 2Y, or SIZE STICK
DEODORANT
VI/ Consunwar Refund Offer,2.36
THERMOS COOLER
$1 295
RATCHET CHAIRS
$1 1 95
RATCHET LOUNGES
RAID
ANT •
ROACH
KALER
/1 42 -
97,
Todd Abel was the losing
pitcher, striking out ten
batters.
Abell also had a double for
the Cards while teammates
Kris, Starks and Stephen
MalOne added one hit each.
In the. second action, Jim
West stryick out 14 batters and
got two doubles to leaii the
Reds over the Yanks-144. "-
Mark Waldrop added 'two
hits for the winners.
For the Reds, Rusty Wright
was tagged with the loss,
striking out nine batters.
Robin Adams and John Wells
each got one, hit for the losers.
Oaks Father-Son
Tourney Saturday
The annual Oaks Father and
Son Golf Tournament will be
held at 1 p. m. Saturday at the
dab. -• _
Fathers with more than ogle
son may _count their scores
with each son.
Entries may be made until
tee-off_tirne Saturday.
The entry fee is two dollars
per person. Members should
sign up at the pro shop or call
in the entries to Nicky Ryan at
753-3338.
ELSEWHERE 1 211-
mawIlmossmussa.
KANTIC
CAR DRINK
trl HOLDER
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ELSEWHERE 19e
BEACH TOWELS
Aso, 22''410-
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6 oz BOTTLE
2.88 1.49ELSEWHERE1139
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'
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Murrayans Attending Jehovah's New. Bailbonding Law May. Now Be Enforced Throughout State
Witieisetitieeting- At -Nashville FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Stephens. • conditions" since it found the corporations affected by the Don Major, has said he will functioning fairly smoothly.
The state's new bail bond law Jefferson Circuit Judge laTwheconsotitnitutio.anat. the 
law 
hi 
same
elegislatpeation arsheoulsed ocfa7apay en.the ask the court for a re-hearing. Bill Davis, director of the
"enforceable in all locations in forcement of the statute is 
If that fails, he said he will administrative office of theA four-day district con- man. Only the Maker of man may now be enforced in Charles Ander-aril- had issued
the commonwealth except in concerned, pending 
final appeal the case to the U.S. courts, said that of the first 350
Supreme Court.
vention of Jehovah's Wit- truly understands what these Jefferson County as well as the injunction, ruling the new
nesses scheduled for Nash- needs are and now they can elsewhere io Kentucky under law unconstitutional. It persons arrested under the
vide, Tenn., July 8-11, will hest be supplied_ Listening to an order by the state supreme - prohibits bailbonding for 
Jefferson County_ ,. termisation of the litigation," Despite the legal new system, only one failed to
carry a theme of "Sacred Him is still the most advisable COW-t. profit, and sets out a range of '' "...In the 
Opinion of this the court added, challenges, which include a appear before a judge who
Service." For Jehovah's course for man," he said. The high court Tuesday alternatives- for judges to Court 
the public interest The attorney for the Bois- suit filed in federal court, the released him on his own
Witnesses that includes their iuspeilded the Jefferson employ to guarantee the requires 
that all persons and ding Association of Kentucky, new system appears to be recognizance.
international house-to-house Circuit Court Injunction of reappearance of a defendant
visitation program; knocking
on doors around the world. 
April 28 which had prevented intourt on an assigned date.
enforcement of the new law in Thc high court upset .tha- Appeals Court Rebuffs Red Dye No. 2 Makers
the program at the, that county. circuit court decision by
stess the great spiritual void 
WASHINGTON (AP) — A was harmful to humans, it
r
Municipal Auditorium will News In order at the request of Ken- stitutional. Hoever, theThe high court issued the holding the legislation con- federal appeals court has could not legally be taken off
in human society today and Lucky Atty. Gen. Robert Supreme Court ruling does not 
rebuffed manufacturers of the market.
Red Dye No. 2 who wanted to Justice Department at-become effective for 30 days,he W this void can be filled continue using the synthetic torney Charles R. McConahie,
aetording to Ralph Stockwell, Brief - HOW LARGE? . or July 12, so the lower, courtinjunction would have coloring, which the govern- representing the FDA,spOkesman for the group in PHILADELPHIA ( AP) — remained in affectfor another ment suspects may be a weak countered that the ban wasMurray. TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) — 
tiew large LS the crack th the Week, had the Supreme Court cancer-causing agent. 
legal because the industry had
"In an era of mass corn- The Israeli cabinet is reported Liberty Ben? i The U.S. Court of Appeals on
muni cation, newspapers, considering reviving the death According to of- ,
not suspended it.
Tuesday upheld the food and 
not proven the dye safe.
was 
Questions about the dye's
radio and television, it might penalty for . - convicted &Jets, it measures three- "e high court said it 
seem that such a form of terrorists so their presence in eighths of an inch. month-old ban on Red Dye No. terrnittently for 20 years.
safety have been raised in-prompted by the "change of Drug Administration's 5-
propagating one's faith is prison won't lead taattempts 
outdated. The statistics to ransom them by hijacking
relating to the growth- of or kidnaping. "We should give
Jehovah's Witnesses in their serious thought to this,"
public work of preaching and . -prime minister yoshnic Rawl_
teaching the Bible do not reportedly told cabinet
-OlIpoort this theory," Stock- members who urged death for
well said. terrorists in the Wake of the
"Records show that more hijacking last week by
than half of all the Jehovah's Palestinians and West
Witnesses in The world have Germans who demanded the
become such in the past five or release ot 40 prisoners from
• six years. That adds up to Israeli jails.
- 1,384,964 new adherents to the
faith since 1970—more than UNITED NATIONS, N.Y,,
- fifty per cent of the in- (AP) — African and Arab
ternational membership," the delegates prepared with
local group spokesman said. misgivings today for a
The 9,000 Witnesses Security Council debate on
assembled- in Nashville this Israel's . daring rescue of
week will hear speakers stress hijacked hostages from
that society is seeking ' a Uganda. The Israelis relished
solution to the problem of the prospect and planned to
changing values. This in- accuse Ugandan President Icii
eludes moral, religious and Amin Of "-complicity with the
hotial ftsves•that ate being Palestinian and _ German
chulleng-.W hi_-_yotiog people hijackers. "It's ,a difficult
seeking - a --Imre corn- situation fbr the &ate and-
prehensive understanding of Africans," said an African
the world in which they live diplomat after . the
and how to improve conditions Organization of African Unity
in society, a spokesman said. asked the council to take up a
As a result, Stockwell said, charge that Israel had
many charismatic and committed aggression aga
evangelical movements have Uganda.
developed as people 7'4(
- -seek greater meaning BEIRUT, Lebantin ( AP) —
from religion. He said they The Christian's claim they
desire more than traditional have throsin back the assault
religious affiliation ad are from the north by Lebanese
seeking some personal Moslems and Palestinians on
religious experiences. ,r-lhe Christian enclave north of
" "There is division in Many _ Beirut. The leftists charged
religious systems.An the that Syrian troops helped in
world," Stockwell said. the Christian counterattack.
"Controversies rage over Reports from hospitals and
morals or moral issues such security forces indicated more
as didOrce, birth control, than 200 persons had be ,
homosexuality, pre-marital killed since Monday. The
- sex and women's liberation. .Christians also reported that
"As a result," he said, "the ' . resistance in the Palestinians'
media continually expresses besieged Tal Zaatar refugee
.,. the viewpoints of clergymen, camp on the southeast size of
psychologists and scholars Beirut "is fizzling out."
telating to their opinions on
these questions creatipg great TOKYO (AP) — China
Confusion as to what is right today began four days of
and what is wrong." funeral rites for Chu Teh, the k TRY NEW
Stockwell said the con- former warlord who with Mao
stention program will discuss Tse-tung founded the Chinese INSTANT BRUSHIESS
these questions in the light of Red Army, Chu died Tuesday
the counsel outlined in the at the age of 90 "after failing REFINIS1/14110
Hible. to respond to medical treat-
:- Discussing the spiritual ment," the Chinese news
- heeds of man, Stockwell said agency Hsinhua said. Since
When man lives by the Stan- poor health forced 82-year-old
dards of the Bible he brings Mao to stop receiving foreign
his life into harmony with visitors in June, Chu had been
inner peace and self respect",
he said.
Stockwell said many 
said Mao headed the funeral
committee.
- LAKE DATA 
Hope's and TUNG OILREFINISHER
......__.
,....c..9d,s will. "This brings him seeing them for him. lisinhua
cosmopolitan or sophisticated Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 358.1
people feel the Bible's Corn- no change. Below dam 304.2
Limit
ments on human behavior are down 0.1.
"out of touch with reality, Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 357.9
do 0.2. Below dam 316.2 ND et 
Coa
outmoded." wn 
wn,TO PRESERVE Pi se 
N
"Time has changed human down 0.4.
govehunenti and societies," Sunset 8:19, Sunrise 5:43. THAT NEW FINISH..,
Stockwell said, "but It is not , moon rises 3:31 p.m., sets
sttpred thdAdinvidual needs of ipedriesday 1 !19 a.m., -. ss
Come In
And See It!
Fun For Kids
From Ages
8 4i
•a. 4 ronic
able Tennis
• You Do Not Nave
To Remove To
Watch Television
ruisovrawe sides
home
2, the nation's most widely There was no inunediate
used artifical coloring for word from the manufacturers
foods, drugs and cosmetica on whether they would appeal
until last year. to the Supreme Court.
The three-judge. panel The FDA imposed the ban
upheld a federal judge who on the basis of tests that
gave the FDA permission in showed that rats fed large
February to ban future use of amounts of Red No. 2
the coloring. The FDA did not developed cancerous tumors.
order a recall of products Th %manufactuerers had
containing the dye already on ajtled that in the absence of
the shelves. roof that the dye definitely
MURRAY liOME & AUTO STORE
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o game
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Innovative
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• Digital Scoring
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Phone 753-2571
"MAGIC FINGERS"
POWER PEA SHELLER
Shells about
eight pecks
of peas per -
hour
Shucks! That's what it does to English peas, field peas,
edible soy beans, lime beans, etc. Adjustable rollers-are
powered by your hand mixer or drill (800 RPM). Easli
to clean—dishwasher safe. And all you have to shell out
is a few "beans"! MFS-711
Turn your car radio into a
CB RECEIVER
War
ZUZI.rept. ::
1.1=41zart
Reg. $39"
Special $2495
LAL
• ALL 23 CHANNELS • INSTALL IN A MINUTE
• FITS UNDER DASH • NO LICENSE REQUIRED
• NO TOOLS OR SPECIAL ANTENNA REQUIRED
Crosswort) Puzzler • Answer to Tuesday sPuzzle
ACROSS 4 Indigent -
5 Gastrwod1 Small mollusk
6 raplosiort 6 College .
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SWINGER' tt4400
Beauty? Performance!
Compact Construction!
Reg. 4•4"
Special$3 295
••••••••,..
Wilton
Cake
Decorating
Supplies
For AU
Occasions
ROBY-11
ea -minim TR ANCiTIVFRsSID • • sur-sa wirrykliawa ur maw
• is, Special
Reg. 149 
1°1 1 
995
23 Channel 5 Watt CI3 Radio, 12V DC,
Positive or Negative Ground, Lighted
Dial, Noise Limiter Switch, Complete
w/2 Way Mount Antenna, 31/2" Weather
Proof External Speaker.
95
SIP
OIL
TREATMEN
9
s7,0
STP GASOUNE
TREATMENT
77c
60 Sec Si
Done
GREAT AMERICAN BrGER MACHINE
Great For
Christmas Gifts
Reg. 98
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Van Camp
Totino-Sausage-Hamburger
Cheese-Pepperoni
PIZZA
Banquet Cream-Chocolate, Lemon Coconut
PIES 14 oz 49'
SPIN BLEND-..
Lipton
TEA BAGS  """
Kraft Macaronni & Cheese
DINNER 7½0L
Frosty Acres
ORANGE
120i.
Gerber Strained
BABY FOOD
Velveeta
CHEESE 
Kraft Orange
JUICE -
POTATOES  JO lb. 89'
ONIONS 3 lb. Bag 394
PEACHES lb 334
Sales Of New Cars In June At Fastest Pace In. Near 3 Years
PAO
T
. DETROIT AP) — Americans bought
domestic new cars in June at the fastest
clip in nearly three years as the
industry continued its rapid climb from
a severe slump to the third best sales
year iPi its history.
• The nation's auto makers reported
Tuesday a combined daily selling rate
of 31,890 cars for the month, a 29 per
cent rise over June 1975 and the highest
Robert Barr To
Conduct Concert
Robert K. Baar, director of
Choral activities at Murray
State University, will conduct
the 80-voice Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia men's music
fraternity choir in an outdoor
concert in New Harmony,
Ind., on Saturday, July 10,
during the fraternity's
National Assembly.
The program of sacred_
music and spirituals to be
presented at- 6 p. m. in the
famous Roofless Church will
feautre WUliam Warfield, the
'cerebrated concert artist and
actor and Phi Mu Alpha's
American Man of Music for
1976, as baritone soloist.
Warfield will receive the
triennial Man of Music Award,
the fraternity's highest honor,
Robert& Boar
at a dinner in Evansville, Ind.,
on the same evening. J.
Eugene Duncan, national
Mu Alpha president,
make the presentation. The
award is made to a Sinfonian
who, through significant
musical ability,_ has
distinguished himself and
advanced the cause of music
in America.
A public reception honoring
Warfield will follow the.
concert, which as become a
tradition of the National
Assembly.
Long recognized as a
masterful performer of art
song and oratorio, Warfield's
broad pbulic recognition
sterns primarily from three
popular roles. He played Joe
in the 1951 film entitled
"Showboat," Porgy in the
government-sponsored
European production of
Gershwin's "Porgy and Bess"
In 1952, and De Lewd in the
NBC television production of.
Marc Connelley's "Green
Pastures."
Baer, choral conductor at
Murray State for 25 years, has
been honored as a
Distinguished Professor of the
Year on the campus. Listed in
)'Outstanding Educators of
American_;". he Is now
president0A-, of . the 11-state
Southeni Division of the
American Choral Directors
Association.
He has conducted the
Delaware, Georgia, Arkansas,
and Kentucky All-State Choirs
twice and has done festivals in
most of the Midwestern,
Eastern and Southern states,
tempo since July 1973, when the in-
dustry was in the middle of a boom
before the Mid-East oil embargo.
•- -
All together-, the four U.S. makers
reported _pales of 829346 cars in *
selling days last month,. up from 618,763
in 25 days in June 1975, when the
industry was still stuck in a two-year
recession. The latest rate compared
witir24,751 a year ago and 32,316 in July
1973.
As in nearly every other month this
year, the June tempo was stronger than
Detroit analysts had expected, and it
--kept the industry solidly on track
-towafd'I0.6 million sales for the year,
including imports.
Car sales hit 10.9 million in 1972 and a
record 11.4 million in 1973 before
slumping to 8.8 million in 1974 :and 8.6
Million last year.
One company analyst, who un-
derestimated domestic sales for June
by 11,000 units, said the industry would
have sold even more cars had it not
been for shortages of some luxury, full-
size, intermediate and sporty small
models.
. Ford Motor Co. said its June sales
rose 44 per.cent over a year ago on a
daily basis. Chrysler Corp. reported a
34 per cent rise and General Motors
Corp. said its sales were up 27 per cent.
The Big Three also reported record
Saks for trucks in the month, adding
they expect to set new truck  marks for .
the full year as well.
Small-car specialist American
Motors Corp., however, reported a 37
per cent decline in its car sales because
of s1a.14ck demand for many little autos
this model-year.
Similarly, import sales continued to
lag behind last year's strong levels, the
result of both a weak small-car market
and stiffer competition from Detroit.
foreign makers sold 125,850 cars in
June, down 20 per cent from 150,400 a
year ago, and their share of the U.S.
market fell to 13.2 per cent from a June
record 19.6 per cent last year.
Six Die In
Collision
HAWESVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Six persons were kilted late
Tuesday when the car in.
which they were' riding
collided with a tractor-trailer
truck on Ky. 69 near this
Hancock County community,
state police said.
The victims were identified
as Dorothy Huff, 29, - at
Reynolds Station, Ky.; her
children, Stephanie 12, Anita,
9, Verna, 7, and Brandon, 3;
and Mrs. Huff's sister-in-law,
Virginia Huff, 44, of Owen-
sboro.
The Huff family is survived
by Buddy C. guff, who police
identified as a Hancock
County magistrate.
Police said . the tandem
wheille of thelfitick driven by a.
Jasonville, Ind , man struck
the hood and windshield of the
Huff vehicle.
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We have more tishing items than any other area store...all at discount prices
Vinyl
Air
Mattress
Gauge Vinyl
Over Size
Fielders
Glove
Top Grain
Leather
Reg.
$19.95
'Sit 495
18" High
Adjustable Width
Window
Screens
Extends 22" to
37" in width
Reg. 1.99
Bicentennial
Bicycle Safety
flourscent orange
on 6 ft. shaft
Complete with mounting bracket
Flat Snap-On
Motorcycle
Helmet Shield
flexible
smoked - clear- yellow
100 ft. Flat
fxtention
Coed
16-3 Guoge Molded $967
$1 347
$587
$347
Steel
Tennis
Racket
Reg. 12.95
Entire Stock
Ladies Summer Tank
Mens
Blouses & Tops T is
25 0/0 Asstd. Colors
Men's Button-Front
Sport-Shirts
Reduced
Assorted Colors in Solids & Prints
Clairol
Quiet Touch
The Hair Painting
Kit for Brush or
Hair lights
Lysol
Disinfectant Spray
Sandals
Large Selection
of Infants &
Girls Sizes -
Colgate 4WD
Colgate
Toothpaste
5 oz Tube
New Murine
Ear Drops
disinfects and deodorizes.
Kills household germs.
Sale $ 1 487 oa. Can 
for safely dissolving hardened
ssie ear wax which may impair
hearing.
0.5 oz.
PLANTERS
Potato
Chips
16-3 Guage, 50 ft.
16-3 Guage, 25 ft.
Several
Other 92011
Available
9 Ft.
Galvanized
Mast
ideal for TV
Antennas or
CR Antennas
Planters
Potato Chips
Twin Pack 9 oz.
Sale 694
1 Gal.
Metal
New Shipment
Spray
Paint
• Bleck a White•
nst
• Metal flake
Glens
'Wine
Faessel
Sizes S-Xt
Great
Reductions
in Ladies
Sandals
Polyester & Denim
Reduced 25%
Nice t olors
Visine
Eye Drops
Cleans Redness, soothes
and comforts irritated
eyes. Plastic bottle V:
oz.
Miss Breck
Hair Spray
°vice of Ftegular aper Hold
Unscented - Ultunate Hold -
Super Unscented
11 ox. Can
Colortone
TV
Antenna
(UHF-VHF-FM)
Kit
Color Combo
Contains loud& Goy Were
£10 Ft. Most
Arrid titra Dry
Anti-Perspirant
iffigefsertwateatog s oz. can
Light Powder
Arrid Extra Dry
Anti-Retspirant
boggier or onscooloil 5 *I.
Sale Your Choice
Small Engine
Muffler
designed
to fit most
' Lawn Mowers
1/2" 97
3/4" $167
Motocross
No. 427
ow QM
Listerine
Antiseptic
Kills germs
millions on contact
20 oz. Bottle
Fender Mount
Trailer Tow
Mirror
Me fa Shelves
Boxed
S tier, 36x18 $1 795
Stier, 36:12 $ 1 447
1157
3 tier, 36s12 $897
All Grey Color
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We Will Be... - - .
Closed
All Day Today To Prepare For our...
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Storewide
July Clearan
Starting Thursday, July 8, 9:00 a. m.
1 —
Savings
Up
To
• SHOES
rfret'
master charge
LI
All sales Cash
LEISURE
IY.ISURE SUITS ‘ctl$
Ss, PANTS SHIRTS
IC
1."1,9f 5 1:)ess
'The -Store For Men
Murray, Ky.
Owners Billy Brandon - Jerry r:^y
SAMESICARDI
 Fighting Reagan Asks Public To Vote
.--.C°11telnue -- For Values And Not Labels
In Beirut
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
Chriatians claimed their
forces were advancing all
along the northern side of
their 800-square-mile enclave
north of Beirut today, driving
back Lebanese leftists and
Palestinians who pushed into
the Christian territory two
days ago.
The leftists were trying to
By The Associated Press
Aiming beyond his battle for the
Republican party's presidential
nomination, Ronald Reagan has asked
the nation to vote for "values and not
for labels next November." Jimmy
Carter, meanwhile, has won the en-
dorseinent of Democrats at the
National Governors Conference.
Reagan, who is slightly behind
President Ford in delegates in their
race for the GOP nomination made a
ease the pressure on the
'pitch for the votes of Democrats in the
Palestinians' besieged Tal
general election in a speech televised
Zaatar refugee camp. 
nationwide Tuesday night.
- The Palestine liberation' 
He criticized 'Carter, the all-but-
Organization — PLO — said certain Democratic Serninee, saying,
There are those whose Approach toSyrian- forces attacked 
"
combiner soothingPalestinian refugee. camps in
northern ' :banon at dawn, 
rhetoric, pleasant smiles and
reorganization giziunicits.""causing heavy losses among
civilians," and shelled areas Reagan did not name the Democratic
contender, but aides confirmed that thenear the ports of Tripoli and
Sidon. 
former, Georgia governor was his
- The PLO sikcl in a message tar,g_et'
wit the International Red Cross ""werwetne—ballandart of an
In Geneva, Switzerland, that
LRChundreds of Palestiniant—cal/hired in Lebanon were
—imprisoned in Syria. •
Daoud Barakat, the PLO's
permanent observer to the
United Nations office in
Geneva, asked the Red Cross
to pressure Syria to halt-the
attack and protect the lives of
Palestinians in SyStan cap-
tivity.
PLO chief Yasir Arafat
ordered the headquarters of
his Palestine Liberation Army
shifted today from Diunisens
to Beirut, leftist-controlled
Beirut radio reported.
Observ the move as an
free the PLA 'from
 I Syr Influence.
• •
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WHAT
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-
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/AHEAD
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Lit ABNER
engineered by party chairman Robert
Strauss at the governors' conference In''
Hershey, Pa.-- _ . .
The presidential candidate won an
almost-unanimous endorsement from
Democrats there — including some old
adversaries — then promised to give
them influence in a Carter ad-
ministration. -.
Carter also discloied that Sen. Walter
F. Mondaltof Minnerita ts on his list of
potential running mates. He said he will
meet with Mondale on Thursday,
presumably at Carter's home in Plains,
Ga. He has already met with Sen. -
Edmund S. Muskie of Maine.
House Republiean leader John
Rhodes said, meantime, he would like _
to see Reagan run fqr vice president
under Ford. He said it would be the
"best way, by far, to unite the party."
Rhodes said he believes Ford will win
the presidential nomination, but he
added, "I don't quite know why." He
predicted that fewer then 1lii delegate..
impressive fence-mending operation votes would separate Ford and 'Reagan
at the Republican convention in August.
Ford now has_ LON delegates to
Ileagan's $711. according to an_ - 
Associated Prearrsurvey.
Reagan, who spent about $80,000 for
the telecast, saved some of his criticism
For Ford.
Again without naming his target, hel2,
said, "There are those who want to
approach the nation's problems on a..% •
politics-as-usual basis A little...,
government help here, a shrewd
political move there."
ABC News said Tuesday that Rogers,
'Morton soon will be asked to leave his
poll as Ford's campaign manager
iticathie state and local party officials
are displeased with Ford's primary
campaign.
Those leaders arerronsidered crucial
to Ford's chances for the nomination,
ABC said. -
ABC said a possible successor ish/
Deputy Defense Secretary William 
Clements. -
Seeks To Determine How Many
State Employes Also Work- At Schools
FRANKFORT,pKY. (AP) — The knows from experience that in-
Legislative Commission formation,on unlifersity payrolls is hard •
(LRC) a tffing to find out how many to get.
state eifiVoyes also work fulltime for "Universities are jealous of their
state. colleges and universities — and kingdoms," he said. "All the years I've
whether such dual employment'. con- been in state government I've run up
stitutes a conflict of interest, against a brick wall (trying to obtain
The study was initiated by the LRC such information)."
last month at the recommendation of DeMarcus said he thought the
Rep. Harold DeMarcus, R-Stanford. university salaries should be made
DeMarcus said he didn't know how available under. the state's new open
widespread the practitt is. records law.
He said it came to his attention LRC Director Phillip C-orin said the
'Ahroughrtunors mostly." staff is in the process of contacting each
But he said it should be investigated university and college in the state
because it represents a potential abuse system to obtain salaryinformation.
of the taxpayers' money. Since the universities operate in-
"I have no objection to moonlighting dependently of the State Personnel
(by state employes)," DeMarcus said, Department, that agency has no access
"but if a man is working 40 hours in to the university payrolls. • •
each job, he obviously can't do both. The LRC had authorized an earlier
It is a conflict of interest."
The veteran state legislator, who is
eti--honee minority leader, said he
wt`r)4 zEzo
I FEEL LIKE
5VENIGALI
o 
E
Poe
(osi4e
LIKE HITTING A STONE
WALL,„! ARE YOU MAN,.,
OR MONSTER?'
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e
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AAA'AAMY IS 5/AACK.PY-
deSTAS GOOD eer.TERr!
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Carter may not be just what .his
colleagues had in mind when they spent
all those presidential campaign years
futilely arguing that it was time to
nominate a governor for the White
House.
But he is what the Democrats are
getting, and the party's governors
made the most of it during the National
Governors Conference here, pledging
"our support and united efforts to our
friend and former colleague from
Georgia"
They praised the former qeorgia
governor as a man who can heal
divisions and unify the party, and
Carter showed them how Tuesday.
He worked to make his views on
welfare reform mesh with theirs. And
the governors politely didn't make
Carter mention his opposition to one of
their favorite programs, revenue-
sharing.
Every four years, governors of both
Parties have suggested at their annual
Veto.- . .
(Continued from Page l)
Majority Leader Thomas O'Neill Jr.
said when the bill was passed, We are
going to make this bill law, either with
the President's signature or over his
veto." • e • -
The override attempt is expected
soon after Congress returns July 19
after the Democratic national con-
vention.
Griffin, who worked hard to sustain
the earlier veto, told the Senate that if
Ford disapproved the scaled-down
measure, he would vote to override
because unemployment remained too
high.
The nation's jobless rate rose slightly
from 7.3 per cent in May to 7.5 per cent
In June.
The bill would authorize 82 billion
through Sept. 30, W77, for public works
projects run by state and local
governments, $1.25 billion for grants to
maintain essential state and local
services during times of high unem-
ployment. In addition, $700 million
would be provided for construction of
public-owned waste water treatment
plants.
The veto was the 52nd since Ford
became President in August 1974. He
vetnad two others within the past four
days, a $3.3-billion military con-
struction bill that limited his authority
to close military bases, and a measure
that would have increased Westet71
states' share of !royalties from oil and
coal leasing on public lands.
study of the number of persons working
for two or more state agencies.
The staff member who researched
that study founa about 50 pe.rsonslife on
the payroll of more than one agency.
However, he said that did not include
university personnel- since he did, not
have access to that information.
Greer also said he could not obtain
gross Salary figure-3 ddaI eri4
ployment, since the Personn
Department did not record that int
formation. ,
The ORC has since voted to ask the
secretary for -finance and' itt
ministration to direct the PeriOnna
Department to include gross 
montsalaries for second jobs in the dep13
tment's quarterly reports.
Greer said the rate of pay listed bi
the department is not necessarily the
amount the employe actually receives;
noting that fxriploy es other
"professional" or supervisory"
personnel are paid time and a hall for.
any work over 40 hours a week.
Democratic Governors Pledge
Full Suppwt To Jimmy Carter.
By WALTER R. MEARS,. conferences that one of their number
AP Special CorrespenOit _ should be in the running for the
HERSHEY, Pa. (AP) — 'presidential nomination, along with all
those senators.
It waLCarter who finally made it, and
he hadN, least as many critics as
friends am'altg, his state house con-
temporaries. Two ef the critics, Goys.
Marvin Mandel or- ...Maryland and
Reubin Askew of Flori , ere among
the engineers of his endorseñq by the
governors. They came around y
when his nomination was inevitable.
Mandel drafted an endorsement
statement that dealt only vaguely with
issues: inflation, unemployment,
adequate medical care, decenthousing
and —the well being of all men and
women."
Askew, as chairman of the
Democratic caucus, and party chair-
man Robert Strauss, as chief
peacemaker, arranged the show. Over
breakfast, Carter promised some 30
Democratic governors they will have a
role in budget and legislative policy-
making if he becomes president.
It all went smoothly, right down to the
absence of two likely dissenters.
California Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.
skipped the conference, and Louisiana
Gov. Edwin Edwards skipped the
breakfast.
The endorsement moes no dif-
ference so far as the nominiaion is,
concerned. Carter already has tht";
delegate votes to win at the partir.4
convention one week from tonight. But%
the peacemaking session could be
helpful when the final campatgn for then
White House begins.
At its wind-up session, the governers1._
conference voted 24 to 11 to seek a
welfare overhaul that would include a
—frational minimum paynivnt level, with'
variations to reflect- cost-of-living
differences, and- arith the federal.
ment footing the bill.
Th nference did not propose a .
for the uniform welfare.,
d it estimate the cost,•....
•
a full_
nses
e the
specific
payments, n
to Washington.
_carter, who has
federal takeover of welfa
would be too costly, noted tha
governors, he has consistent y
ported a fairly uniform. national
payment level.
And he quickly took care of any.
question about financing it, "That kind 
of payment should be met by the ,
federal government."
So his welfare guidelines and those--
set by the governors conference, which,
is dominated by the 37 Democratic
governors, are in tune.
that
:
Cos" Of TVA Power 30%.
Below National Average
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Despite
sharp increases in fuel and other costs,
the Tennessee Valley Authority's cost
of producing electric pwer last year
was 30 per cent below the national
average.
TVA officials said today the average
cost of producing and distributing
electricity in the seven-state region
served by the authority was 13 mills per
kilowatt hour in 1975.
a For electric utility companies
nationwide, the comparable average
cost was 18.5 mills per kilowatt hour,
according to a report by the Federal
Power Commission.
TVA officials sais the averages are
for basic operating and maintenance
costs, and do not include such items is
this, interest 
cost 
to 
NA and 
localacnodre urnoninvaestmen The 
total 
t
municipal and cooperative power
s3rste1na in the Tennessee Valley was
$1`,3116 Onion far 103 billion kilowat-
t/m.1W power sold to customers haat
At the higher national average, the
for the same amount of electricity
would have been a bout $1,906 million, *
about $550 'million higher, TVA officials
said.
Power supply costs to 'both TVA an4
power producers generally begAB
stabilizing at the end of last year aftert#
period of steep cost increase. Howevefi
average coal costs at TVA power plants
in the last half of 1975 were still abouf
„double the typical Level of early 1974. -
Spokesman Lee Sheppeard safd
shutting clan- TVA's Browns Ferry, .
Ala., nuclear power plant last year
because of a fire increased the
authority's over-all costs since that
power generation had to be made up
from sourses with high fuel costs.
The authority said its costs remainefl
below the national average because Of
its large scale of production operation
the higher average level of consum
use and access to large coal supplies
near steam generating plants. - -
Most of TVA's power is generated
from coal, at lower costs -tbsui far
systems using oil-fired power plant.4,
and-part is produced at very low costa
from hydroelectric plants • -on the
Tennessee River.
•
-
•414114
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2 Nottce
PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS
News, Society and
Sports 753-1918,
Retail Display ad-
vertising 753- I 9 19_
Classified, gisalay,
Classified: Circulati-
on and the Business
ffice_ _may be
reached on 753-
If You
Need Them:
Fire .753-1441
Police 753-1621
Rescue 1952'5T-43 
Ambulance 753-9332
Hospital
Emergency 753-5131
Humane Society..
-399 
Comprehensive
Care 753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens753-0929
Needline .. 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-
Social Concerns_;_
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times
Latex
House
Paint Sale
$1 5952 gal 
Bel-Air Decor
Store
Oil-Air Center
LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
STAR
CTION
By placing an economical wont ad in
The Murray Ledger Si Times, you
start a chain reaction that is
sometimes unbelievable. You would
be amazed at what a Want Ad on
do.. .Something that k totally useless
to you is probably just what Reader
X is looking for.
Don't believe it? Well, there's one
way to find out-Place your Want Ad
today! You've got very little to lose
and your gain can be unlimited. Then
after we have convinced you, you'll
probably use us again in the
future...thus a chain reaction.
Link up with the largest volume
salesman in Calloway County...
a
Phone
753-
1916
Do it
yourself!
tf
t
a.
• $ave money, • As sonwie to see
MO vacuum+ • Gets de c4her
methods dcr, t reach, • Carpet
&es ot.ckly
Refit the pro
STEAl
zarPel Cleaner
a PeanCt conserts
Wm.. me,. urn In tea
4-311.111IIII100/0-13 
In/snit 4 ...p.m See•44 • -4;4 r•••
MY.. 4.4.44 44. I•4••• 1144e,, • •,,
OTASCO
111.1,46. •••••11, fIr
Man
neon
2. Notice
NOTICE
4Dororrn•t•is 12.500 30 ft
A rental space available at
2nd and Popiar Streets.
Western Dark Tobacco
Packing Corp.. Murray,
Ky , Phone 7534342.
WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE, 753-
6333.
BELTON E FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 7i3-1272.
1ENT IIINSENVAC
loan "Aolkomoir molkod 
&ow mods tor...
EASILY:- .
X pound WWI. power-
•_•x Nos SI the
=4.44••••••44.4.-
• 4,--
. "/
Mot for saiy $12 Oki dry
Bel-Air Decor Store
1X-3142
• Unfinished
Furniture
Custom
Kitchen Cabinets
at the
Bel-Air
Decor Store
kW Air Center
2 Notice
HARM- SEAtRY SNOP-
216 Weeding, • -
Amt if44 spoorloo fob mob
404 low helr saftecosserlyt
Try Um Prices:
A Sharnpoo &Set $3.00
ttairctt $2.00
.Hatrat &pawn DO' • $3.00
Uotperrn..-„- $12.00
For the working girl -
evening appts. 6:30-
10:00. Call 753-8293.
Quiet cool at-
/ mosphere
INSURANCE 
SHIELD OF SHELTER
For your
Life
Health
Home
Car
Farm
Business
ONE-STOP
SERVICE
Ronnie Ross
210 t. Main
Pbone 7,53-0489
HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
4.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
St. Closed-, Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3
1 Wallpaper & Custom
Draperies
 1 I 
at the
Bel-Air
Decor Store
Del- Ak Coster
5. lost And Found
LOST LAST FRIDAY
night, wallet at Palace
Drive Inn. $100 reward.
Belonged to Roy M.
Devine 'Jr. Any in-
formation call (303) 753-
0617 collect. No.
questioososked.
LOST , A TIE clasp.
Sentimental value
Rewartftall 437-4811.
6 Help Wanted
Help Wanted
. Full Time
Night Help..
No Mimi Calls ,
Apply 7 a. m'. to ha.
m.
$W*. IS*
534•23
at
61.0
ir"."
NOTICE
Notice is hereby &ten by the Murray Planning
Commission that a public hearing will-be held at
7:00p.m. on Tuesday, July 20,1976 at the Murray
City Hall 13uilding. This hearing has been called
for the purpose of receiving public comment con-
cerning the following described property: -
A rormost No Moo owes to chow floo
clossificatio• from 1-4 to II-2 X ,I151 follow*
descrthed property: A cwtuhi tract sl No Woe oW
Ni.i ht the first Morro? DIsnict of Calloway Cow-
ty, llootocky, en the west side of U. S. Illekway Mor-
tis 641 ood being slivered es Mos Northweet wortor
Of Sortie* 13, township 2, mop 4, sett, 1104 tract if
lewd Iwo. corm/oil Wog portiadarly essiedbVen
fellows: Ileviseeiwo et • polo wW slake IsUled w
IS, west odes of the rigirt-fo4-wri et U. S. *hew
Me. 641 which point Is eel foot were Sr less north
hers Xit cirrnsr of • motets loridoe *ow kw Crook
to Mos center of 1..t. A. power lass; Nome wosi
for • &stew* .1 572 foes snore Or less to • stake en
• Coswoon lwassiwy Use, Maws week 710 reef
it,., the betostiery to woks, thaws oast for
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All interested parties are cordially invited to
attend this hearing. For further information,
contact the Planner's Office,,City Hall, at 753-
1225.
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ProrAfia. Mame
Murray Plemire consolulais
norm , ly. 42•71
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.
Call Zone manager, 7536.
5550.
SEWING MACHINE
mechanic. Some ex-
perience with Reece
button hole machine,
Reece pocket, we.lt
machine and AMF
button sewing machine.
Good pay, excellent
benefits. Write P. 0. Box
32P, Murray.
BABYSIITER WANTED
for afternoon shift in my
home. Phone 753-6089
before 2:30 p.m.
MAINTENANCE
SUPERVISOR with
experience, needed.
Must be familiar with
boilers, -air conditions,
and plant maintenance.
aood pay,, excellent
benefits. Write P.O. Bot
32 P, ffurfay.
MOVING TO MURRAY.
Need babysitter Mon-
day-Friday. References
required. Call 1-694-3171
or 1-694-4205.
10 Business Opportunity
FOR LEASE texaco
Service Station, 15th and
Main Street. Call 753-
3321 or 474-2346. - • •
14. Want To Buy
WANT TrIBUY OW used
wood desk. Call 75.0546.
COPPERTONE
ELECTRIC range,
preferably with self
cleaning oven. Phone
.253-7531.
MANAGEMENT
POSITION
AVAILABLE
Paris, Tennessee
If you have good per-
sonality and like
quality fashions,
here's your op-
portunity. Send
resume to Davis
Stores Inc., P.O. Box
7384, Nashville,
Tenn. 37210.
8 Storage Buildings
BUY THE BEST for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT
PORTABLE
-BUILDINGS. Call 753-
0984.
9 Situatinns i'4,rntod
WANT A RIDE TO
MAYFIELD, everyday
to the hospital. Call 753-
1400, Mrs. Fretz•
10. Business Opportunity
FEATHERBEDS
WANTED _duck and
goose. -Highest prices
ever. Write Box. 199, 41------1,10110teatili combine-Charles, Kentucky 2 -cylinder with 242453. Give location. Will - headreft:Wrn and bean.,call. 46000. Cali:189-2159,w
16. Home Furnishings
THREE PIECE bedroom
--suite. Also box springs
and mattress. Phone
753-4670 after 5:30 p.m.
- SMALL KITCHEN table
_ and 4 chairs,. 2 wooden
table lamps. Call 753,
1702 after 5:30.
18 Sewing Machines
Singer Sewing
Machine Shop
SALES & SERVICE
153-5323
Bel-Air Center
15. Articles For Sale
WOULD YOU TRUST
your child to an un-
trained_ doctor? How
about your home? Your
shop? We're trained -
We're dependable -we
have a permanent place
of busess. Call Ndsv-1.!
Roy Harmons Carpenter
Shop, 753-4124.
WIGGINS FURNITURE,
21/4 miles North of
Murray:, On -641 ‘has
'Arms'trong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths -16 patterns to
choose from. Call 753-
4566. We deliver.
DiStrib020131130
Voodoo sow prodoef. bs
ezporie.c..
bullets, We provide
iscatioot Me set Itop. toe
'orrice Mel Wawa product
sew to yfedhip. Cosh lo-
vosfoorofs: $2,454 • 3,925 •
52,140 for eau% sell
(703) 6540 214/ x. write X-
dedbrxi /41; 10 -C. 'AL t.
Map Kra, P. 0, On
317, Mefferd, Ifs. 22554-
•
LAWN FURNITURE for
sale. Love seat, chair
and two tables. Wrought
Iron. $125. Call 753-5002.
"NEVER USED anything
like it," say users of
Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer: Big K, Be!
Air Shopping Center,
FOR A14. YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducati,Ky.
20 Sports Equipment
FOR SALE PISTOL, 44
magnuni SMIth and
Wesson. Call 474:2346
after 5 p.m.
_ $1 FT. HOUSEBOAT,
steel hull, 75 h.p. motor.
_- $3,500. Can be seen at
Cypress. Resort near
Paris, Tenn. Call 901-
232-822,1or 812-477-6393.
WINDOW SASHES 40"
wide, 50" high, hot
house, patio porch
stinroorn. t Some frosted--
glass.) Call 753-3254.
FCR SALE LARGE tame
plums. Also cooking
apples. Call 753-4725.
WOOD FOR SALE, $12.00
.a rick. Will deliver. Call
753-6304.
FOR LONGER wear keep
carpets clean with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. -Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
FORMBY'S refinishing
products. Lemon all,
tung oil, furniture
cleaner and refinisher.
Murray Limber
Company.
AIR COMPRESSOR,
buffer, motor washer,..
wet-day vacuftm,
cleaner, spray gun, auto
paint accessories. Like
new 10 speed bike Call
753-7997.
Ain COND1TON SALE,
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000
BTU 069.95. 20,000 BTU
$319.95. 23,000 BTU
$349.95. 26,000 BTU
$384.95. Wallin Hard-
ware across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery' 753-6760.
day or night.
10 SPEED BICYCLE.
Good condition. Call 753-
5308.
15' FIBERGLASS
Runabout with 70 h.p.,
trailer and accessories.
$950. Call 753-6179.
14' SWISS SIX Runabout
with Hose Claw trailer.
28 h.p. Evinrude motor.
4800. Cal1489-2159.
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call, 753-0359.
24 Hoar answerihi. -
service
16 Home Furnishings
33' RIVER QUEEN house
boat, $4500. May be seeo,„-,̀
at slip 72, Ker„Ilake
_ Marioa.er_o_113_51-4486,_:LL
23. Exterminating
FREE
TERMITE
• INSPECTION
Avoid Costly
.Home Reparis
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13 Street
Flies, Roaches.
Silver Fish S Shrubs
Phone 753-3914
-26
adilEt1WO
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any sir for antique
beds or campers. Buy
direct and save on all
mattresses, Helthopedic
or foam. WEST KY.
MATTRESS, 1136 South
3rd. Paducah,-Pbene 1-
443-7323.
REX'S WORM FARM,
Irvin Cobb Road, r High-
way 732), red worms,
canadian Ni.ght
Crawlers. Phone 4W
5894. after 5 p.m.
26. TV Radio
23 CHANNEL CRAIG CB
antenna and coax, $125
Call 71374441.
 a.
SLUGGS; SNAILS WOOD
fungis, mold, roaches,
insects and termites.
Plastic' put under house.
Kelly Termite and Pest
Control, 753-3914.
2471,1
FOR SALE: 1975 Honda
XL-125. 600 actual miles.
Like new. $650. 1973
Honda Z50A excellent
condition, $200. 1973
Honda SI.70, $200. Boys
10 speed Raleigh
'bicycle, $70. 23 in. G.E.
color T.V., maple, Early
American cabinet.
Needs repair, $25. Call
753-754e
FOR SALE KENMORE
washer and dryer. 2
years old. Excellent
condition, $200. Also 1961
Chevrolet pickup with
camper. Can be seen at
Cherry Corner, second
house on left past
Methodist Church.
22 Mu)ical
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office. Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 4th di
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.
SPINET corium
PIANO
104 SAI.1
Wanted: Responsible
party to take over
piano. Can be seem
locally. Write Mr.
Powers, Box 327,
Carlyle, Illinois
62231.
17 FT. GENREAL
Etlectric refrigerator
with separate freezer.
Hoover portable spin
dry *Asher, 15 inch
bliiiol and "while irk- -
T.V. with stand. Call 
7532896.
-
METAL GO-AGE
DOOR, 9X 7.. t,ike new,
$3,5.
autOrliatic 12 gauge 
shotgun. 30 full
barrel. $135. Gall 
choke
753-
1964 FORD ECONOLINE
van. Riding mower, a
registered Collie, and a
large Billie goat. Call
436-5855.
SANSUI.-22. 444rntable,
Sansui AL16600 arn-
pttfter, tv/b Sansui
SX5500 speakers, all
brand new, still under
factory warranty. Also
Panasonic reel-to-reel.
Call 753-3470.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1972, 12 x 60, all electric,
cfntral air. Call 44912348
o'f 437-4845 or 489-2316.
EXTRA NICE 2 bedroom,
1972 Skyline Buddy, 12 x,
64. Front kitchen, large
living room, central
heat and air, front and
back porches, un-
derpinned and storm
windows. Calf days 436,
5483, after 6 p.m. 436- „r
5553.
WE BUY used Mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer •
Sales, Paducah. Call
442..1918 or 443-8226.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
12 x II TWO bedroom
mobile home. Washer
and dryer, private lot.
One mile - from city
limits on 121 West. 4100
per month. Deposit and
references. Call 753-
3533.
31 Want To Rent
LOOKING FOR FUR-
NISHED 2 bedroom
house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753.
For Sale By Owner
Bedroom brick with built-ins, 2 full baths, wall-to-
wall carpeting with large covered patio and out-
uilding.
Priced in low 30's
Call David King - 753-8355
Outdoor Lore Section
Starting July 10, 1976, a new service will be started in
the Outdoor Lore Section which runs every Saturday in The
Iturrzy Ledger 11- Tifftac. Thie service is etnyt0d in
response to many requests.
A small section of the page will be set aside for aassified
or Classified display ads. These ads will be restricted to
those items for sale or trade that are commonly associated
with hunting, fishing, boating etc. Ads for 4-wheel drive
vehicles will be accepted but for no other types of vehicle.
This service is being started as a convenience for those
Sportsmen who feel that their ads for boats, guns, fishing
equipment, for sob or trade, will attract more attention on
this page than in the regular classified section of the paper.
These ads will be charged at the regular classified rates and
will not interfere with those ads placed by the regular spon-
sors of the page.
This section will be continued only as long as the demand
indicates that it serves a need in the community. Ads may be
placed by calling the Classified section of this newspaper.
Deadline for classified ads to appear on this -page will be
noon every Friday.
Sportsmen, you now have a chance to advertise your
items on the page most widely read by sportsmen in this
area. You may list your item in the regular classified section
for as many days as you desire and also list it on the Outdoor
Lore page on Saturday. Your response to this service will
&termini v-iiresontinue.
•
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32 Apaitments For Ren.
for Rent
- --
Nice furnished apart-
ments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys.
Also 4 bedroom fur-
nished house for
college girls.
-ilea* 753-5865
at 7515108
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'MURRAY MANOR
apartments Diuguid
Road. Modern, central
air, unfurnished. 1
bedrOorp from 103, 2
bedroom from 120.
Lease required. $100.00
deposit. Ca11753-11668.-
-.111•416 _
FURNISHED APART-
MENTS, 7ine or 2
bedrooms. Also sleeping
rooms, Zimmerman
Apartments. South 16th
Street, call 753-6609.
SINGLE BEDROOM
apartment, ,electric
heat. Available -lair
inediately. Call Ronald
W. Churchill, 733-2798 or
75f-8395.
NEATLY FURNISHED
one bedroom apart-
ment. Can be seen at
Kellys Pest Control, 100
South 13th.
106 WISWELL 'ROAD'
across from West View
Nursing Home carpet,
air conditioning, stove,
oven, garbage disposal,
refrigerator, dish-
washer, 2-bedroom,
uitlity room, bath. $175
month, 753-3865.
i4 Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM
HOUSE with 2 baths.
Electric heat, near
University. Ideal for
students. Available
immediately. $150
Month. Call 753-3493.
31 livestock Supplies
'HORSES FOR SALE.
Gertle horses for
anyone to ride. $250 and
up. Call 474-2717.
BEAUTIFUL FIVE year
old Palamino 5 gaited
gelding. 607 Central
Avenue, Mayfield.
Phone 247-1693.
8 Pets t-,
AKC REGISTERED
Cocker Spaniel. Call 753-
5308.
FOR SALE Siamese
kittens. Call 753-1680.
TWO YEAR OLD white
male Pekingese $40. Call
435-4481.
SEVEN MINIATURE
type Poodles for sale.
--White and black. MO
each. Call 435-4360.
lalresies
Werke
• Webs& 1964 eq. ft.
es lit flew 140 is op-
Weirs. Oka loam family
rem aid Nein
rows. Cody $53,504.114.
De Tess
Owe
• tlibt 55 ae fem.
Located W Mortli Sorties
Calloway Cc Dew Awe
NW. Only 912.590.1114.
Mew bar/
C•11 753-3263 sal se by
mar reit lieweb Mb Wires*
TWO YEAR OLD maA . NINE ACRES located
St. Bernard, also very within tw..) and a half
small gentle pony. Call miles of Murray on the
436'5467. Old Salem ' Rad. Four
-bedroom trick-- home
11111111111111111 
' with large living room, - ,R14. OWNER-BRICK-- IN CCINDLIN trail bile.
--with fireplace, two. • Nouse tin /Sere tot, large Will'
Another View
11 IvIctoiLo ,
AUCTION SATURDAY-
on Dudley July 10, 2 p.m.
Wayne Wilson and
Charles Thompson
Auctioneer.
MOVING SALE, washer,
_ dryer, stove,
refrigerator, dressers,
_ --drapes, . _dr".
shades, chair, criketc.
All priced to stn._ Call
753-0054 aftert
=NM
NEW LISTING, to settle
estate, good 3 bedroom
frame home with extra
lot. Two. blocks from
University. Only $14,500.
Galloway Realty, 753-
5842, 505 Main, Murray,
Ky.' -
ANOTHER NEW
LISTING at KOP-
PERUD REALTY
located in ICirksey; new
3 bedroom, 144 bath
home with central heat
and air, located on large
lot with nice garden
area. Priced at only
$17,900. Phone 753-1222,
KOPPERUD REALTY,.
for all your Real Estate
Needs
JUST LISTED, 2
_Bedroom country home
41/2 miles southwest of
Murray. Home is
situated on beautiful
tree-shaded one acre lot
on quiet country paved
road. Priced to sell at
$14,500. Phone KOP-
PERIM REALTY, 753-
1222 for competent,
courteous real estate
service.
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADINC BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Auction Sale
every Friary ilipiit,
641 Asetise Neese Faris, Team.
This week a walnut center table, Dutch wash
stand, oval top walnut table, walnut lamp table,
Duncan Phyfe table and chairs, oak rocker, oak
wash stand, library table, walnut dresser with
marble, marble top _wash stand, oak buffet, oak
dining table, fancy chairs, 3 drawer chest with
claw feet, coffee table with hand carving,
depression glass, poultry plates, green Aladdin
lamp, and lots more items. , 
Shorty McBride*
No. 247 Auctioneer
46. Homes ro, Sale
baths, full basernent,74. garage- Ca1149-2617. _
air conditioned 
baseboard electric- FOR SALE OR TRADE
steam heat. LOB is a FOR SMALL FARM:
quality built,home. Five Six room frame house
acres are fatced for downtown. Suitable for
cattle or horses. Fruit single family or duplex
trees. Priced in the mid
30's JOHN C.
NEUBAUER,
-REALTOR 505 Main
Siu ect, Murray. Ky., 753-
0101 or 753-7531.
FEATURED THIS
WEEK
Charming executive type
home id Canterbury
Estates. Shady
backyard with cedar
fence, lovelylandscaped
lot. House has all
desirable features,
including disposal, built-
in range, dishwasher
and compactor, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, large
family , room with
fireplace, 2 car garage,
paved drive, has central
heat and air, wall to wall
carpet. Large-lot in City
School District. Call for
appointment to see,
GUY SPANN REALTY,
901 Sycamore St., 753-
7724..
44. lots For Sale
LOT AT 1616 Kirkwood,
$4250. Call 753-1449 after
45 Farms For Sale
62 ACRE FARM. Will
finance. 1085 Ferguson
and equipment, 630 Ford
combine 2 grain trucks,
Ferguson disc and
cultivator, 2 gravity
wagons, Highboy pickup
truck, other equipment.
Call 1-382-2761.
68 ACRE FARM IN
Calloway County for
sale by owner. Partly
sowed, good fencing.
excellent water, good
barn some other
buildings. Tobacco
barn, 1 acre. All farm in
corn this year. Between
- -Highway 68 and 94 on
Rico Road, Northwest of
Murray. Call 527-1021 to
see.
46 Homes For Sate
occupancy. Completely
renovated-- inside and
out. New wall to wall
floor covering over
entire interior.
Immediate possession.
.:-.No loan necessary. Will
finance for qualified
purchaser. Allen Rose,
753-3690.
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
1976 needs your
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
LOVELY HOME
IN CIRCARAMA
For Sale By Owner
2 story with 4 bedrooms, Foyer, living room,
dining room, large kitchen with utility bar and
built-ins, oven & range, dishwasher, disposal,
den with built-ins, (titre large family room with
brick 8i paneled walls, with built-in bookshelves
& storage seats, beams, & patio doors, utility
room, office with outside entrance, 24 baths
finished with ceramic A marble, 13 closets, sun-
porch, patio, intercom -central vacuum, custom
drapes, central gas & eleetritvalr Located on a
beautiful corner lot With several large trees.
Two adjoining lots available also East L'orner of
Glendale Road & Fairlane Drive.
'I, well *Ow* arat wit owe 4,1,ase s• WM lilt kW',
9edisy.
rem FOR A Mai SAL'
HOUSE & LOT $56,000
with 2 extra lots $66,060
Shown-by -appointment. only,fhetie.. _
753-8916 or 8317.
THREE BEDROOM,
carpeted throughout,
central heat, and air.
Built last summer. Five
miles east. $27,500. Call
753-3938.
FANTASTIC BUY!!!!
" Subdivision at Junction
of Highway East 94 and
- 280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 1% baths. Central
heat and air. Carpeting
throughout. Good
location. Phone 753-7857.
MUST g:1EICL,'2 year old'
brick ti Ome, 2.400 sq. ft.
of floor space. Four
large bedrooms, 3 paths,
complete kitchen and 2
car garage. Located on 1
acre of land. Five miles
West of Murray, 42 mile
off blacktop. Priced in
low 40's. Call 753-7625.
TEN ROOM OLD Vic-
torian home. Four
fireplaces, all oak
woodwork, wrap around
• front and side porch,
many large trees. Newly
rewired, plumbed and
roofed. Ireat location!
Call 753-4907.
4391
sell cheap Call 435-
IS Au tomot Ise Service
1967 327 ENGINE, 3150.
Call 436-2672.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
19e2 CHEVROLET, 2 door
coupe, 5 m.p.g. 1315
Call 753-5563.
• 1174 FORD LTD station
---wagon, excellent con-
dition. Call 753-7370 or
753-0129.
HOUSE AND 5,/4 acres.-'T
land. House is half rock
and half brick. With 40 x
60 concrete block body
shop. On Highway 641
North; 4 miles out of
Murray. Call 753-5618.
BY OWNER at Cold-
water, 3 year old brick
veneer house, all
electric, 3 bedroom,
fully carpeted, large
kitchen-dining area,
built-ins, laundry, utility
room, carport. One
large bath. 100' x 280'
lot. Call 753-0550 or 489-
2116 after 6 p.m.
BY OWNER -4 bedroom
two story brick, well
Insulated, 2 full size
ceramic baths, car-
peted. plenty of atorage,
well landscaped, ex-
cellent location. $34,900.
dill • 753-5249 for,, ap-
pointment.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, den, garage at-
tached, 2 small out-
buildings, apple trees,
garden spot, all on over
1 acre. Priced to -sell.
Iwo miles South of..
Belair Shopping Center
on 641. Call 7534154.
GATESBOROUGH. near
Johnny Robertson Road.
New bedroom, 2 bath,
living room, dining,
kitchen, Utility, extra
large walk in closets,
double garage, paved
drive, patio, courtyard
and extra large rustic
den, with beam ceiling,
fireplace and bookcase,
are featured in this
quality built  house. 
Priced in 40-7. Call 753-
0614.
4/. Motorcycles
1968 SKYLARK, 2 door
hard top, 350 automatic
with air. In very good
shape, 050.00, 3.4-669.1.
1944 FORD customized
van. Call 753-0542.
1970 FORD 4 door 351
Automatic. Body is
rough.2200.00. 354-6691.
1969 CHEVELLE, 307 V-8,
2 door hardtop. Call 767-
2757.
1974 PINTO Runabout, 1
owner car, 25 m.p.g.
Call 489-2570 or 753-5964.
1969 ..:HEVROLET
Impala hardtop. Air and
power. Call 753-0172.
DV PLYMOUTH Fury
HI, convertible with
wide tires and chrome
wheels. Good shaiSe.
$650. Can be seen at 414
South 8th.
1968 EL CAMINO, 396, 4
speed, sharp. Call 753-
7597.
1.962 CADILLAC, good
condition. Call 753-0097.
LIM PLYMOUTH FURY
U, $250. 1967 Cheviblet
long wheel baiii pickup,
has power steering and
air condition. Automatic
transmission. Like new,
$950. Call 753-7765.
1170 FORD MAVERICK,
6 cylinder, straight shift.
$350. Phone 436-5366 or
436-5437.
1968 FORD 4 wheel drive,
% ton Straight shift
1966 GMC truck, in good
condition, V-8 straight
shift. Call 753-9340.
tem mA1.TRU Claade. A4
condition, 2 door 'har-
dtop. 35,000 miles. Call
7534763.
1973 HONDA CB 350, $675.
Looks nice. Call 753-
5563.
1976 125 YAMAHA
Enduro, 1976 .125
Yamaha YZ, never
raced. Both 1 month OM.
Call 753-7728.
1973 HONDA 358. 753-7960
good condition.
125 CC YAMAHA Enduro,
$350, or best offer. Call
753-9439.
1874 750 HONDA, 4,500
actual miles, excellent
mechanical condition,
slightly weather worn.
Call 753-8641.
BitAND NEW Chaparral
100 GC trail lakes; MTh
While they last. Phone
753-0978
1971 CAMARO, vinyl top,
automatic with air,
power steering, factory
rally wheels. Call 753-
7639.
1972 V. W. Super Beetle.
One owner, new tires,
automatic Call 489-2l95.
1974 BRONCO, 4 wheel
drive, V-8 automatic,
excellent condition.
83,550 or best offer. tall
753-7750 after 5.
1975 DATSUN 112111, 8000
miles, 5 months old Also
/5' Runabout Seaking 35
h. p. motor, tilt trailer,
excellent condition
$656.00. Phone 753-5151
or 753-1621. 
1973 CHEVROLET K-5
Blazer-full time 4 x 4.
Air, power; steering and
brakes. . Two.. seta-of.
wheels included. Call
753-2385 after 5 p.m.
1966 IMPALA 327, V4
automatic, 4 door
hardtop. Call 753-0410.
1062 BISCAYNE
Chevrolet, 2 door, 6
cylinder, 3 speed.
$280.00. call 753-5663.
1971 VW, recently
overhauled. Call 474-
2245 after 6 p.m.
NU CHEVY short bed
pickup. Double power,
air,- mag wheels, 8,000
miles. Call 753-5036.
1973 YELLOW TORINO.
Phone 753-3041 or 753-
6531.
L3- •,
19 7 4. STARCRAFT
swinger trailer. Sleeps
six. Stove, sink, icebox.
'1700. Call 753-8487
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 7534904.
51 Sermes Offered
CUSTOM HAY baling and
custom combine. Call
753-8090.
INSULATION blown in bx -
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
753-2310 for free
estimates.
WILL.p0 110USEFORK
and some - yard whit' DOZER AND backhoeCall 753-1495.
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-41133,
after 8 pin. Call 1- 354-
8161 or 1-354-8138.
1111111111:1111
BOB'S HOME IM-
PROVEMENT SER-
I/ICE, carpentry,
painting, cement work.
Call 436-2502.
BLACKTOP PAVING
and seal coating. For
free estimate Call 753-
7238.
'ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
/041 or 753-7203.
CARPET CLEANING
experienced, very
reasonable rates,
ref e_r_eucns-.-- Ares-
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or-763-9619.
_
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 7534614.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
Parks. '
ALUMINU11- -1113INGS,
vinyl siding, slauminum
or vinyl _ awnirigs.
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.
WILL WORK FOR
eldetiy peoe day or
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
DOZER WORK - stnal
size ideal for leveling
spreading backfilling
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
GUTTERING BY
SEAS, Sears stainless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
EXPERIENCED
PAINTER will do in-
terior and exterior
work. For reasonable
estimate. Call 753-9757.
CHAIN LINK fence, yard,
lake lot, swimming pool,
dog pen, etc. Complete
Installation at discount
prices. Free estimates.
Paris, 901442-3620.
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs
come clean by steam
cleaning. Free
estimates. 24 hour
answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.
PAINTING, INTERIOR
, and exterior by the
hour or job. Free
estimates., Call 753-
8343.
night, Call 435-4169.
WANT TO DO HOUSE
cleaning. Call .7534703,
after 10 a.m., not altis_r 5
p.m.
- •
WILL MOW yards, do-
other yard work, odd
jobs. Call' ' Chuciv-
Hussung, 753-1923.
LICENSED electrican -
prompt efficient ser-
vice. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 753-
0605.
CARPE1.- IN-
STALLATION, LOO per
square yard. All work
guaranteed. Call 474-
2769 or 474-2257.
ROY HARMON'S
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals.
Building, remodeling,
repairing. Call 753-
4124, South 4th Street.
Across , from Hi-
Burger.
nrepleeiginisIdeig
& Window Shades
At The
Bel-Air Decor
Store
Cestler
New Usti
Modern luxury home on 70 acres,
located 10 miles east of Murray
Home features 3 bedroom, 2 baths, living room,
den-dining combination with fireplace, kitchen,
utility room, and enclosed sunporch which could
be used as 4th BR. Central heat and air, attached
2-car garage with auto. door Opener. Phopne us
today for an appointment to see this fine country
estate.
711 Maio
KOPPERUD
REALTY ni7,3.1222
M111111111
HOME HOME anchors,
custom widerpinning.
porch and 'patio
iwnhigs, air porches
and roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 4 _p.m.
Jack Glover.
LAKELAND CON-
STRUCTION backhoe
work in Baywood,
Pano,rama Shores
area. White rock
delivered anywhere.
Cali Rom, 436-2505._
FENCE SALE AT SEARS.
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 7534210 for free
estimates of your nxds.
CARPENTER REPAIR,
and alterations, and
furniture repair. Call
after §„ 06-206.
ALUMINUM DOORS and
plate glass, store front
work, storm doors,
windows and screens.
Insulated glass, mirrors
and glass shelves and
table tops. Window glass
and screen
replacement.. Free
estimates, mobile
service, pickup and
delivery. M & G Com-
plete Glass. Phone 13-
8210or 489-2423.
WANTED ELDERLY
lady to keep in state
approved metes. Call
7534382.
DRIVEWAYS graveled,
will haul all types at.
ruct;_white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark Bucy-
Trucking, call after 4
p.m., 753-8381 or 753-
5795.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
.) dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con-
struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586
Si Se•slces °tiered
"Cleaning Is
Our Business"
Vibes yes weed stsywkie. s.
eqrsivaboater servico mil es.
Gide, is libels we Mew
bed. W• Wee steam &mom
owl Wises clessis• egysipstws
ffir rest. eir It yes peeler we
will dose yew cerpos wed
Dews few yr*.
753-7753
A
M.
54 Free Column
BLACK AND _ GOLD
kitten, 10 weeks old- Will
use litter box. Can be
seen at 1658 Ryan.
FREE FOU 8-10 week
old . kittent Two are
grey and black striped,
other 2 smokey grey.
Loving and sweet.
House broken. Call 753.-
3535 after 5 p.m.
FREE FIVE MIXED
breed puppies, 5 weeks
old. Will be 'medium
sized. Cute, healthy,
fuzzy. Will make
wonderful pets. Also
available - coal black
adult cat. Call 753-7869.
FEMALE SMALL
KITTEN, yellow and
white. About 2 -natant)* -
old. Healthy/Cill 753-
0124.
FOR SALE
BY OWNER
1 Extra Large Lot or Could Be 2 Lots 139.61
feet f rents!:, 
large 
200 
trees 
feat deep. 
at back. Sets high & dry
nast 07v Gelreaindale Road. Just reduced from $8,500
to $7,650.
stsea 753-8916 et 8317
a 14 
III" 1
$386.00 up Floored and ready to use. Mobile
lionie.Ad-pus, Patios, Carports and Portable Of-
fices. Buy the heat for 1. CUSTOMMUTLT
PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-0964.
New Shipment
Housé Plants
Shirley Garden
Center
North 4th 753-8944
For Sale By Owner
- Excellent Investment
Income Property
40' X 80' building, divided into 3 separa te sec-
tions. The front section is plushly decorated with
carpeting and paneling, etc. Well lighted with 13
ceiling drcp-in panels and 18 spotlights.
Restroom. Wired for burglar alarm. Central gas
heat and electric air. Currently used as coin
shop.
THe I rear sections have gas heat, and are well
lighted. Each one hid a grease trap and drain. A
large air compressor goes with the building:
These are both currently used for repairing
automobiles.
229' x 2130' Lot. Most of the lot iskpaved while the
balance has been more than adequately
prepared for paving.
This property currently rents for $525 per moth
plus utility.
Myra lb. Ms of Maw wed reoliasiessit sae sod yowl
arm- PrIewil is be • poi buy ler • Oat ads sw,t44,4144
Jasslidvit1410ffilvarit_koli Pkow.,M41311 •11.S87146"
It
•
*.
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Death and Funerals
Ivan F. Hutson Is
Dead At Age 64;
Rites On Monday
The filneral services for
Ivan Franklin Hutson of Route
Two, Buchanan, Tenn., were
held Monday at 10:30 a.m. at
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn.',-With
Bro. Charlie .Sweatt of-
ficiating.
Nephews- served as
pallbearer's and burial was in
the New Liberty Cemetery.
Mr. Hutsbn, age 64, died
V Saturday at six a.m. at his
home. A farmer, he married
the former June Stahl on
March 1, 1955, who survives.
Born June 9, 1912, he was the
son of the late Stacker and
Alice G. Lax Hutson. One
daughter, j4r5,,, Daisy
Ferguson, preceded him in
--death.
Survivors are his wife,
June; two daughters, Mrs.
• Bobbie Jean Moyers, Chicago,
and Mrs. Faye Matheny,
Michigan; two sons, Donnie
Bill Hutson, Chicago, 111., and
Logan Hutson, "Allen Park,
N Mich.; ,stepson, Clifton
. _ Williams,' Calvert City; six
sisters, Mrs. Opal Edwards,
New Concord, Mrs. Lula
Edwards and Mrs. Pauline
' .Adams, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Ole
I - Allay Thomas, Grand Prairie,
1 ' Texas, Mrs. Gladys Chilcutt,
I Farmington; Mich., and Mrs.
Sue Wynn, Benton; twelve
1 
grandchildren; two great
, grandchildren.
I - funeral Is_ Today
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Farris
The funeral for Mrs. Edna
L Farris of Farmington
Route One is being held today
at two p.m. at the chapel of the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. Johnson Easley and
Rev. Harry Nall officiating
and the Gospel Lights Quarter
providing the music.
Active pallbearers are
Harlan Osborn, Carvis San-
ders, J. W. Harpole, Danny
Terry, Jim Wallace, and Sid
Easley. Honorary pallbearers
are Malcolm, Martin, and
Charles Jetton, Harry Burton,
Bagwell, and Perry Andrus.
Burial will be in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Farris, age 65, widow
of Tremon P. Farris, died
Monday at 1:55 a.m at the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. She was a member
of the Burnett's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
daughter, Doris Lee Key, and
a son, Richard Farris,
preceded her in death.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Gayle Miller, Murray
Route Seven; one son, Tremon
Farris, Jr., Farmington Route
One; two sisters, Mrs. Clifford
Sehl, LaPeer, Mich., and Mrs.
Billy Roberts, Ferndale,
Mich.; one brother, Denver
Adams, Troy, Mich.; eight
grandchildren.
Mrs, Louise Dick
Dies This Morning
Mrs:' Louise Holt Dick of
Knoxville, Tenn., formerly of
Mursay, we this morning at
two o'clock at the Shannon
Dale Nursing Home at
Knoxville. She was 82 years of
Lennis Ward Dies
Tuesday; Funeral
Being Held Today-
Lenpis Ward of Murray
Route One died Tuesday at
-11:20 a. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 75 years of age.
The deceased was a retired
carpenter and was (Member
of the West Murray Church of
Christ. Born October 16, 1900,
in Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Will Ward
and Eula Robinson Ward. He
and his wife, the former Hilda
Jones, who survives, were
married August 16, 1926.
Mr. Ward is survived by his
wife, -Hilda:, two sons, Jack
Ward, 1608 College Farm
Road, Murray, and Bob Ward,
1501 London Drive, Murray;
one sister, • - Mrs. Glyet)-
(Nealie) Wells, Murray Routf
Two; six grandchildren;
Michael D., Mitchell K., Reid,
Neil, Karen, and Michelle
Ward; one great grand-
daughter, Emily Margaret
Ward.
Funeral services are being
held today at 2:30 p. m. at, the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman'
Funeral Home with Bro.
, Bobby Witherington and Bro.
'John Dale qfficiating. The
song. service is being con-
ducted by singers frord the
West Murray Church of
Christ.
Serving as pallbearers are
Michael D., Mitchell K., Reid,
and Neil Ward, grandsons,
along with Allen White and
*Dale Myers. Burial will be in
the Murray Memorial Gar-
dens.
IRS Investigates Allegations
Auditors Accepting Payola
PITTSBURGH (AP) - The
Internal Revenue Service has
begun investigating
allegations. that AS auditors
accepted gratuitie4 from Gulf
Oil Corp. while reviewing that
company's taxes, two sources
close to the investigation say.
The IRS' inspection service
unit has been questioning
some of the 290 auditors here
about gifts of liquor, dinners,
golf outings or trips which
they allegedly accepted from
Gulf, one of the sources said
Tuesday:
The inspection service
operates out of IRS
headquarters , in Washington
and is responsible to IRS
Commissioner Donald
Alexander.
The IRS began a special
review of Gulf's tax reports
-afterrevelations that the giant-
oil company operated a secret
-812.3-million slush , fund for
payments to domestic and
foreign officials.
In the wake of those
allegations, a three-member
committee headed by New
York attorney John J. McCloy
last winter gave Culf and,the
Securities and Exchange
Commission a 300.page report
on Gulfs legal and illegal
political contributions from
1960 to 1973.
Soon afterward, Bob R.
Dorsey, whom the committee
said "perhaps chose to shut
his eyes to what was going
on," resigned as Gulf's
chairman and chief executive.
Jerry McAfee was named to
replace him.
Sources have said the
current investigation covers
alleged gratuities to IRS
auditors over many years, No
Gulf officials are under in-
vestigation in connection with
the alleged gratuities, one of
the sources said.
The . IRS standard of
.behavior, wid federal law
forbid revenue officials from
demanding or. accepting
gratuities. An auditor found
guilty of impropriety would be
suhject to administrative
sanctions ranging from an
oral reprimand to dismissal.
But inmost cases of serious
misbehavior, the inspection
service takes. its swidence to
the U.S. attorners office I
review. The federal
prosecutor then decides
whether to present the
evidence to a grand jury -for
criminal indictment.
U.S. Atty. Blair Griffith said
he has been asked "for legal
assistance by the internal
audit section of the IRS in
connection with those
allegations." But there were
no indications a grand jury
has begun considering the
matter.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Queen Contest. .
(continued from Page 1
Judy McCuiston, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Guy McCui.ston, 1704 College
Farm Road;
Manly Darlene McKertrie, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Linn, Route Two;
Lisa 'McReynolds, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold McReynolds, 1002 -
County Cork Drive; ---
Sherry Lynn Morris, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Teddy Morris, Route Three;
Donna Jean Penney, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Edwards, Route One,
Dexter;
-Sherry Runyon, daughter of Mrs. C.
L. Myers, 801 Meadow Lane;
Bobbie Smith, daughter of Mr and
•
Mrs. Billy Smith, Route Two;
Lisa Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Roy Smith, 504 Lynnwood Court;
Sherri Thomas, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Thomas, Route Six;
Wynn Tolley, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Tolley, 805 Guthrie;
Wanda Watkins, daughter of Mr.-,and
Mrs. Joe Watkins,Route One, Dexter,: _
Tonya White, daughter of Mr. ar.d
Mrs. Richard White, 1121 Circarama;
Pam Williamson, daughter of Bro.
and Mrs. Lawson Williamson, Route
Seven;
Lisa Winters, daughter of Dr. ant-'
Mrs. Kenneth Winters, 1500 Glendale
Road
z
Queen Elizabeth II Arrives
In Washington, D. C. Today
Federal State Market News Service July WASHINGTON * (AP) 
—7,4976 
Menu( 
Queen Elizabeth II of GreatKentucky Purchase Area Hog 
Repo, t includes 9 Buying Stations Britain M traveling here for
Flegeggs;„. Act 511 Est. 700 Barrows fr_.' _the /mid important stop on aGilts .74 r Sows Steady-1.001'116er
USI-2 lbs...., ..... Is1.00-01.s1
US.1.121004401ba. .  .32&50-51.011
US 54 210400 lbs.  $49.75-50.50
US 34 X0-31101bs. $48.75-49.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 Its. . . $41.00-42.00 few 42.50
US 1-3300.420 lbs.  540.50-41.00
US 1-3 450450 lbs. . . 541.00-42.00 few 42.50
USIA 300-5001M  , . $39.5040.50
Boers 30.00-33.00.
July List For Court Released
A jury List for the July term
of Calloway Circuit Court has
been released by the sheriff's
office. Those persons on the
list will appear at nine a. m.
July 19 at the courtroom. The
list includes:
Duff Erwin, Inez But-
terworth, Scott McNabb, Glen
Barnett, Preston Perry, Patsy
Bramlett, Jesse Fox,- Freda
Burton, Linda Wright, Clyde
Adkins.
Hearing Aid Dealer Must Have
Consent Before Sales In Home
 age 
Survivors 
T(acfniaCher sA16.- --
include two sons, The assistant attorneyJames A. Dick, Knoxville- ' general said his answer isTenn., and Charles Alfred
• ,
Dick, Chattanooga, Tenn., and
seven grandchildren.
Services will be held Friday
at ten a. m. at the graveside at
the Murray City Cemetery.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will have charge of the
arrangements and friends
may call there after seven p.
m. on Thursday.
• Mason's Chapel To
Hold Revival Meet
The Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church will hold
revival services starting
Friday, July 9, end continuins
through Wednesday, Jaly 14.
Rev. Steve Englehardt,
student at Asbury Seminary,
will be the speaket for the'
services to be held each night
at T:30.
The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.
_ •
Stock Market
Pnree of tacks of local blues at um
to furniatte4 to the Wear & Tbnee by
I 111 Siznon Co are u kerma .. .
4112Industrial Avg 
n. i- 
11% -1-4
Amer. Wo
Airco 
Aatilandat 21% Ali
 4% Mc
A. T. & T  ..• .015% unc
Ford
Gen. Motors  111% WC
.A 
Gen. Tire  - 22 -k•
NI 041 Sri" MC-4
Goodrich 
Pennwalt 
Oats 27% sac
HspitlfcIt.sI 37% -%
Singer ' 
Western Union 
1W4 -1-141
11 +%
Zenith 
Prim et meet et Is tonna et awe
an% WI% rInitiot Is el Weir 6Timm *lire el i. 131111...41 ' ,
Merree, anted Mem
Heublein Mc' - ' el% -ati,
Kindamk arbor 1% unc
Ponderosa Systeme 11% -411,
Kimberly Clark Ylur :Pt,
Tinian OVUM, 64% -I%
W.R. Grace AIM unc
Ilnaco Mow
General Elec 57% -f %
GAF 15% . -%
Tappan
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) --
A hearing aid dealer must
have the written consent of the
homeowner before making a
business visit, the attorney
general's office has advised.
The legal opinion was one of
several issued in the wake of
the enactment of new laws by
the General Assembly.
Hearing aid dealers were
affected by a statute that
strictly controls home
solicitation.
Replying to a letter from the
secretary-treasurer of the
Kentucky Board for Licensing
Hearing Aid Dealers, Arthur
Azar' Asst. Atty. Gen. Frank
Radmacher said the new law
requires a homeowner's
written consent to a dealer's
visit, even if:
-The 'potential purchaser
requested the visit by the
dealer.
-A friend of the potential
buyer requested the visit.
-A relative of the potential
buyer requested it.
-The present user of a
hearing device requested the
dealer's visit for additional
testing, servicing or for a new
hearing aid.
However, the attorney
general advised that a written
request for information may
be considered "written con-
sent" if the request "ex-
pOssly gives consent- for a
home visit and acknowledges
that the dealer may attempt to
sell a hearing aid device."
If the request rackedeither 
of those two elements, it would
not be considered sufficient,
based on the premise that a
visit to a potential buyer's
home "may result in the
solicitation or inducement of
the sale ,of a hearing aid
device."
The attorneys general's
office also drafted opinions for
two other parties seeking
advice on the applicability of
new Kentucky laws. ._ _ .
- - - -In response CO a query by
O.B. Arnold; commissioner of
the bureau of vehicle
regulation in the state
Transportation Department,
the attorney general's office
said the agency could begin
enforcing a new drivers
license revocation law.
Arnold had asked whether
the Transportation- Depart-
ment could enforce the new
statute. It was amended by the
-- 1976 legislature after a three-
judge federal panel found the
old law unconstitutional.
Women Prepare To Join
West Point Ranks Today
WEST POINT, N.Y., (AP)
- A tradition that began 174
years ago ended _today as
women prepared to join the-
ranks of the male cadets at the
U.S. Military Academy.
West Point expected 118
women among the roughly
1,475 new cadets.
It surrendered its all-male
tradition to-an act of Congress
last yea.. which ordered the
sexual integration of the
service academies. West
Point's compliance follows the
Air Force Academy by a week
and the Naval Academy by a
day.
"I hope that in the years to
come ... the girls who come
after will appreciate what we
will do," said Brynnen Sheets,
18, of Edmond, Okla. "I just
hope that we can do a good job
-arty-
Kiniberlyn Coffey, 17, of
Hinton, Okla., added, I think
we definitely have a
responsibility to do our very
best for the classes behind
us.
She predicted that women
Paul Dailey, Sr., James Buchanan,
Rudy Allbritten, Glenn Charles S. Knott, Oliver
Wooden, Mrs. Edgar Shirley, Cherry, James Dale Erwin,
Clara Eagle, Willow Dean Marie Betts, Billy Max Erwin,
Walker, Robert Hoke, Carolyn John R. Hendon, Jack
Adams, Windsor Tripp, Mason Anderson, Luck Burt, James
Thomas, - • H. Foster, Robert Mayer,
William E: Dodson, Mrs. Joe M. Parker, Joe R. Dyer,
Charles M. Burkeen, Jack Richard Towery, Leon Miller,
Benton, Mrs. John B. Watson, Talmadge Fannin, Twyman
Brown' Tucker, Guy Battle, Edwards, Mrs. A. W. Sim-
Jr., Anna Lee Arant, Damon mons, Jr., Mrs. Howard
Lovett, Cleo Bucy, Loyd_ Brandon, Harlap Spann,
Mrs: 'W. J. Pitman, Max
Oliver, Janice Rogers, Fred
Wells, Loyd Canter, Danny
Pitman, Charles R. Hoke,
Danny Belcher, Mrs. R. C.
Scott, Fred Workman.
would have a lower -wash-
out" rate and said, "It takes a
special kind of woman to come
-here-,and they're going to be-
more dedicated than the men
'actually are when they first
get here."
The women are sharing the
same floors of the barracks
with the men. They are taking
the same courses. They can
take the same parachute,
helicopter and jungle warfare
training. They can compete*
most varsity sports.
There are differences,
however. They will take
karate instead of boxing or
wrestling. They will carry
relatively light M16 rifles, not
heavier Ml4s.
While many of Use male
cadets make no secret of their
dislike of today's -changes, one
member of the new class of
1980 disagreed.
"I believe it:s a good idea
because I figure a woman's a
person, too," former Marine
Sgt. Stephen Tobin, 22;.
remarked.
PII7er  1r4 +41
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Announcing!!!
For your hard to find building
specialty items see
Roy Harmon
Carpenter Shop
753-4124 753-4133
409 S. 4th
Aluminum A Vinyl Siding
Replacement Windows
Soffit Systems
*Patio Doors
*1'4 Enclosures
Cabinets, Custom Built
and fociory built
*Wood II aluminum storm and screen doors
And many More
Vie custom make any mod Nom - your
Owes* of finish. - -
Headquarters for Multi-Purpose
O'Dorne
six-day visit' to the nation that
-rejected the colonial rule Of
her royal ancestor 200 years
ago.
Accompanied by her
husband, Prince Philip,- an
official party of 16 and an
entourage of 52, the queen was
scheduled to fly here today
from Philadelphia to an
elaborate White House
Welcoming ceremony.
In tribute to the country that
• rebelled against King George
--m; her great-great-great-
greatgrandfather., the
monarch told a gathering in
Philadelphia on Tuesday that
the American Revolution
"should be celebrated as
Albeit. in Britain as in-the
United States."
The "very valuable lesson"
the British learned from their
experience, she said, was that
the rights of others to govern
themselves in their own ways
must be -espected. The oc-
casion for her remarks was
the presentation of a Bicen-
tennial gift, a bell cast in the
same , _ foundry as
Philadelphia's famed,
ctacked.Liberta.BeLL
Elizabeth, whose blood line
goes back nine centuries, is
the last of nine European
monarchs to visit the Unitep
States for the Bicentennial.
And she probably has
generated the most ex-
citement here.
As one U.S. official said,
"Even though her reign has
coincided with a precipitous
decline in- British power,
there's still no royalty quite
like British royalty." , Cemetery, located 4102 miles
- For the-queen, who lwaS born' east of Dexter on Highway
1346, on Sunday, July 11.
Rev. Paul Bogard will be the
speaker for the worship
services to be held at eleven a.
m. A basket lunch will follow
the worship hour. - - •
Donations will De taken for
the upkeep of the cemetery
and should be brought or
mailed to Troy Cleve Parrish,
Route One, Dexter. A
discussion will be held con-
cerning the establishment of a
trust fund for the future
upkeep of the cemetery.
two months before the United
States' 150th birthday, it will
be her first visit to Washington
in 19 years.
After the welcoming
ceremony an the White House
lawn today, a private lun-
cheon with Prince Philip and.
President and Mrs. Ford was
scheduled.
The queen also was
scheduled to lay a wreath at
the Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier, visit the Lincoln
Memorial, receive media
correspondents at the British
Embassy and dine on New •
England lobster as Ford's
-guestaitheWhiLe.lioaso-
' ',About 200 persons were
invited to the white-tie dinner,
including Telly Savalas, star
of ,„"Kojak," a favorite
television sbow of the queen.
Jeffrey Cemetery
Plans Homecoming
The annual 'homecoming
will be held at the Jeffrey
AUTO SERVICE
For More Good Years In Your Car
Front-End Alignment
Any-U.S. made car —
parts extra if needed.
Eiettides front.whee I
drive cars.
Lube, Oil. & Filter
• Complete analysis and align quir t
correction to increase tire nilre-
age and improve steering
• Precision equipment, used by
experienced mechanics, helps en-
sure g precision alignment
1
07:515ortand
10/30 grade oil
• Complete chassis lubrication. oil change and filter
• Helps ensure long wearing parts & smooth.
quiet performanv
• Please phone fot appointment
• Includes light trucks
Ask for our Free Battery Power Check
Engine-Tun
$3688
6 cyl. —
Add $4 for S cy]..
$2 for air cond.
$4 Less for cars with
electronic ignition.
• Our mechanics electisonically
fine-tune your engine • New
points, plugs & condenser
• Test charginglatarting sys-
tems, adjust carburetor • Helps
maintain a smooth running en-
gine • Includes Dation, Toyota,
VW a' light trucks.
The Battery That Never Goes Dry
n2or Group Sizes4, 24F & 74S1.76 Power GardSo It Never Needs Maintenance ...Batte,ry Acid Permanently Sealed In
E-T IV Mag Wheels
Give-Your Cart Sporty Look
Size 13 x 5.5
• Deep dished and slotted for stylinga Highly,
polished for a brilliant reflection • Many addi-
tional custom wheels to choose from in our full line
Goodyear Retreads
Real Buys For The Money
83.Series Blackwell I Pies F.E.T
Sits IawdolitIre
6.95-14 I 5.32
560-15 1 $ 32-
Blackwell
size
A78-13
Plus P.1.1
and old tire
• Precision built and inspected by Goodyear
• Whitewalls just $3 more • Other sizes compa-
rably low priced -
• 8 Ways to Buy
• Cash • Goodyear Revolving Charge
• Our Own Customer Credit Plan
tvklaster Charge • BankAmericard
• American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
Due to nationwide strike,lhe tire you want may not be available at s our
retailer. He will provide you a raincheck to assure you of our advertise:I- ,
price on your tire as soon as it is available.
'•
- 721 S. 12th St
Murray, Ky.
753-0595
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Doily • Open Friday until 8:00 p.m.
315 W. Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.
247-3711
600 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.
442-5464
100 S. Stateline
Fulton, Ky.
4724000
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Fair Queen Contestants
•
These lovely young ladies will all be competing for the title of -Miss Murray-Calloway County fair"
in the beauty pageant sponsored by the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club Friday night.
The pageant to be held at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium On the MSU campus, will be the first eVenr of
this year's fair which will continue through Saturday, July 17 at the Calloway County Fairgrounds.
Peggy Lee Rogers
Lisa Winters
Sherry Runyon
Sherry Haley
Lisa McReynolds
Wynn Tolley
Becky Sue Blackford
The Murray
Ledger & Times
"
Sheila Foster
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How about this
Jumpsuit Sale?
'22"
lust leave it to Minnens
For the best summer jumpsuit
in pre-washed catcutta doth.
Fashioned with back elastic waist.
Tie front, cap sleeves, sizes 543.
Natural, Royal Blue, Melon Red
$22 Regular '35
Paducah Downtown 8 Crossroads Mayfield On The Square Murray- Bel Air Center
Pam Williamson
Sherri Thomas
k
Karen Allbritiett-..
* * *
0.ti\e/r, 6 Murray llowaym
>00,11;-
taISS Atto
County Jaycee
1.71°1\A/I 1
July 12-17
#i itO
Vicki Cunningham
Kathy Jackson
Sandy Bibb
Sherry Morris
Bobbie Smith
Marilyn McKenzie
Theresa Dover
Liss Smith
JedGetbsia
Tonya White
Pam Bowles
Debbie Cunningham
TRAcoR Pio*
coNTEST
QUASAR
19"
diagonal
Solid State Portable Color TV will be
given away Wednesday Night at the
Blue Grass Contert
Hodge & Son
tote given away
Wednesday
MONDAY, JULY 12, 1976
- 4-H Rabbit Show
7:00 P.M.- Official Opening
7:30 P.M. - 4 Wheel Drive Pull
Wednesday--
Drawing each night for *500.00
Only One ticket will be drawn each
night. ,lf no winner, amount will be
added to next night's drawings.
Wanda Watkins
Judy McCuiston
Beauty Contest
MOTORCYCLE
TUESDAY, JULY 13, 1976
10:00 A.M. - Jersey Cattle Show
7:30 P.M. -.Nationwide Demolition Derby
WEDNESDAY, JULY 14, 1976 —
10:00 A.M.- Holstein - Friesian Cattle Show
5:00 P.M. - Open Rabbit Show.
7:30 P.M.- Bluegrass Music
Arnold Chien Grew
1011011=
V * 
* * * * * * * *
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Yablonski
Decision
Upheld
• WASHINGTON ( API — The
Supreme Court Tuesday
refused toview a decision
setting-aside'The death sen-
tence for one of the murders of
insurgent United Mine
-Workers leader Joseph A.
Yablonski and his family.
The ,court let stand a
decision of the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court reducing
Aubr'in Wayne Martin's
sentence to life in prison.
Martin was arrested Jan. 29,
1970, one month after
Yablonski, his wife Margaret
and his daughter Charlotte
were shot to death in their
Clarksville, Pa., home. He
was convicted on three gP114s
of firstdegree murder and
sentenced to death.
itt -November, 1975 - the
pennsylyania Supreme Court
vacated the death sentence on
grounds that the law under
which it was imposed was
inva1idate4_ by a 1972 U.S.
Supreme 'Court ruling on
capital punishment.
Pennsylvania officials
argued their law was not in-
validated by the 1972 ruling
because the death penalty was
not Inflicted on a
discriminatory basis in the
state.
"Within the small class of
the roost heinous first-degree
murders... the death penalty
-has been applied • In • this
commonwealth with con-
sidered regularity except
where there are clerly
mitigating factors," they told
court.
n its 5-4 decision in 1972, the
court said the death penalty
could not be inflicted under
laws which allowed its im-
position in an arbitrary
manner.
Permsylvinfa. like 34 other
states, enacted new death
penalty legislation after that
decision.
Martin was identified as one
of three persons hired to carry
out the Yablonski murders,
which arose out of bitter
factionalism within the United
Mine Workers.
The Supreme Court ruled
_last. Friday that the death
penalty is a constitiftional
punishment for murder but
may not be imposed generally
under laws which make,it
mandatory.
List Price. $1125
14•441 ts Sitcom,.
But
Shen On Cosh
Talk To Us
About Ow
• Budget
Mans
Winners of the Pinewood Derby held by Cub Scout Pack 73 of Southwest Elementary
School were, left to right, Mike Lamb, overall winner, Mark Wilkerson, nine year olds,
Darren Wilson best car, and Dee Clayton, eight year olds, and in back, tarry Gooch,
Dad's trophy. , r
Pack 73 of Southwest Cub
Scouts held its Pinewood
Derby at the school with boys
from three dens particfpating,„
Winners 'ere Dee Clayton,
eight year olds; • Mark
Wilkerson, nine year olds;
Mike Lamb, overall winner.
Best car went to Darren
Wilson with Larry Gooch
winning the Dad's .trophy.
Refreshments _ were serti,ed to
the parents and scouts
YOU CAN'T LOSE ff
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
There's a self-service parking
garage here for 4,000 vehides
where it is impossible to lose
your CHI.
The garage is under Crown
Center, a city-within-Kansas
City. If you de§cand to the ga-
rage after working in the office
buildings or shopping in the
boutiques and can't remember
where you parked, all you have
to do is hit a button to locate
your car.
The button is one of many in
the garage's intercom system
that links patrons to a security
office. An officer listens to the
description of the car, then
scans the garage with 75 closed
circuit television cameras.
When the car is located, the of-
ficer gives the patron walking
directions to the car.
.25
le Pric
List Price $11. 25
Another event held during
the past year by the Scouts
was when the Cub . Scouts,
Webeloes, and leaders went to
Fort 'Henry in the Und Bet-
ween the Lakes.
The group hiked for about
four miles while observing  
various species of trees,
plants, animals,' and rocks.
From there they toured the
Fort Donelson-Museum where
many articles from the
nation's history were,-
displayed.
- The morning was concluded
by the group enjoying their
sack lunches as they
overlooked the Cumberland
River.
Boys participating in this
activity were:
Den I — Tim Williams,
Junior Holland, Dalten
Wilson, Sieve Brandon, Ricky
Watkins, Mitchell Gooch, and
Timmy Manning. Leaders are
Peggy Williams and _Fay
Manning.
Den II — Dee Clayton,
Jimmy Adams, Scott Adams,
Chris Lamb, Mike Lamb, Lee
York, and Kerry Outland.
Leaders are Alice Clayton and
Julia Outland.
Den III—Greg Douglas,
Greg Shelton, Mark Cooper,
Mark Wilkerson, Chris
Sheridan, Jeff Cooper, and
List Price S1356 U.
Roger Galin/lore. Leaders are
Elizabeth and Fred Douglas,
Rita Shelton, and Ann Cooper.
Weeloes — Mark Hutson,
Mirle Gibson, Tinuny Pitt-
man, and Blane Outland with
Pat Hutson accompanying.
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
"The Invisible Man" is still in
sight. Against all precedence,
this canceled series has been
reincarnated as "The Gemini
Man."
After NBC axed the series it
- began to pick up in the ratings.
• Research disclosed that the
concept, if not the series itself,
had some appeal.
The assignment of
revamping "The Invisible
Man''' into "The Gemini Man"
was given to Leslie Stevens. In
the past he created "The
Outer Limits" and wrote the
pilots for "McCloud," "It
Takes a Thief" and the Tony
Franciosa segment of "The
Name of the Game."
The dour scientist played by
David McCallum has given
way to a lighthearted ad-
venturer played by Ben
Murphy in the new show.
"The Invisible Man" was
doomed from the start.
Stevens took over the series as
producer after the pilot was
made and found he was
saddled with an unworkable
concept.
"David was presented as an
intellectual scientist trapped
in invisibility," he said. "It
was like 'the Fugitive' — he
was chased by everybody. It
was an impossible concept to
sustain."
Stevens set out to convert it
into a mission show, but there
were drawbacks. He said,
"We found we didn't have a
man of action to send 3ui on
missions. David • wasn't
equipped for it. He couldn't do
the active things. And he had a
wife who ad to go along on the
missions which made it a
family affair,"
Cancellation. of lhe first
series gave. Stevens an op-
portunity to jetison all the
baggage that weighted the
show down. Out went the
bounded scientist and in came
the swashbuckler. He also
discarded the permanent
invisibility that required a
mask and gloves and opted for
the ability to turn the in-
visibility off and on.
"We were commanded from
on high not to come up with
another violent shot," he
said. "It had to be accepted as
escapist adventure by young
people and attempt to capture
even the casual attention of
adults."
As insurance, Universal
Studios assigned Harve
Bennett — the man respon-
sible for the success of "The $6
Million Man" and "The Bionic
Woman" — to oversee the new
series.
"This time last year we
didn't have one script for The
Invisible Man," said Stevens.
"Now for 'Gemini Man' we
have four written, three due in
and 20 separate good
premises. The concept now
The Pepsi Cola quartis a real quart. 32 r9freshing
ounces. Sone soft-drink companies sell their product in
bottles that look like quarts. But they're really only r. '
26- or 28-ounce bottles. The bottles in Pepsi-Cola'„s.new -
Economy Quart six-pack'ar-rvl quarts!.. 32 refreshing
ounces. So look carefully-tere you buy. And Men
they're errpty, bring 'etrr-backlor a refund the easy way-
in the handy carton you. took them home in.
works.".
Stevens, who came to
Hollywood after success as a
Broadway playwright, said he
isn't bothered by the fact that
he's not turning out
prestigiot drama. "It's all
the same for a producer," he
said. "What's important in
having a tfappy cast and crew
and a minimum of production
and pick up valuable inforniation so
.,you may enjoy viewing the Montreal
Summer Olympics on ABC-TV.
Starting Tuesday Night
June 8th, 730 to 10 PM
andclaily during store hours
DENNISON-HUNT
Chestnut Street
Brought ta,yoii by
The Quiet Company
• NORTHWEST.ERN.WLUAL LIFE "Nm!„,'
"Pf.PSI.C". OSA." "PCPS'," ADD .T.1111SY400.11-. AU IICSISTSPIts TOPOSNAPPS Of 'flake& 000.
„NOTTI ED BY PADFAH BOTTLING CO.. PADUCAH. kY UN CIF,R SPPOINTMENT FROM PepaiC4,, INC., PURCHASE, N.Y
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SHOP
HERE
AND
Armour Star Beef
Round Steak 
Rib Steak 
Chuck Steak
Swiss Steak _
Riverside Bologna  -
Limit 2 Doz. With 7.50 Add.
Purchase. Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products
Mirade_Whip
Scot tad Peas 
Kraftlhousand Island Dressing
Kraft Bar-B-Clue
Gt. Size Tide 
Del Monte Tomato Juice 44.56`
Campbell's Tomato Soup  oir18`
Lipton Instant Tea  3o, 149
QUART
Scot Lad Whole Kernel Corn 
Armour Vienntlausage 
Hunt's Catsup 
Queen of Scot Coffee Creamer
Hyde Park Sugar 01. 5/99'5 lb. Sp
C Showboat Spaghetti  14
Duncan Hines Cake Mixes 18 oz .66̀
316. Si 06Richtex
Merit Saltine Crackers
Puff Facials  200 c1 Box 2/99c
Enfamil with Iron 
Scot lad Catsup 
16 oz. 53'
. 2001. 49'
. COUPON
Limit 1 Per Farnily
Folger's
Coffee.
SAVE 20' .
COUPON
Limit 1 Per
Dial
Soap
SAVE 18c
On 3 Bars
Family
COUPON 
Limit 1 Per Family
Old English
Furniture
Polish
SAVE 25cSAVE
COUPON
limit 1 Per Family
Wyler's
Lemonade
,Mix
SAVE 30c
COUPON
Limit I Per Family
liquid
Sno-Bol
SAVE 10(
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Open Pit
Bar-B-0
Sauce c
10
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Kool-Pops
SAVE
7 c
COI "PON
linut 1 Per Family
Dow
Bathroom
Cleaner
SAVE 15c
COUPON
limit 1 Per
Handi-
- . Wrap
' SAVE .10t
Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per
Gents-Smiles
Giggles-laighs
Cereal
SAVE 10c
Family
1 lb Cal Batb Size 1 901. Can 45 oz. 13 Oz . 13 01 ' 11 Ct. tie, NO ft 8 4nExpires 7-13-76
Good Only At Storey's
Expires 7-13-0
Good Onti AEStOrey'S
E xpires 7-13-76
Good Only At StoTry's
Expires 7-13-76
Good Only At Storey's
Expires 7-13-76
Good Only At Storey's
Expires 7-13-76
' kood 0111Y At Story's
Expires 7-13-76
Good Only At Storey's
Expires 7-13-76
Good Only At Storey's
Expires 7-13-76
Good Only At StoreY:8
Expires 7-13-76
Good Only At Storey's
,e
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Prisoners
Rights
Curtailed
WASHINGTON CAP) r-- The
Supreme Court • Tuesday
sharply curtailed the right of
prisoners to challenge their
convictions on grounds that
evidence against them was
seized illegally.
In a 6-3 deciston, the court
said federal courts may not
free state prisoners on such
grounds unless the prisoners
can show they we-aft-given
"full and fair opportunity" to
present their claims in state
courts.
Justice Lewis F. Powell Jr.
spoke for the court. Justices
William J. Brennan Jr.,
Thurgood Marshall and Byron
R. White dissented. ,
The decision came on the
last day of the court's present
term. This is only the second
time this Centurythe court has
extended its term into July.
The first was in 1974 wherithe
justices wrestled with the
Watergate tapes case. The
court now goes into recess
until Oct. 4.
Powell said Tuesday's
decision does not disturb a
rule that illegally seized
evidence may not be used in
trials.
The decision, reinstating the
convictions of two men ac-
cused of murder in California
and Nebraska, centers on a
11061 ruling under the late
Chief Justice Earl Warren.
It requires state courts to
exclude any evidence obtained
iti violation of the con-
stitutional an •against
unreasonable searches and
seizures. The decision is
called the exclusionary rule.
- Its object was to deter illegal
police procedures.
In 1969, the court allowed
state prisoners to appeal their
convictions to federal courts
through habeas_ corpus
proceedings if their ' think'
evidence against them was
seized unlawfully. -
If a federal court grants a
prisoner a writ of habeas
corpus, Latin for "you have
tfie body," it is directed at
state officials who must
release the prisoner or give
him a new trial.
Justice Stewart joined the
late Justices John Marshall
Harlan and Hugo L. Black in
from the 1969
decision, and it was heavily
criticized by police and
prosecutors.
Spurred by this and other
expansions of the scope of
habeas corpus, prisoners
flooded federal courts with
such petitions. By 1975, there
were about 8,000. However,
only about 2 or 3.per cent of
them resulted in courtroom
hearings.
PILL POPPERS OLDER
The most avaricious Amer-
ican pill poppers are over the
age of 65, says the U.S. Health
•
Blue Sky Adventure Series
Scheduled For Family Hour
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
bespite the cries about
violencerblue skies adventufe
has never been very-suc-
cessful on television. t
Footloose heroes courting
danger in wide open spaces —
as "Adventures in Paradise,"
"Route 66' and "Then Came
Bronson", — have been
elbowed aside by guys with
six-guns and police specials.
''Although comedy and
variety serve the family hour,
it's difficult to find a dramatic
show that serves it," said
Larry Rosen, producer of
CBS' "Spencer's Pilots," an
upcoming aviation show with
enough blue skies to last you
all week. •
Rosen believes the "climate
is right" for ..this humor-
leavened adventure that seeks
to 'establish a Clark Gable,,
Spencer Tracy . relationship
between its stars, Christopher
Stone and Todd S Gene
Evans plays Spencer, the
gruff head of the charter
flying service. • ,
, "I think the TV audience has
tired somewhat of the
proverbial cop show," he said.
"What is inherent in the cop*
show is you have a life and
death situation. If you like the
character you'll go to that
show to see how he will handle
a problem.
"What's unique here is that
our guys don't carry badges.
They have to figure oil a way
to get out .of jeopardy using
their wits, cunning and flying
ability."
The family hour,
inaugurated a year ago by the
networks to cut back sex and
violence in the early evening,
has.. proven..a quagpiire :for
series. Not many have sur-
vived.
Go-Slow Approach
A More Solid Base
NEW YORK (AP) — This
economic expansion may turn
out to be less exuberant but
more durable than others for
the odd reason, often
lamented, that businessmen,
investors and consumers
decline to set their hopes very
Insurance Institute. ,
corttequences of a go-slow
policy, and in no area
more manifest than -. in
unemployment, the correction
which the administration
clearliTeliel is secondary
to restraining inflation.
It is much easier to ap-
high. proach this argument from
Ordinarily we hear of such the academic viewpoint, in
self-impased restraints in which problems sometimes
negative terms; businessmen ,are seen as mere economic
are wary, investors are numbers, than from the
nervous and consumers are viewpoint of the individual
cautious, all of which are who wants a job but cannot get
probably accurate. one.
But it is this very state of Over a longer period at
 mind, it is argued, that is 'time, however, the go-slovi
preventing the advance from approach has a more *Aid
becoming a booth, to be base, because it is generally
followed almost inevitably by accepted that a, full ern-
a bust. If we avoid the manic pldyment boom /followed by
stage, 'It is.hoped, we will also big- unemployment is far less
dodge the depressive one. to be desirgel than a moderate,
Based on commentaries stable advance.
from the White House, this is It is the experience of the
the administration policy also, wt recession since the 1930s
and the Federal Reserve's too, that has reminded Americans
Inflation is still considered that the old boom-bust
biggest pothole bp the,tbad economic cycle still exists,
ahead. and that when they are sitting
For a reason, t1 1d on top'of the World one- day
ministration rniht be loathe
to adrq, it is bolding back the
full potential of the recovery
by another means also, that
being the deficit spending that
helps keep interest rates
extraordinarily high.
Big federal deficits and
budgets generally are viewed
as fueling the economy, but
they fuel inflation and high
borroWing costs too, con-
ditions neither business nor
individuals consider
desirable.
There are other us
they can be in the valley the
next.
A good many of the lucky
ones are near enough to the
top of the world right now to be
satisfied; they are happy to
take a perch below the
summit. But a long line of less
fortunate people still have
only a precarious handhold
and a long way to climb.
For them, go-slow may
prolong the recovery by
moderating-it, but it will also
prolong their climb and'make
it more painful.
Put your treasures on
in our
Corner ChimeCabinet.
In the early 48th Century bset'yone,Was "a
judge of teapots and dragons: China-
ware covered every available shelf and even
hung on walls. Today the Corner China
Cabinet is a favorite for displaying
treasures, and in our Ethan Allen Gallery
Tve have a lovely adaptation of an -early -
cabirretinakees work. It has graceful lines: •
"slender proportions. Of sliid Cherry
with selected seneers, artisticalhy.
distressed in a warm Georgian
Court. finish. Our splendid Corner
China Cabinet — for tilde drag-
ons anneapots, and sour finat
china. Come -See it!
Come on overt() our house...
Free 'Delivery •Siotrice . . .
Convenient Credit Terns.. . .
Open Every Friday Night .
•
Nt.rEtt tit kw:. Ft totqw.(...
ETHAN ALLEN FURNITURE
114 NORTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH, hl.
PHONE 443-6257
If "Spencer's Pilots" is to go
beyond its first 12 episodes it
must, like "The' 116 Million
Man" and "The Bionic
Woman," provide enough
derring-do to attria
Youngsters without driving
away the adults. .
Rosen, who says the charter
pilot background is a first for
TV, called on his own flying
experience for the show. The
personalities and character
names are molded after fliers
he has known. His enthusiasm
for aviation apparently is
contagious: the cast went out
and took flying lesson.
"What we've tried to do is
design a fixed base of
operations for the show,"
Rosen said. "Spencer Aviation
rents planes, teaches flying,
flies charters and ferries.,
equipment and sapplies.
"Beciiii.si 'or t. we're able
to get them Into .such
situations as flying explosives
or prisoners* or doing crop
dusting. These are two guys
who fly for a living and the
stories will arise from that.-
Production begins Wed-
nesday, July 7, and will follow
a technique confined so far in
television to three-camera
comedy series filmed before
an audience. It will devote one
day a week to reading and
rehearsal . .
"That's unheard of in this
kind of show," . Rosen said.
',But it will be invaluable in.
helping the guys find their
characters and in seeing wha .-
works antiwhat doesn't." -
MISS 1011lt PAW?
Sebscrivers %loklower n net 
re c e 16011 .1114•tr beam -
deliverm) copy of TIN
fAternimr Ledger IL Times by
55,10 p.m. Niostoksy-Fridey or
,,,by 3:30 p.m. on Satmrdwps
ors orprd to call 7534416
between 5:30 p.m. wed 6
p.m., Mortem-Fridsy, or
_3:30 p.m. end 4 p.m. Satnr-
• - flays, to insure delivery of
. At aftwopeper. Crab row
be pieced by 6 p.m. week.
dip er 4 p.m. Wortley: to
parantont delivery.
•
COMPL,WCHICKEN DINNER
• Chicken
0- Potatoes& Gravy,„
• Slaw. Roll
Regular Value s144
$
JACK MARSHALL
Owner
Ktntilekg fried Ckickà®
1113 Sycamore, Murray, Ky. 753-7101
7;:irtfnieedefl NC.
ILIAILit  TM.
SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY—ENDS SATURDAY
East Side of Square
Murray, Ky.
Opi‘r) 9 A " "
Stop, Shop
and Save
We Resene The Right
To Limit Quantities
.1211nAvrewegm
Bryfareern
Brylcreem
Hairdressing
The Modern Grooming aid
for today's hair styles
4.5
Tube ,Sale 894
iCo gat,ek&-;
Colgate
Toothpaste
5 oz Tube Sole 594
Excedrid
NI (URA Vitt-NOS PAIN MI:U4E11
The Extra Strength
Pain Reliever
100 Tablets
sale$109
—
.7.7-ear
ie-grq
.12,24
PlANTill
C:r•CO
Planters
Dry Roasted
16 oz. Jar Sale 994
Sinutasb
-
•••i
30 •••••••••I•
30
Tablets
Sinutab
Tablets
For prompt tem-
porary relief of sinus
headaches..
scd.$139
Lysol
Disinfectant Spray
Disinfects and
deodorizes, kills
household germs.
7 oz. Can
Sale 794
Miss Breck
Hair Spray
Choice of Regular.
Super Hold.
Unscented -
Ultimate Hold.
Super Unscented
OZ.
Sale 77'
Mallory Alkaline
Duracell
Batteries
Size AA 1.5 Volt
No, MN 1 500
Card of 2 Batteries
Reg. $1.59 Sale 884
Listerine
Antiseptic
Super Stainless
Steel Blades
Pack of 5
s.5 8'
Kills germs
by millions on
contact
20 oz. Bottle
Sale 984
Behold
Furniture Polish
With Lemon Oil '
For A Deep Clean
Shine
°
7 oz. Can
Sale 594
Bismof
Ia.*, s.cert,
bat ••••
••••• •
•
Pepto-Bismol
With Protective
Coating Action
for upset stomach,
diorrhed
12 oz. Bottle
Sale $1 28
Arrid
Extra Dry
Anti-
Perspirant
Regular or unscented
3oz Can
tight Powder Arrid Ex
tro Dry Anti:Dec-spirant.
- fillteguiar'or UnScented
oz. Can
Sale Your Choice 684
Certified
Multiple
Vitamins
Daily Formula
With Iron
Bottle of 100
Sale 694
Single
Pack
6 oz.
Massengill
Disposable Douche
Complete Ready to use
saie26' 
0,4
o, •
-
-:sses•
47(
MINIM. 3 TO SLIM
Pork Steaks 
MEDIUM PORK
Spare Ribs....
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Prices pod tWs.g Tommley, Joao 13, In lawny, By. Lt
Wide raterred. Copyggphe 11116 The Kroger Company.
II S SIT NAM LIM WU
U.S.Gov't.evaded Choice
PORTERHOUSE $168
STEAKS, t,\ Tall Loss Lb
$129
$149
LB
Li.
PORK -
Neck Bones 
CD'UNTRY STYLE SLAB
Sliced Bacon LB 4$1N.49
We H,yriof
FEKIIAL
Fitie VAMPS
Kroger
SANDWICH
BREAD
24 Oz.
ONCE AGAIN rig PRICE PATROL PROVEg
KROGER te rut GROCERY PRICE LEADER
U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
"People's Choice" Beet
SIRLOIN
STEAK
U.S. GOV'T. GRADED CHOICE. BONELESS
Flat Brisket LB.
US. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE
Rib Roast  LB $148
as. GOVT GRADED CHOICE
Rib Steaks  • 3 $158
Li Gov't 
Graded .Choice
-People's Choice'• 
host
CUBE
ST f.AKS
79
Pak
JIMMY DEAN PONK
Sausage
WHY PAY
STEAK
PRICES
FOR TOUGH
FATTY TAILS?
Breyer removes the en
tue tail Irmo all "Pei
pit's choice" DS. Wet
Graded Clsoice Porter
house and T lent
Steaks Wore mitten(
and pricing
ja GEMINI GROLIND ROUND FUMY P*,
$1-21 Beef Steaks c""ff° 
Lihoulde r Roast LB
LAMB
b Chops.:....:LB
U.S. Gov't, Graded Choice
"Peoples Choice" Beet
SHOULDER
ROAST
1241 $129
SERVE N SAVE SLICED
Lunch Meat AM.I $109LB 
Kroger, Medium
U S.D.A. GRADE 'A
EGGS
KRAFT FRENCH OR 1000 ISLAND
Dressing 20 89c
ASSORTED FLAVORS a* •%.,
Big K Drinks bUs
RICO SPAGHETTI
auce  Liv214,_59c
- MASON
JARS
1 Doz. Qts.
Roll-On
SCOPE :I $409
MOUTHWASH O
PETER PAN
PEANUT BUTTER
Assorted Flavors
HI-C
DRINKS
46
Oz.
Can
KROGER BIM LANE CUT
Green Beaos 4ItLizs $1
KROGER CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE 04E1111E14%A
Golden Corn 3"c tIlils VC
KROGER r
Tomato Juice -3VC
Kraft -
PAR KAY
MARGARINE
With this coupon. DWI! one. Good through
Tuesday. July 13th.
••7
B Oz.
Cans
Anchor Hocking
COLONIAL
TANKARDS
AVONDALE SWEET NAMBLRGER OR
HOT DOG
Relish 310 02JARS $1
417CmOIS 89c
U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
"People's Choice" Beet
Fresh Picnic Style
. poRK
ROAST
;pc
OMR
Beef Wieners
KROGER JUMBO
Bologna
ARGO
Sweet Peas
KROGER FILE
Cocktail .65c
..."Ilatterrnilk or Mornestylo
KROGER
BISCUITS
9c
Assorted Varieties
MORTON
DINNERS
Pkgs.
I 43.89
TOTAL SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE
Everything you buy at ILO
ger is guaranteed be you,
total satoslactross regardless
of manufacturer, It you are
not satsfied Kroger WrII re
place your item with the
time brand or a comparable
brand or refund your pur
chase price.
N. also honoree that we will *a eserellarno in our
power to have **le tuppbet of alf athrerjrsed
Wecralo is, our Otte* when you shop ler them
We to covefitsis beyond our controi, we run out it
verefoisee **N vi tottl substitute the same oleo
comers*, Cried (Mien' soch a* Item rs
suartietelea teflechwer the ssese flushes .os. tt Veil
Piles. tree ewe a -torn Check"' *loch *Idles rimIi
the sone ochettrsed spesral at t* time spectral pre
asay tame wwthrn 31 does
KROGER
HAMBURGER MAGIC
Pkg.
Os.
 45c
With this coition. limit out. Good throagh
Tuesday, July 13th.
In The
Plush
FROZEN ITO 7 LIS
Stewing Hens
HOLLY FARMS
Fryer Livers
YOUR DOLLARS'
BUY MORE AT
KROGER
FTICE PATROL PROVES IT!
*swap nos nwera• amass* aiwo swet*s totsw, rt.* tnrs mune rye*(..10 
Cftfro10
12
18 "
6
$ 1 79
$128
WWII LEAN
 L.. 79c Ground. Chuck .5.$118
17
22
9
7
65
57
67
49
#ITt DIGISTIkt
Kroger
SALAD
.R4SSING
Or 
79c
Ea.
Trimmed and Tray erd S fat
111114EPIECE
S OREA
STORE B
STORE C
STORE D
$ 1 29- Nnli-Grie° cgst LB
59 U.S sort GRADED. ROUND BONE
Shoulder Roast
$ 259 hort Ribs
1201.
PVC 79c
  LB 89c
Kroger
FRENCH
FRIES
$ 29
Assorted Flavors
Holly Farms
FRYER
BREASTS
BETTY CROCKE
CAKE MIXES
GREEN
CABBAGE
Lb.10
C
moan mum
DETERGENT
With this coupon. Wait este. Geed threueh
Tuesday, July 13th.
. WHITE
GRAPES
Lb.
likletTELLOW
58c,
Nectarir44 411106,. 59C SquasttSOUTHERN FRESH
le 2 c
DaChes ... ..... 3. 99c Broccoli • IV, 49c.
Cherries. Li 9c Green Beans 3Les $1
Red Plums Ls 9c Strawberries_..98cg=a,
THIS -COUPON WORTH
SOc CASH
tomards the purchase it a
WHOLE WATERMELON
Limit Ole Good through Tuesday.
July 13th.
ALL VEGETABLE
CRISCO SHORTENING
LB
LB
MORTON'S
Corned Beef  LB $149
ADVANCE MIEN
Beef Fritters .............III 99c
Meaty
TURKEY
HINDQUARTERS
MUTER SLICED
59c Pork Loirts,""12 $138:
*";FAar"SWings 89c Fre 59c.
All Vegetable
CRISCO
SHORTENING
Smooth. Creamily
)(ROGER
MAYONNAISE
WesROMAINE
LETTUCE
Thompson Seedless
THIS COUPON WORTH
20c CASH
towards the purchase of a 10 lb big
of
RED POTATOES
Unlit one. Goal through Tuesday.
July 13th
KROGER
DRINK AID
With, thu CONINM. trait ism. Good through
Tresday.,1sty 13th. -
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'Exotic Energy Alternatives Account For Fraction Of Total
By TERRY KIRKPATRICK
AP Business Writer
It is possible today to warm
your home at night with heat
from the sun, run your car on
a fuel made from wheat or
power your electric tooth-
brush with the wind. It's all
possible, but unlikely to
happen any time soon.
Since the oil embargo in late
1973, and the sudden jump in
oil. prices that followed, the
dream of a siseaP, clean and
unlimited supply of energy
has led a handful of people to
build solar collectorron their
roofs, install methane-burning
engines in their cars or erect
windmills in their backyards.
And millions of dollars have
been poured into research and
development of these alter-
native energy sources Since
American motorists first
waited an hour in line to buy
gasoline.
Such spending by goverrun
ent and industry jumped from
$145.3 million in 1973 to $402.6
million in 1975, according to a
survey prepared for the U.S.
House Conunittee on Science
and Technology. And the
share of industry and
government energy research
money going to alternatre
sources has been growing —
from roughly 9 per cent in 1973
to 16 per cent in 1975. The rest
has gone to the more con-
ventional energy sources.
Most research money
supplied by industry goes to
energy forms it currently
produces and sells, petroleum
being number one. More
government money goes to
nuclear research than
anything else.
In fiscal 1976, for instance,
the Energy Research and
Development Administraion
spent almost half a billion on
the breeder nuclear reactor —
four times the amount
allocated to any other single
item.
So the more exotic energy
alternatives account for only 
fraction of the nation's to
needs. Oil, natural gas and
coal carry most of the load
and will for some time to
come.
Those who determine how
Summer Fishing
Conditions Prevail
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Summer fishing conditions
prevail aroundKentucky, with
night fishing often more
productive for black bass than
daytime angling, and with
bluegill fishing fair statewide.
The lake by lake rundown,
as compiled by the state
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources:
Cumberland: White bass
fair in lower lake and slow in
upper lake in the jumps; black
bass slow on artificial
nightcrawlers off deep banks;
in tailwaters, trout and sauger
fair; clear to murky to muddy,
rising slowly, 25 feet below
timberline and 79 degrees.
Cave Run: Musky fair
casting and trolling over old
road beds and the mein river
channel; bluegill fair off deep
banks; clear to murky to
stable at summer pool and-72
degrees.
Laurel: Crappie good
around stickups; black-bass
fair on spinner baits and ar-
tificial nightcrawlers off deep
points and banks; clear,
stable at pool and 79 degrees.
Dewey: Crappie fair over
submerged cover; bluegill
fair in inlets and bays; clear to
murky, stable at pool and 81
degrees.
Barren: Black bass good
casting artificial night-
crawlers at night off points;
bluegill good off deep banks
and around bridge piers; clear
to murky to muddy'', falling
slowly, 11.4 feet above pool and
79 degrees.
Barkley: Black bass fair on
chank baits and spinners
inlets and bays and over drop
offs; bluegill fair over old road
beds and around rip rap; in
tailwaters, catfish and
crappie fair, clear to murky,
stable at four inches below
pool and 78 degrees.
Kentucky: Black .bass fair
on surface lures and crani
baits in inlets and and bays
and over submerged cover; in
tailwaters, catfish and sauger
slow,-to lair; clear to murky,
stable at pool and 79 degrees.
Herrington: Black bass fair
at night casting artificial
nightcrawlers off points and
over drop offs; bluegill fair
drift fishing along deep banks;
clear to murky, falling slowly,
one foot above pool- and 80
degrees.
Dale Hollow: White bass
fair in the jumps early and
late in the day; clear, stable at
Iv: feet above pool and 80
degrees.
Fishtrap: Crappie.fair over
submersed cover; bluegill
fair in "inlets and bays; • in
tailwaters, trout slow; clear,
stable at pool and 78 degrees.
Grayson: BluegW good over
submerged cover and around
stickups; black bass slow on
surface lures and crank baits
off rocky points and shallow
banks early and late in the
day; in tailwaters, trout fair
clear to murky, stable at pool
and 80 degrbes.
Green: Black bass fair at
night casting spinner baits
and artificial hightcsawrers
off gravel points and deep
banks; bluegill fair in inlets
and bays and off deep banks;
in tailwaters trout and bluegill
fair to good; clear to murky to
muddy, rising slowly, three
feet above pool and 79
degrees.
Buckhorn: White bass fair
night fishing off points and
deep banks; bluegill fair off
deep banks; clear to murky to
muddy, stable at one foot
above pool and 80 degrees.
Rough River: Bluegill fair
on flyrod poppers and by still
fishing worms and crickets
along stfallow banks; black
bass slow at night on spinner
baits and artificial night-
crawlers off point* and deep
banks; clear to murky, stable
at pool and 83 degrees.
research money will be spent
forsee only a limited role for
solar, geothermal and syn-
thetic fuel energy in the next
decade. One estimate, by the
Federal Energy
Administration, is that they
will supply only about 1 per
cent of the total energy
demand in 1985.
For the most part, the
technology needed to replace
some of the limited oil with
unlimited sun or wind is there.
The holdup barring their
widespread use is economic:
although the world price of
crude oil has quadrupled in
the past three years, it is still
cheaper than most of the
alternatives, say government'
and energy industry experts.
And some industry projects
to produce a synethetic gas
from coal or wring oil from
shale rock, which were begun
earritist shortly after the
embargo, sit idle. —
"We had perceived the
inevitable transformation to
the more abundant resources
well before the embargo,"
said A. L. Shrier, who directs
special energy projects for
Exxon Corp., the nation's
largestoil company.
"We have followed shale
and tar sands for 20 years. We
bought coal reserves. What
came... instead was greater
reserves in the Middle East
and North Africa, which kept
prices down."
That alternate fuels have
not yet become competitive
with Mideast oil was noted in
June by Nicholas Sarkis,
director of the Arab
Petroleum Research Center,
when he predicted that the oil
exporting 'Countries will raise
their prices again later this
year. -- -
There are other problems
and a•look at them shows why
alternative energy sources
haven't developed more
quickly: -
—Consumer markets for
new products, such as solar
collectors or windmills, are
undevelOPed:- • - •
"What are the barriers in
the way of establishing large-
scale solar use?" Joseph
Lindmayer, president of
Solaces Corp., a leader in the
development of solar cells,
asked at a recent energy
conference.
-We generally tend to think
that what we need is a great
technological break-through
that tomorrow suddenly
reduces the cost. I have slowly
come to the conclusion that
basically that is just not the
case.
"I think that the real
barriers lire market
development, user education,
availability of capital and
manpower."
For markets to function,
buyers need to be aware of
what is available. John M.
.Teem, who recently resigned
as the government's chief of
solar, geothermal and ad-
vanced energy systems, says
there should be a greater
federal role in stimulating the
use of solar heating and
cooling and the dissemination
of information.
-I fear that--withent- this
stimulation, the private sector
will not achieve the early
commercial m ark et
development of solar energy
which is needed," he said.
With enough buyers to
support mass production,
prices could come down
Lindmayer said solar cells,
used almost exclusively for
space projects just two years
ago, have dropped to one-tenth
the price since then as they
have been put to use on earth.
"These changes are ac-
tually so dramatic that Most
individuals and organizations
have not yet fully recognized
this new situation," he said.
—The capital costs of some
new energy forms are
tremendous. (Capital is the
money required to build or
buy permanent plants or
equipment.)
Soine- librrtiOWners, - for
instance, could reduce their
monthly utility bills by
installing a rooftop solar
collector-to provide hot water
and room heat.
But estimates of the cost of
such collectors range from
$1.400. tg8500O It would take
10 to 20 years to pay for them
with savings in utility bills,
depending on whether they
replace expensive electrical
heating or cheaper oil or gas.
"Anyone buying electricity
today and paying more than 1
four or five cents a kilowatt
hour is better off on economic
grounds with a solar collec-
tor," Shrier says. "The
problem is it has a large up-
-front- cost. If -you've got the
money, that's . fine. • Most
consumers don't."
—Industry faces enormous
capital costs if it pursues the
production of synthetic fuels.
Several coal-to=gis 'Projects
are in the planning stages, but
such plants could cost as much
as $800 million. And the gas
they would produce would cost
$3 to $5 per thousand cubic
feet, compared with the
current regulated price of 52
cents per thousand cubic feet
of new, interstate gas.
A low-quality gas, called
town gas, is produced in other
nations and was produced in
this country before the advent
of natural gas pipelines.
"We hear a great deal of
_talk about the rieed.to.ilvve4
new technology for coal
conversion," R. • R.
Breckenfeld of Shell Oil Co.
said. "The real problem is not
the availability of technology,
but that the technology that is
•
available is too expensive.
"Coal gasification has been
practiced commercially for
125 to 150 years. Nearly 50
commercial gasifiers are
operating today. One can
hardly say that the technology
is not aslaila ble. "
Several ventures that
sprang up up after the em-
bargo to top the tremendous
reserves of shale oil beneath
several Western states have,.
also stalled under en-
vironmental and economic
problems.
John McKinley, president of
Texaco Inc., said recently that
a plant to produce *00,000
barrels of oil a day from shale
would cost between $1.5 billion
and $2 billion and require the
mining of 50 million tons of
shale a year — five times the
size of the largest coal mining
operation in the country.
Its product would have to
sell for $18 to $22 a barrel,
compared with imported oil
now costing $12 to $13 itierreT.
"It seems that as each year
passes," McKinley said, "the
possibility of oil shale making
a real contribution moves two
years forward."
NEW PRESIDENT
NEW YORK (AP) — Donald
S. Lamm has been elected
president of W.W. Norton & Co.
He succeeds George P.
Brockway, who was named
chairman of the publishing
house.
Norton was established in
1923.
Park 'n Ride,
circa 5,000 B.C.
Noah's plan still holds Water.
But instead of driving alone to catch your
bus, take a tip from Noah. Go two by two. That
way, you'll save gas and money on the whole
trip Not just part of it
Share the ride to the bus.
A panne -se. rvIce of the
newspaper. The U S
Department of T-ransportanon
end Thtt-Advertleing Counctl
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Action
12 oz.
$2.10 Value
Say-Rites
- Low Price
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Gleem Toothpaste
Fluoride and Brightner
The Lady
Shaped Better
To Shave Better
Uniquely Feminine Reusable
Razor with Twin Blade Cartridge
Say-Rites
Low Price
68
$1.19 Value
You Save 5P At Say-Rite
Combatir& Cont rots
ATHLETE'S
FOOT
-NEW
EJ,Immum.
t cal
111 P•
AEROSOL POWDER
Sprays like a liquid
Dries like a powder
NP*27
Aerosol Powder
401. $1.79 Value
Say-Rites
Low Prick
$ 1 28
Save 51'
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Conform
Household Gloves
Feel Natural Because
They Conform To
The Natural Shape
of Your Hand
Sure Longlasting Anti-Perspiraint
And Deodorant
Be Sure with Sure!
5 oz. $1.45 Value
Reg. and Unscented
Say-Rites
Low Price
99'
Save 46'
12 oz. $2:95 Value
Reg. and Unscented
Say-Rites
Low Price
$188
Save $1.07
Lilt Home Wave
Gentle, Regular,
Supesray$-2R4,.83 Value
Low Price
2...•2 2. 41.1
ow • a.m. m..
$168 •
Save $1.15 .
Special and
Body Wave
$2.28 Value
Say-Rites
Low Price
$138
Save 904
it
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JIM
ADAMS
FOODLINERS
NORTHSIDE
10th & Chestnut
6 A.M.-12 P.M:
CLOSED
SUNDAY *'**
SOUTHSIDE
S. 12th & Story
7 A.M.-10 P.M.
OPEN SUNDAY
10 A.M.-8 P.M.
SOUTHSIDE IGA® ONLY
FILLED WITH WHIPPED CREME
Creme Horns 2 FOR 29°
KING'S PRIDE • 21 PIECES
Fried $499
Chicken
21 PIECES IN AN EASY TOTE BARN
KING'S PRIDE • FRENCH FRIED
Tater
Logs Lb.fi
SEEDLESS
WHITE
-
GRAPES 
57'Lb. 
FRESH
GREEN
ONIONS 2 Bunches 2T
WASHINGTON STATE
WINESAP APPLES Lb. 29'
FRESH
EGG
PLANT  Lb.
YOUR
YELLOW
SWEET'
CORN
5 EARS 9 4
•
*SERVICE
*CLEANLINESS
*PRICES
*QUALITY
\ -1 STORE 11?e# *SELECTION
_Prices Good thru Tuesclay,luly.13.1976. Quantity Rights Reserv 
U.S.CHOICE
ROUND
STEAK
$ 18
Lb.
U4S. CHOICE
"stiANK- 
CUT" POT ROAST 
U.S. CHOICE•BONELESS
TOP ROUND STEAK
U.S. CHOICE
CUBE STEAK 
kCKRICH FRANKS fgiOR
CHICKEN OF SEA
TUNA
61/2 oz.55
BANQUET. FROZEN
CREAM
PIES
14°z. 49C
SOUTHSIDE
GP, 12th & Story
OPEN SUNDAY
lac m.8p. m.
DEL MONTE..- •
CATSUP 200z 59;
KELLOGG'S
Corn Flakes 1801.69;
HOT SHOT
HOUSE & GARDEN
INSECT SPRAY 11 OZ. $ 1 
29
U.S. CHOICE•BONELESS
RUMP
ROAST
1 38
Lb.
•
no e LEAN•LO-CALORIE
- .15. 'GROUND.
Lb $ 1 68 ROUND
Lb $ 1 78 $ 2 8
 Lb 99; b. A
TRAILER
SWEET
PEAS
Al3oo 5 ht
SIZE i 44,
CAN
Quantities
limited at
this price.
FIELD'S
BOLOGNA
Lb. 99°
US:• CHOICE
SIRLOIN TIP
ROAST
BONE
less $ 1 38
LB
BANQUET. FROZEN
POT FIES
Beef
Chicken
'rarity 119
PURE VEGETABLE
WESSON OIL
itairt
$119BIG48 oz.BOTTLE
REGULAR PRICE: $1.59 1111 SAVE 40'
  BATHROOM TISSUE
CHARMIN
4 Roil
Pkg.
QUANTITIES LIMITED AT THIS PRICE
U.S. CHOICE
BEEF•SkORT,
RIBS
Lb 48
0 IMITATION
CHEESE
2 Lb. 129
Box
0
s4TOMATY
SOUP
101/z oz. 19'
CHEF•BOY•AR•DEE 301 CAN
SPAGHETTI
WITH MT. BALLS 49
SALTINE 'I Lb.
CitRACARS :13c
VLASIC•FRESH•
K-OSHER DILLS Qt 79
IJEfIy• 10's
TRASRBAGS 99c
SAFEGUARD•4 BARS
DEODORANT SOAP. 99
5 FLAVORS•20 oz.
JACK'S COOKIES .... 76c
VAN1LLA•LEAAON
PEANUT BUTTER. DUPLEX
CHOCOLATE
It's exciting
It's fun
'FREE
CASH
SOUTHSIDE: 5500.00
0 FREE
NORTHSIDE 5400 00 CASH
LAST WEEK ;
SOUTHSIDE:
NAME DRAWN
CARD NOT PUNCHED
NORTHSIDE
NAME DRAWN -
CARD NOT PUNCHED
_
=.11I
•
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Location
Hwy 641 So.
Benton
Whether it's for vacations, entertaining
or just relaxing; Wal-Mart has what
You need:Shop now and save on
everything you buy!
Cony ou really afford to shop elsewhere?
24" Heavy Duty
Cordless Motor
Folding Legs
Raid —
Professional
Strength
Ant 8i Roach
Killer
Stops Crawling Bugs
16 Ounce Aerosol
.5 Plastic blades
*Attractive plastic guard
*Lightweight and portable
Fla-Vorice
- Ice Tea
Glasses
With This Coupon
WALALANT1
ININKHANOGN POLICY
o, our 1POOPPOP iv PO'. *POP/ POVOlii•pO 1n OP ..0ck if duo
any uolorottoon fOOSOP an OtiV•ft. Opel PIPIT is not 0,0030‘11, 10, pwcliewr
Wel-Mort will ssuo a Rain Chock on rockuos I to, the morchonchso to be
purch000d of Oro solo pric• WININPVOT (MO iiebl• or will boll you a stmlor •
teal • comporoblo raduchon in or K•
MANN YOU POP SHOPPING HAL-MAIM
Coo You Rookly Alford to Shop Onyos.voro
Mirro 16 Quart
Canner
•Flolds 7 qt. jars .
*Made of thick heavy-duty
aluminum alloy
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
Flair Glasses
Pkg. of 4 -15 oz. —
Glasses .
Reg. 1.88
VYAL-IvIART
Writ _mon DISCOUNT CITY Wfli•MART DISCOUNT CITY • WAL-ITIART DISCOUNT CITY • WAL-MART DISCOUNT • WAl -MART DISCOUNT • %NAL-MART DISC
Electric Starter
'4 Forward gears, 1 reverse
*Twin blades for full 36" cut
.6:1 rack &.pinion steering
*Folds flat for storage
.5x3x3 web construction
*Flat arms
.6x15 web construction
.7 position adjustment
•Plat arms
. Reg. 4.57
Limit 2
With
This Coupon
*Fully electric,
key ignition •
*Engine by
Briggs & Stratton
